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VOLUME12,NUMBER10 $2.00 October 2000 
Children's Charity Class·c 
Monday, November 6, 2000 at Victoria Club 
A 
..1 ~J 
For the Benefit of 
lorna linda University Children's Hospital 
wo situations. 
DEVELOPER 
REQUIREMENTS: 
A competitive advantage over other business parks. 
SOLUTION: 
Partner with Verizon to develop a SmartPark site. 
Its tne ngnt move ror your property. 
Lookmg for a competitive edge over other office 
parks? Then look no further than a Venzon Smart Park 
development. Verizon will help you des1gn a superior 
network mfrastructure that del1vers benefits your 
tenants will notice. Like scalability, so those high-value 
tenants won't have to relocate 1n order to upgrade to 
evolv1ng technologies. 
Your busmess park will also offer tenants a full 
portfolio of serv1ces from a proven prov1der. including 
data. vo1ce and v1deo. And high-bandwidth. h1gh-speed 
capabilities, including DSL. ATM and Frame Relay. Even 
24/7 network monitoring for everyone's peace of mind. 
It's all made possible by a company that's been building 
communications networks for more than 75 years. 
That, in short, is the SmartPark story. A very smart move. 
TENANT 
REQUIREM ENTS: 
Office environment that meets all my needs. 
SOLUTION: 
Move to a Verizon SmartPark development. 
It's the nght place for your bus1ness. 
Search1ng for an office locat1on with a complete 
network of all the data. voice. vtdeo and broadband 
serv1ces that you'll need to conduct bus1ness now and 
1n the future? Then you've just found your new location: 
a Verizon SmartPark development. 
Verizon partners with top developers to bring you a 
complete and scalable communications Infrastructure, 
so your business can upgrade to evolving technology 
as your needs change - without having to relocate. 
And to Simplify operation and management. all 
c~mmunicat1ons can be integrated onto one platform. 
Its all made possible by a company that's been building 
~ommun1cations networks for more than 75 years. That, 
In short, is the SmartPark story. A very smart move. 
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OCTOBER 2000 $2.00 
Is it "Play Money" or 
the Real Thing? Things 
You Should Know 
br Chery I Butler Rolf numerous security fea-
ture to make 11 much 
more djfficult for coun-
terfeiters to make their 
"funny money" 
In a recent issue of 
continued 011 page 24 
Special 
The Cleveland Natwnal Forest prm ide!> a pnstine backdrop fvr the elegallt greens at 
the Eagle Glen Golf Cour~e 111 Corona. 
Beside'> hcmg past 
leaders of our country, 
what do Andrew Jackson, 
Ulysses Grant, Benjamin 
hanklin, Abraham 
Ltncoln and Alexander 
Hamtlton all have in com-
mon? Over the last four 
years, have you nottced 
the changes that have 
been made to our curren-
cy? 
Sections 
Executive Time Out 
page 42 
AT DEADLINE 
Gov. Gr ay Davis R efuses to Sign 
Assembly Bi11 241 2 
Gov. Davis returned Assembly 
Bill 2412 ans signature. The bill 
would impose sales tax collection 
obligations on retailers who 
proces ·orders electronically- by 
fax, telephone, the Internet, or 
other electronic ordering process-
es, if the retailer is engaged in 
bu iness in Califomta. 
Davis believes that, "In order 
for the Internet to reach its full 
potential as a marketing medium 
and job creator, it must he given 
time to mature. At present, it is less 
than 10 years old. Imposing sales 
taxe on Internet transaction~ at 
this point in its young life would 
end the wrong signal about 
C'alifomta 's international role a.-. 
the incubator of the dot-com com.-
munity. 
"Moreover," the governor stat-
ed, "the Internet must be subJeCt to 
a stable and non-di'>crtminatory 
legal environment, parttcularly in 
the area of taxation." 
In a Hurry? New Service Speeds 
Shipments to Their Destinations 
The new www ROO..,ame 
COIIIIIIUCd 011 page 45 
Eagle Glen Golf Course 
Announces Opening of 
Public Country Club 
by Debbie LeA nee 
Btg changes are 
underway at the Eagle 
Glen Golf Course in 
Corona, as thi month 
marks the grand opening 
of an open-to-the-public 
country club, featuring 
fine restaurant and ban-
quet facilitie. that 
accommodate up to 400 
people in a ballroom 
whtch ranks a!> the 
largest in western 
Riverside County 
Dan Bailey. a sk11led 
chef experienced tn 
prepanng exquislle 
French cuisine, ts 
preparing an eclectic 
array of dishes encom-
passing entrees, sabas, 
cheeses, and '>aucc.., 
from around the world. 
Although the menu for 
the Turnberry Grille 
(Eagle Glen's dally 
restaurant and bar) wtll 
be limited at first, the 
choices of entrees for 
catered event will be 
extensive 
Some of the first 
fortunate ones to enjoy 
the facilities were partic-
ipants tn the Corona 
Chamber of 
Commerce's recent 
fund-raising, black-tie 
event. The menu includ-
ed an "around-the-
world" atmosphere, with 
each corner of the room 
reflecung a dtfferent 
part ol the world. French 
cheese'-. tiramt'\U, pnme 
rib and seared aht, were 
among the chotec. for 
that ..,pectal night's 
extravaganza. 
The banquet facili-
ttes arc al<.,o capable of 
meettng the needs of the 
bustne..,.., community. 
There w1ll he an AV ys-
CO/l/11/IIL'd Oil page 57 
With the roll-out of 
the new $5, $10, $20, $50 
and $100 bills, the U.S. 
Stock Sheet 
page 57 
Treasury has issued bills Calendar 
that feature a revamped page 60 
design that includes 
Memory Walk 2000 high-
lights organization 's mis-
sion: providing information 
and support for families 
coping with Alzheimer's 
by Joel Bara11owskt 
The Riverside/San 
Bernardino Chapter of the 
National Alzheimer's 
As.sociallon will he hold-
mg tl'> annual 5K Memory 
Walk :.!000 on Saturday 
Oct 21, at the an 
Bernardtno County 
Mu-.eum lndtvtduab, 
fa mil ie-. and compantes 
are tnvited to sponsor mdi-
viduals and form teams to 
partictpatc tn the walk 
The walk commemorates 
those who suffer from 
Alzhetmer\, as well as 
rat ... e-. public awarene<.,s 
about the dt-.ea-.e, whtch 
currently affects about 4 
million Americans 
Alzheimer's disease j<., 
expected to afflict apprOXI-
mately 14 millton 
Americans by the year 
2050. 
The Memory Walk b a 
major fund-ratsmg event 
for the Alzheimer's 
Association The Inland 
Empire Chapter ts only 
one of 200 chapters across 
the nation that make up the 
non-profit organtzation. 
The Riverstde/San 
Bernardino chapter wa-. 
begun in 19 6, when fam-
ihe and friend'> of those 
contmued on page 18 
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lf ever this free people, if this Government itself is ever 
utterly demoralized, it will come from this incessant 
human wriggle and struggle for office, which is but a way 
to live without work. 
- Abraham Lincoln 
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OPINION 
Eliminating MSAs Will Increase the 
Rolls of Uninsured Americans 
by Bennie Thayer, president of the 
National Association for che Self-
Employed 
The inabi lit y o f our health care 
system to resolve the problems of 
hea lth care costs, quality, and 
access, represents one of the most 
urgent problems faci ng our country. 
Many of the proposals now before 
Congres al!e mpt to deal wi th 
health care access, bu t do no t ade-
quately address the more important 
factor-cost. More than 44 million 
Americans do not have health 
insurance. In survey after survey, 
cost is lis ted as the number one rea-
son why, yet Congress has been 
slow to act on legislation with a 
proven record of helping the unin-
sured. 
The way to give more 
American access to affordable, 
high-quali ty health care is through 
medical savings accounts or MSA'>. 
MSAs were established in 1996. 
With MSA plans, employers and 
cons umers purchase high-
deductible insurance pol icies a t 
lower premiums. The premium sav-
ings are then put in a medical sav-
ings account to fund the high 
deductible. The consumer pays for 
routine and preventive care with 
funds from the MSA. If there is 
money left in the account at the end 
of the year, it rolls over and can 
build up to pay for future health 
care expenses. For major problems, 
the high-deductible insurance poli-
cy kicks in. 
The Census Bureau reports that 
20 percent of the U.S . population 
did not have health insurance in 
1998. Yet, official figures show that 
more than 25 percent of those pur-
chasing MSAs were previous ly 
uninsured. So, MSA-; have helped 
thousand of Americans find a solu-
tion to their health care d ilemma. 
These ind ividuals are no longer 
priced out of the health care in ur-
ance market becau e MSA-; have 
allowed them lo purchase afford-
able, high-quality and comprehen-
s ive health care. 
But, the MSA program i. high-
ly res tncttve. Only the self-
employed and bu inesses with 50 
or fewer employees can purchase 
MSAs now. A nd ti me is ru nning 
out-even for them. Un less 
renewed by this Congress, the 
MSA program ceases a t the end of 
this year. 
As the number of uninsured 
A mericans continues to rise, 
Congress, needs to make it its num-
ber one priority to support meas-
ure like MSA<> that will make it 
easier for American to purchase 
affordable health insurance. Giving 
all Americans the opportunity to 
choose their own health ca re plan!. 
and control their health care costs 
through MSAs is the best way to 
provide real patient choice and 
afford~ble hea lth insurance for 
more Americans. 
MSAs give consumers d irect 
ownership and contro l over a por-
tion of their health care dollars. 
When cons umer - not the govern-
ment-are back in the driver 's seat 
in terms of their own health care, 
they will become more prudent 
about their health care spending. 
MSAs are not the "magic bul-
let" that wi ll olve all o f our 
nati on 's health care problems. 
However, they wi ll have a s ignifi-
cant impact on reducing hea lth care 
costs, while expanding access to 
ca re, a nd preserv ing consumer 
choice. Consumers arc demanding 
access to high-qual ity and afford-
able health care and MSAs can help 
answer that demand. 
ABOUT THE COVER 
Walter 's Children's Charity Cia sic golf tournament will be held on 
Nov. 6 at the Victoria Club in Riverside. Celebrating its fifth year, the 
much anticipated event benefits Lorna Linda Universi ty Children's 
Hospital. T he tournament is sponsored each year by Walter 's, a 
Mercedes-Benz dealership in the Rivers ide Auto Center. 
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EI>ITO.R.IAL 
The Fix is in on Pro~p 39 
Proposition 39 promises to fix our the voters to turn out. Do we want 55 
percent of 20 percent to decide educa-
tional needs, as well as our financial 
obligations as home owners? 
chools and fix the way schools spend 
money. Quite frankly, we don't trust it. 
First, it is too easy to stick a concept 
onto a new proposition - like health, 
education, or jobs, and then let pcoplt: 
try to defend a position against it, with-
out appearing to oppose - health, 
education, or jobs. 
econdly, we haven't forgotten 
the time when the Caltfornia Lottery 
proposition was supposed to ''fix" our 
school . 
If we read this thing correctly, 
we are guaranteed that school bonds 
can 't be ra ised by more than $100 per 
year. Does that mean that in five 
years, chool bonds can increase by 
$500? To us, an annual cap is like no 
cap at all. 
Prop 39 also wants to change the 
voting majority for bonds to what is 
called a "super-majority" of 55 percent 
of the people who vote. However. 
Prop 13, the Jarvis Amendmelll, which 
was passed by the people of California 
years ago, currently calls for the 
majority of 66 percent approval for the 
passage of bond measures. Remember 
here that in off-year elections, we are 
sometimes lucky to get 20 percent of 
Then, there is the issue of renters. 
We are told that Prop 39 will affect 
only property owners, but a great num-
ber of fam ilies here in the Inland 
Empire rent, and their landlords will 
pass ihe tax on to them in the form of 
higher rent. Not to mention the fact 
that those same landlords will proba-
bly round up the number. If they have 
to add $9 per month for the new bond, 
they will probably add $10 or $12 to 
the rent. 
The education system in the state 
of California clearly needs fixing, and 
the state budget for education a~ounts 
for the majority of its expenditures 
each year. The place for any fixing is 
in Sacramento. We sent our assembly 
people up there to do the job. It's time 
that they did it. And, as for claiming 
that Prop 39 brings accountability to 
school district spending ... well, does 
that mean there is "no" accountability 
now?! 
In the meantime, the Inland 
Empire Business Journal recommends 
a no vote on Proposi tion 39. 
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PRO CON 
THE ISSUE: Proposition 38, a ballot initiative authored by \'enture capitalist Tim Draper, would amend the California Constitution by offering tax-free 
vouchers for $4,000 per child for private school tuition to all California public and private K-12 students. It would establish a check system for California's 
educational financial supply to maintain funding per pupil for public school students at the "national average," according to Edsource Inc. 
Tho e opposed to the initiative argue that the bill would raise taxes and that \•ouchers cannot realisticall) be implemented, because of the small number of 
private schools versus public school , regardle s of the funding allotment. 
PROP 38 Yes Favors New Voucher Initiative 
That Would Place Educational Choices With 
Parents-Not State Administrators 
Venture capitalist Tim Draper 
authored Proposition 38 to .imple-
ment a positive move toward a more 
responsive school sy tern . 
According to Gary Larson, deputy 
press secretary for Prop 38 Yes, the 
level of accountability would be 
placed with the parents, allowing 
them to have the choice of educa-
tional opportunities for their chil-
dren, rather than decisions from 
California's education fund bureau-
cracy. 
There would be no special qual-
ifying factors determining who 
could receive the scholarships. If 
Prop 38 was in effect today "any 
parent of a K-12 public educated 
child could receive a voucher right 
now," according to Larson. The bill 
would likewise have a "phasing in" 
period for private school children to 
receive the vouchers along with 
public school pupils. It would incor-
porate a four-year phase, beginning 
with year one or 2001, when only 
private school kindergarten students 
would receive vouchers. The addi-
tion of other private school children 
would consequently include: in year 
two, grades K-2; in year three, 
grades K-8 and finally, in year four, 
students in K-12. 
While clarifying the benefits of 
Proposition 38, Larson observed, 
"The state's cumbersome accredit-
ing process [selects) 30 percent of 
teachers who struggle to pass that 
(state) test at the sophomore level 
of proficiency." Private schools, 
however, have the freedom to 
choose "the best qualified teachers 
proficient in subjpct matter unen-
cumbered by the credential 
process," Larson disclosed. 
The unbiased admission criteria 
can be guaranteed, according to 
Larson. Other states have used a 
privately funded lottery system for 
school vouchers and " many parents 
signed up," he said. "Private 
schools do not discriminate," 
• 
Larson carefully noted, because 
they make it their mission to edu-
cate the poor and minorities. Grade 
point average is not the criteria for 
voucher accepta nce. The parent's 
right of choice is the requirement, 
he said. 
California's problematic educa-
tional system is concentrated in Los 
Angeles County. Larson indicated 
that, " Public schools (in the Los 
Angeles area) are failing one out of 
four children who begin high 
school." He noted that this is a 
"stunning indictment on education." 
If this statement exposes a reeling 
34 percent of failing Los Angeles 
high school students, the question 
can be posed, should accountability 
for their children's education now 
be placed with the parents? 
Proposition 38 could empower par-
ents by compelling administrators to 
complete student education through 
choice-not regulation. 
PRO: Main arguments in favor of 
Proposition 38 
• All students should have options. 
• All parents should be able to 
choose their child's school. 
• Competition will strengthen public 
education. 
• Public schools will get more 
money and smaller classes. 
• Private schools will be accountable 
through mandated testing. · 
• The plan is cc:1stitutional because. 
it is not payment directly to 
schools. 
• The regulations on private schools 
will remain minimal. 
• New teachers will be attracted to 
the profession. 
• Capacity (classrooms, schools) 
will expand. 
• Public school funding will be 
increased through the new minimum 
guarantee. 
• Not only will new taxes not be 
needed, but also some budget sav-
ings could occur. 
No on Proposition 38 Opposes New Bill 
with Concern for Increased Taxes and 
Reduced Quality of Teaching 
The opposition to Proposition 38 
declares that it would be a step away 
from a responsibly governed public 
education system. Jon Lenzner, 
spokesman for the No on Prop 3 
Coalition, cautioned that the proposed 
measure would " take the number of 
funding areas away," in the California 
budget for education. "Local pub! ic 
schools would lose control of their per 
child funding," he said. In addition, 
Lenzner noted, "private schools have 
only 30,000 vacancies and there are 
6,000,000 kids in public schools. No 
space in private schools would be 
available for them." 
The proposition would not help 
California's troubled educational sys-
tem. It would create another bureau-
cracy because there are presently no 
departments in place to handle the 
massive amount of "check writing and 
papc::rwork," Lenzner carefully noted. 
The addition of "hundreds of new 
institutes to accommodate the 100 or 
so school districts would include 
staffing for them. Extra money would 
be required and who pays for these 
extra departments?" Lenzner ques-
tioned. He concluded that the obvious 
answer IS Cali fornia would be forced 
to raise taxes to implement this meas-
ure. 
The groups opposed to 
Proposition 38 are comprised of "a 
very diverse coalition" noted Lenzner. 
These groups include: the Califor111a 
Bus1ness Roundtable, the Howard 
Jarvis Taxpayers Association, the San 
Jose/Silicon Valley Chamber of 
Commerce, and California Business 
for Education Excellence. 
Lenzner stressed that, 
"Californians who care about the public 
school system are aware that Prop 38 
would take resources out of public 
schools It would g1ve money to fami-
lies with children al ready in private 
schools'' L1kew1sc, private schools do 
not adhere to offic1al regulations for 
teaching. Their teachers are not requ1red 
to obtain teaching credentials nor do 
governing laws apply to the h1ring and 
firing of private school teachers. 
The proposed bill would not 
assure that all children would be given 
the same educational opportunity. 
According to Lenzner, ''It will only 
help kids from wealthy families." 
Although the initiative states that chil-
dren cannot be rejected from private 
schools because of race, "a voucher 
does not mean that [a private school) 
will take the children," he added. 
Proposition 38 would create addi-
tional bureaucracy, does not require 
that the funding of $4,000 per pupil 
will be met, and the space in private 
schools is limited. The initiative would 
restrict children with a voucher from 
attending a private school. Parents 
would not have the choice they seek. 
They would, instead, become bogged 
down in a system that is unequipped to 
handle the scope of the proposed edu-
cational improvement. 
CON: Main arguments against 
Proposition 38 
• Proposition 38 erodes the burgeoning 
school accountabi lity movement. 
• Proposition 38 benefits those who 
least need it. 
• Only the difficult-to-educate wouid 
be left in some public schools. 
• Money would pour into parochial 
schools, the end of the separation of 
church and state. 
• It could cause a tax increase or cuts in 
other public services. 
• Voucher students' test scores would 
be comparable nationally but not in 
California when state standard-based 
tests are given. 
• Vouchers are not proven to foster 
better schools. 
• Admission criteria could discrimi-
nate on the basis of income or ability, 
as well as gender. 
• Private schools don ' t have to meet 
state standards, hire credentialed 
teachers, or give high school exit 
exams. 
• PropositiOn 38 has too many loop-
holes and questions that need defini-
tions or interpretations. 
• None of the large amount of money 
spent. under it would go toward 
improving public schools. 
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Bourns College at VCR to Lead "New Economy" Renaissance 
by June Casey 
Within the next decade, Bourns 
College of Engineering a t UC 
Riverside could well become the 
hub of a prestigious research and 
development community linked to 
establi hed high-tech companies 
and start-ups founded by its alumni. 
This " new economy" renaissance 
of the Inland Empire is a vision 
nurtured by Satish Tripathi, dean of 
the engineering school. 
The resources and infra ' true-
lure are well in place for the revo-
lution. It began with the carefully 
nurtured vi ion of UCR Chancellor 
Raymond Orbach, him elf a phy i-
cist, who hand-picked computer 
cientist Satish Tripathi to head the 
school, that until recently had been 
a tiny backwater institution with 
very little v isibility or clout. 
Tripathi had been the chair of 
the University of Maryland 
Computer Science Department for 
eight years, a program regarded as 
one of the top 10 in the nation, 
when Orbach recruited him. 
"The computer science depart-
ment alone [at Maryland] was 
much larger than the entire engi-
neering school at UCR," Tripathi 
recalled. 
Since his appointmen l as dean 
three and a half years ago, Tripathi 
has guided Bourns College through 
an a tonishing period of growth. 
From around the country he has 
recruited topflight re earchers-
lured by the opportunity to trans-
form the unknown engineering 
school into a premier engineering 
research center noted for cutting-
edge scientific advances. 
One of his fir t acts as dean was 
to organize a retreat at which facul-
ty members jointly decided upon 
the engineering school's future 
direction. "They cho 'e five areas of 
concentration," he said. 
"Environmental technology, intelli-
gent systems, nano-technology and 
science, communications and net-
working, and bioengineering." 
The engineering school 's 
Center for Environmental Research 
and Technology (CERT) was estab-
lished in 1991. With the dual impe-
tus of funding and direction, how-
ever, CERT uccessfully brought 
together researchers with represen-
tatives of federal and local govern-
ment agencie , as well as automo-
tive industry leaders. They 
embarked on a search for elutions 
to atmospheric pollution generated 
by vehicles-an e nvironmental 
is ue that is of prime concern to 
re idents of the Inland Empire. 
Working in concert with GM, 
Chrysler and Toyota, along with the 
Environmental Protection Agency 
and the South Coast Air Quality 
As essment B oard, the Center for 
Environmental Research applied 
for 13 patents in the 1999-2000 
academic year. Tripathi pointed to 
CERT's achievements as an exam-
ple of the ways in which Bourns 
College will have a powerful 
impact on the region, not only in 
terms of vigoro us economic 
growth, but in term of community 
as well. " Much of the research we 
do here at Bourns will have a direct 
impact on the quality of life here in 
the region," he said. 
Under Tripath i 's watch, Bourns 
College founded the Center for 
Research in Intelligent Systems 
(CRIS) two years ago, to explore 
the new frontier of "data mining." 
"We have a lot more data these 
days," Tripathi ~id. "Whether the 
sou rce is satellites or the local 
aM uch of the 
research we do here 
at Bourns will have a 
direct impact on the 
quality of life here in 
the region. " 
supermarket, we now get informa-
tion via data." 
The applications of data mining 
range from the ridiculous to the . ub-
lime. Thanks to the ability to collect 
billions of bits of information, a 
retailer like Wa!Mart can accurately 
predict that the sales of both beer 
and disposable diaper will peak on 
Fridays. More ignificantly, search-
es for patterns in data will help pre-
diet global weather systems and 
undoubtedly play a significant role 
in the exploration of humankind's 
biological destiny. Organizing and 
sorting data is a key a peel of the 
human genome mapping 
project, Tripathi said. 
B ourn College also 
promises to emerge a a 
leader in the field of nano-
technology via the Center for 
Research tn Nano-Scale 
Sciences and Technology, 
where a $1.2 million faci lity 
is currently under construc-
tion . Nanotechnology is a 
field of research that ''looks 
a t sy terns and materials 
much, much smaller than a 
trand of hair," he explained. 
Such technology will 
.revolutionize the way com-
pulers, cars and airplane 
are designed and may one 
day enable medical re earche to 
tran. plant "tiny but very intelligent 
devices" into the human body, 
according to Tripathi. 
Bourns College, together with 
the College of Science , will joint-
ly invest $10 million to establish 
the center, and will incl ude faculty 
members from all departments. 
"Engineering is truly an inter-
disciplinary field," noted Tripathi. 
" It'~ really a team effort ." 
By far, Bourns' broadest com-
mitment is to computer engineer-
ing. More than 50 percent of the 
college's tudents are in that depart-
ment. "We have been involved very 
heavily in recruiting faculty in the 
areas of communications and net-
works," said Tripathi. 
Two companies, oriel and 
TCS, are funding joint research 
with Bourns College in the area of 
Internet networking. And TCS has 
already e!>tabli!:>hed its own 
research lab in River:. ide. 
Tripathi noted that the time lag 
between undertaking theoretical 
resea rch and finding practical 
applications for it has collapsed to a 
matter of months in the arena of 
information technology. By con-
trast, advances in biotechnolgoy 
have a longer lag time because of 
the greater number of regulation!! 
and controls, he explained. 
Tripathi, a native of India who 
tudied at the University of 
Toronto, believes that the computer 
engineering department at Bourns 
Sntish K Tripathi 
College will attract a host of start-
up companies into the area. "We are 
going to have a definite impact here 
because of our program and our 
students." 
By 2002, the college will have 
a bioengineering center to comple-
ment its other four research centers. 
When Tripathi came to Bourns 
College i~ 1997, the college had 550 
tudents. When classes began last 
week for the fall quarter, there were 
1,300 students. Three years ago, the 
graduate program had 30 students. 
This fall the number is 150. 
The college currently has four 
departments: Computer Sciences 
and Engineering, Electrical 
Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering, and Environmental 
and Chemical Engineering, with 
the latter department offering sepa-
rate degrees. Plans are also in 
progres to add a graduate program 
in mechanical engineering. 
Tripathi said the college has 
hired 12 new fac ulty members thi 
fall, to bring the total number of 
faculty members to 48. Next year, 
the faculty will grow again to 60. 
"We are growing at a time 
when we can choose the areas of 
re earch we as an tnstitution want 
to focus on," he said. ·'You don't 
get many opportunities like that in a 
lifetime.'' 
CORNER ON THE MARKET 
Online Shopping Study Provides Strategic Clues to 
Bricks and Mortar as Well as E-Tail Companies 
by Ron Burgess 
Some of our traditional retail 
client bot ter their own concept. 
about how they deliver goods to 
their customers, u ing tudie that 
show a certain resi lance to online 
hopping. They cite i ues like 
personal service (something few 
retailer really provide today), ee-
ing the merchandise and shipping 
co ts a reasons why they will 
never be affected by the Internet. 
An updated study, by 
"Greenfield Online," examining 
why customers do or do not like to 
hop online, reveals some truth 
and misconception about tho e 
view. 
The tudy cited the number 
one reason for NOT hopping on-
line was the cost of shipping (51 
percent). For the retailer, thi is a 
false en e of ecurity and i 
entirely in the hands of thee-tailer. 
Forty ix (46 percent) responded 
that the number three reason TO 
shop online wa to find the lowest 
price. Brick..<; and mortar retailers 
have a huge disadvantage in the 
areas of co t. 
With the exception of mall 
towns, the cost of rent (largely as a 
result of mall leasing practices) is 
between 7 percent and 9 percent of 
revenue. Becau e mo 1 lea e are 
ba ed on a percentage of revenue 
against a ba e guaranteed rent, the 
retailer will continue to pay a 
direct cost of 7 percent to 9 per-
cent as revenue rises. The retailer 
mu t also charge sale · tax of 5-
percent ba ed on their tate' tax 
rate, which is pas ed on to their 
cu tomer . 
Contra t the warehouse co t of 
an e-tailer. The rent is fixed, there-
fore a. the ales volume goes up, 
the direct cost per item old goes 
down. This " tructural co t" char-
acteristic tips the long-term bal-
ance of competitiveness to the eJ 
tailer. The e-tailer would do well 
to absorb the hipping co t, which 
will equalize half of the concern 
over shipping online. The retailers 
must top thinking they have a 
hipping cost advantage, as it will 
not be perceived as an issue in the 
future. 
The number two rea on for 
NOT hopping online is the is ue 
of not being able to " ee" or touch 
the item online. The ability to see 
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photos, diagrams, and details of an 
item is certainly possible. 
Obviously, touching an item will 
never come to pass, and e-tailer 
mu t provide enough other value 
to overcome this i · ue. But proba-
bly the " eeing" an object online 
can be mitigated. While photos 
and drawing are widely available 
online, the additional details of a 
particular product are typically 
not. Thi may be due to the vol-
ume of the items placed, or the 
lack of merchandisers to describe 
and add appropriate details to a 
product. 
Both thee-tailer and the retail-
er hould take careful note of this 
number two i ue. The cu tomer 
want more clear information 
about a product. The information 
and view of the product i really 
not optimal at retail or e-tail. The 
retailer ha the very real problem 
of staffing stores with knowledge-
able people and communicating 
effectively with poorly trained 
s taff. 
The e-tailer has the advantage 
of the best available merchandiser 
to write copy, and provide detailed 
photos of the product features, 
uses and functions . The retailer 
must learn how to provide better 
in-store help and the e-tailer must 
take the time to really de cribe and 
show the product o nline. Few 
large online stores have done a 
good job with this yet, but it is 
very doable given the commit-
ment. When thi-. happens, the ec-
ond objection will largely disap-
pear. 
The third reason for NOT 
shopping online is the inability to 
return merchandise. Consumers 
apparently assume that calls must 
be made, boxes packed and taken 
to the post office. But this issue 
has already been solved by some 
quality catalog and e-tail compa-
nies. The RMA (return merchan-
dise authorization) can be includ-
ed in the box, and re-packed in 
the same box. It can be picked up 
by UPS based on only a phone 
call. 
Now, you tell me, i this more 
or less desirable than getting in 
your car and driving to a long 
return line at I lome Depot? The 
i sue is probably a perception and 
procedure problem that e-tailers 
can overcome through awarene . 
One quarter of the respondent 
were worried about c redit card 
safety. This is al o more of a per-
ception problem than reality. 
While credit card fraud i a mall 
i sue online, I am much more con-
cerned about the waiter who ha a 
carbon copy of my card and signa-
ture, than of being included in a 
wholesale card scam. Some 
authoritie believe that online ig-
natures will eventually be more 
secure than "the old fashioned 
kind ." 
Eighteen percent cited that 
they were worried about delivery 
time, and just 10 percent said they 
enjoyed shopping in the bricks and 
mortar . These are two difficult 
items for -the online shopping e-
tailers to combat, and represent 
real value to retailers. However, if 
only 10 percent and 18 percent 
feel this is a reason to hop in tra-
ditional stores, the retailing indus-
try will surely feel the pressure on 
growth over the next years. 
E-tailers apparently have con-
sumer perceptions to correct, not 
actual obstacles based on the sur-
vey. Retailers must focus on build-
ing the desire to enjoy the hop-
ping experience and the conven-
ience of bringing the goods home, 
in order to capitalize on what the 
online consumer naturally de ires. 
Yet the bricks and mortar retailer 
ha. something that the online mer-
chant does not - the ability to be 
both retailer and e-tailer. AJI the 
issues can be solved by the retailer 
who chooses to direct and sell to 
customers in-store and online. 
Ron Burgess is a management 
consultant. His firm specializes in 
marketing strategy and technology 
implementation. He can be 
reached at: ronb@burgess 
man.com, or call 909-798-5737. 
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CLOSE- UP 
City Clerk and Community Activist Bea Watson is Heart and Soul of the City of Fontana 
by June Casey 
The saying goes, " If you want 
something done in Fontana, call 
Bea." 
Bea is Beatrice Watson, 66, a 
remarkable woman whose name 
has become ynonymous with the 
community she has served the past 
16 year a city clerk, city coun-
cilwoman, new columnist, and 
cable television talk how com-
mentator. She has also been a key 
driving fo rce in dozens of local 
o rganizations, ranging from the 
Fontana Cultural Arts program to 
the San Bernardino Republican 
Central Committee and the local 
P.T.A. 
" I am deeply involved," said 
Wat. on, who last year was named 
Woman of the Year for the 32nd 
Congressional District. 
Watson's activist spirit took 
flight following her retirement 
from Pacific Bell as an administra-
tor after 30 years with the compa-
ny. Casting about for something to 
keep her busy, she began to volun-
teer at the Group W cable station 
(the forerunner of Cornea t). Each 
week she would videotape church 
services at the first Assembly of 
God Church on San Bernardino 
Road, where she and her husband 
Larry are members. She would 
then make the circuit of five area 
convalescent homes, where she 
would show the tapes to hou e-
bound residents. 
Ae; her expertise in video pro-
duction grew, Watson began to run 
the cable station's cameras at the 
Fontana City Council meeting 
and various commission meetings. 
Her behind-the-scenes production 
work eventually segued into a 
even-year stint on screen as the 
host of a 30-minute talk show 
called "Community Forum." 
"I interviewed local business 
people and politicians. l didn't do 
any negati ve reporting or com-
mentary. I always focused on the 
positive," recalled Watson, who 
joined Channel 7 new ... reporter 
Bob Banfield on many shoots over 
the cour~e of her medta career. 
It was her posittve attttudc and 
her highly vi ible role as a com-
munity upporter that led to her 
involvement in local politics. As 
with her media career, Watson 's 
role in city government began 
humbly enough when she accepted 
a part-time position with the 
Fontana Parks and Recreatio n 
Department. 
That taste of public ervice 
work whetted her appetite for 
more. Eventually . he ran for office 
and wa elected to the Fontana 
City Council where e;he served for 
four years. After a two-year hiatus 
from local politics, Watson decid-
ed once again to run for office and 
was elected city clerk in 1998. 
As city clerk, Watson, who 
supervise a taff of two deputy 
city clerks and three secretaries, is 
responsible for maintaining all 
officia l city document , from 
codes and ordinance. - to histor-
ical material . 
She !II o attends all sessions of 
the city council, the planning com-
mis ion and the parks and recre-
ation department; acting closely 
with the city manager and others to 
ensure proper protocol during 
meeting. 
Her term of office ends in two 
ui have never had a 
boring day in my life 
in my work. I loved 
the telephone 
company and I love 
what I do now. " 
years. While she said she ts unde-
cided whether she will run for re-
election, her colleagues and staff 
argue otherwise. 
"I have never had a boring day 
in my life tn my work," said 
Watson. "I loved the telephone 
company and I love what I do 
now." 
ller boundless en thu.,iasm and 
youthful energy led to her role as 
parade organizer for the Fontana 
Days celehratton and other evcnh. 
"I'm the parade expert," '>he 
..,atd. " It's exctttng." 
Exciting may be a bit of an 
understatement for this community 
doyenne, who each year recruits 
and orchestrates the participation 
of almost 4,000 children in the 
city' annual Christma parade 
Ben Waiso11 
(this year the parade will take 
place Dec. 9). She also oversees 
production of the video segment of 
the parade that airs on cable. 
When she isn't organizing 
parade , serving a. mistress of cer-
emonies at the October 
International Days, or hosting 
Fontana Days' Country Western 
Night in the role of Minnie Pearl 
("No . inging, dear. I can do many 
things, but singing isn't one of 
them."), you may find Watson sit-
ttng on the Communtty Services 
Committee of the Californta 
League of Ci ties or on the board of 
the Kaiser Home Health Agency 
committee that meets quarterly to 
review and discuss health pro-
grams. 
She also <>lis on the boards of 
the American Cancer Society, the 
Boys and Girh Clubs, the 
Fontana Mummers-Community 
Theatre, and the Fontana Unified 
School Dt-.trict Acqut'>ttion 
Corporation. 
A memher of the Fontana 
Woman's Cluh the Chamber of 
Commerce and the League of 
California Citie. Community 
Services Committee, Watson has 
received 18 awards for communi ty 
service since 1982, culminating in 
the two congres ional awards he 
won last year. [In addi-
tion to the Woman of the 
Year Award, Watson trav-
eled to Sacramento where 
the California legislature 
honored her with the 
32nd Senatorial District 
Golden Spirit Award.] 
A ked about the 
genesis of her commit-
ment to public service, 
Watson said simply that it 
wa something she has 
always wanted to do. 
Born 56 miles east 
of Cleveland, Ohio, in the 
town of As htabula , 
Watson had a strong role 
model in her grandmoth-
er, a woman who was 
very active in their com-
munity church. She cred-
its her grandmother's 
influence in shaping her 
future life in California. 
Watson, the middle sibling of 
five children , came with her fami-
ly to the Inland Empire when she 
was 10. Her father was a federal 
employee who accepted a transfer 
to Norton Air Force Base. Watson 
later graduated from San 
Bernardino High School. 
Her enthusia m for community 
work ha been so irresistible that 
she inevitably drew husband Larry 
tnto the public service arena as 
well, following hts retirement 
from Pep Boys 12 years ago. 
Today, Larry is the coordinator of 
the Fontana Performing Arts 
Center and the local cable station 
for the city. 
"He's the brains of the family," 
Watson said, laughing. "I'm the 
mouth." 
What makes Bea Watson con-
tinue to work at a pace and an 
tntensity that would exhaust some-
one -.everal decades her junior? 
In a word, JOy. A' WaL<;on her-
-.elf put it, "It\ too joyous to do all 
thc-.e things " 
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COMPUTERS/SOFrWARE 
R~:~mors, Part 2: You're Still Not Listening to Me 
by 1. Allen Leinberger Whenever I received one of What is real is that a lot of the have made communication around 
these notes, I warned my friends systems that we use in order to our planet easier. On a personal 
Some months ago, I warned that this was classic Internet non- take advantage of the Internet will note, they have made my relation-
you about computer rumors. Like sense. (What are Barbra Striesand's need maintenance. Sooner or later, ship with my family better. Just 
computer jokes, they can travel initials?) Sending notes to my con- AOL and Earthlink and Juno and. bang out a note and click the 
around the world in s~conds. They gressman about a fictitious story Yahoo will have to start charging address book. It's better than look-
are usually meaningless and some- was a waste of my time. Of course, you more. How else will they pay ing for stationery and rewriting 
times they can be scary. They play I am the kind of guy who thinks that for the upkeep? These are not everything three times. Not to men-
an Internet paranoia and lead peo- Oswald acted alone and Oliver taxes; they are private sector tion the convenience of hitting 
pie to believe that things will hap- Stone's movies have less reality expenses. SEND, as opposed to trying to find 
pen that won't. Like chain letters. than the "Cat in the Hat." So let's get down to basics a stamp and remembering to pick 
They did not start with the saint that Well, as it turns out, the story here. Forwarded stuff on your e- up the mail and take it to a post 
they claim, either. St. Patrick did has a happy ending, of sorts. mail is no better than the faxes you office some time this week. 
not send out e-mail . Neither does Congress has been so inundated by got 10 years ago. Shall I use the big This transportation problem is 
the Dalai Lama or the father of mail from people who thought this "L" word? Yes, I shalL the same reason that utility compa-
some Columbine school victim. five cent thing was a real threat to It 's a lie!!! nies are so active in setting up auto-
And people believe this stuff!! our nation's freedom, that they The idea that Bill Gates wants matic deductions from your check-
Recently, I have been receiving actually did pass legislation. They to pay you for every net letter you ing account. 
e-mail from people concerned voted to never pass the fictitious forward is fantasy. The idea that BuLl digress. To get back to 
about Bill 602P, written by a bill- if any such bill was ever to sending some ethereal new-age the issue at hand, stop believing 
Congressman Schnell . This bill was actually come before them. rambling or religious tract to 10 everything your friends keep send-
supposed to be coming up in Are you following this? The people-- to gain a higher place in ing you on your computer. Do you 
Congress and would charge five Schnell Bill does not exist. But if it heaven - borders on blasphemy. remember the old adage that any-
cents per e-mail to be collected by did, Congress has voted to not vote This is why chain letters were once thing that sounds too good to be 
the postal service to compensate for for it, just to satisfy constituents considered a mortal sin. true probably is? Well, in comput-
its revenue losses. who think it's reaL It is NOT!!! The Internet and the World ers, anything that sounds too bad to 
-----------------------------------------7, Wide Web are good things. They be true, probably also is. 
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EMPLOYERS GROUP 
The Creative Side of Human Resources 
by Alysia Vamizan, vice pres idem of 
trauung and 
Employers Group 
development, 
The 20th Century saw the world 
of business and commerce go 
through many evolutions of change. 
A hundred years ago, it was capital 
equipment and the value of the land 
it owned that determined a compa-
ny's value. Labor was cheap and 
replaceable, and companies pro-
duced mass quantities of hard, 
durable goods. 
Henry Ford introduced the 
assembly line, and workers were 
nothing more than a cog in the 
money-making machine. Steel , 
meat-packing and machine tool 
manufacturing were leading indus-
tries, and companie operated in a 
formal , top-down authoritative man-
ner wilh a "boss" in control of all 
information. There was no room for 
creativity or "entrepreneurship on 
the job" in those days. The concept 
of "intellectual capital" would not 
show up in business for a long time. 
Welcome to the Knowledge Age. 
As we enter the 21st Century, 
intellectual capital has become much 
more important than hard assets and 
muscle power; it is, in fact, essential 
for business success. In his 1999 (?) 
book, " Intellectual Capital," Tom 
Stewart said, "Intellectual capital is 
the sum of everything everybody in 
the company knows, _that gives it a 
competitive edge." 
Although there is still a need for 
goods and services, we have 
changed how these goods are made, 
marketed and distributed. This 
requires new skills from employees, 
new work methods and processes, 
and new ways of managing people. 
Building creativity into work 
processes 
Even with today's tight labor 
market, organizations need to look 
for creative ways to help maximize 
its intellectual capitaL As products 
are becoming equalized across the 
marketplace, only a company's 
brainpower will differentiate it from 
its competitors. Workers are 
encouraged to "think outside of the 
box," and more and more companies 
are turning to human resources to 
recruit, protect, and guide its intel-
lectual capital. But there is a catch. 
Executive management expects tan-
gible results that contribute to the 
bottom line. Such expectations are 
contrary to a culture that encourages 
creativity. 
Start by understanding creativity 
We've all heard about the differ-
ences between the '' right" and "left" 
halves of our brain. The left brain 
involves our more linear, concrete 
and literal thinking, encompassing 
verbal, analytical, mathematical, 
sequential and rational skills; it is 
our more skeptical, cautious side, 
and enjoys working with things. The 
right brain includes our creativity 
and new ideas; music and art; spatial 
and nonverbal interest and capabil-
ities; playfulne , emotions, spon-
taneity, intuition, symboli ·m and 
metaphorical concepts; working 
with people, and working on multi-
ple tasks simultaneous!y. 
Where would you put most 
human resource professionals? 
Traditionally, they rely more on the 
left side. To be creative, we need to 
activate the right brain. For example, 
the left brain can come up with a 
logical approach for a compensalion 
plan, but the right s ide can conceive 
ways to implement and market it. 
Thrn bottom-line expectations 
into reality 
Today, the right-brain approach 
is an integral part of mo t employ-
ee training programs. Learning how 
to develop the creative s ide is an 
inve. tment for the future - for 
both individuals and their compa-
nies. Creativity is the key that can 
turn bottom-line expectations into 
reality. 
Here are some creative 
approaches companies have taken to 
retain and build their intellectual 
capital: 
• 3M has changed it · way of talking 
about strategy, moving from endless 
power point slides with bullel poinls, 
to using stories from the company's 
past history. It 's not just war stories; 
each one is carefully crafted to make 
a learning point germane to an issue 
at hand. 
• To change the stodgy mindsets at 
Alagasco, a natural gas distributor 
facing de-regulation and subsequent 
changes in the way it does business, 
the company pre ident uses a 
dinosaur stamp on any proposal 
that 's too traditionaL 
• Eastman Kodak created a "humor 
room," with Woody Allen videos, 
humorous books, props and other 
comedy video , where employees 
can take a break and stimulate their 
creativity. 
• Hallmark Cards has special, home-
like rooms inside its Kansas City 
headquarters. One room is like a 
"sun room" with a porch swing, 
throw blankets, books to read, com-
plete with the sounds and scents of 
nature. It's the perfect spot to relax 
and stimulate the enses. 
• MP3.com is a San Diego-based 
company that provides music over 
the Internet. The company 's HR 
director was in trumental in helping 
to create a comfortable, yet interest-
ing environment designed for people 
who have to work long hours. The 
avant-garde decor encourages cre-
ativity. 
There are no plain white walls; 
instead. they used deep red tones 
with lighter tones of pink; some 
walls have black borders and intri-
cate details, and in a show of "raw 
energy," graffiti was painted on 
some walls and looks similar to a 
subway. The employee lounge area 
has comfy sofas, a free arcade with 
video games, and free soft drinks. 
Finally, the company has a full-rime, 
on-sire masseuse at no cost to 
employees. 
All of these companies took the 
time to develop a creative process to 
help sustain its intellectual capitaL 
Not only is it a positive way to 
impact and retain employees, it also 
ensures that people continue to learn 
and grow in the workplace. 
Think 
You Can't Afford A New 
Digital Telephone System? 
Think Again. 
Pac-West makes 
advanced technology 
affordable for every 
business. For one monthly 
fee, Pac-West offers your 
business a new digital phone 
system, local and long distance 
access, data transport, and 
voice maiL 
investment, no purchase, 
and no lease! 
• One Bill For All Your 
Telecommunications 
Services. 
· Routine Maintenance Included. 
• Y2K Compliant 
· System Can Be Expanded As 
Your Business Grows. 
Call today to learn how your business can afford a new digital phone system. 
1-800-PAC-WEST • 1-800-722-9378 • www.pacwest.com 
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The View From a Beach Chair 
by Peta Pemo11 
Far from TV' unnatural fixa-
tion with the parade of folks fight-
ing it out for a million bucks, I took 
a vacation on another i land. That 
first day I put on a arong l'd wear 
till I left, and crawled down to the 
beach, determined to fini h the 
novel I'd tarted on my last vaca-
tion, whatever year that was. 
The weeks leading up to my 
time off were a blur. I'd dragged 
myself over broken gla to finish 
the bu ines plan for my boss to 
read while I was away, and just 
barely completed the three per-
formance appraisals 1 'd need to 
deliver when I returned. I wa sleep 
deprived and ornery on the plane 
and arrived wishing someone 
would just hoot me and put me out 
of my miSery. 
That night I had dinner under 
the stars with what turned out to be 
a table full of ~imilarly grumpy, 
vacationing working tiff , most of 
whom were at half-mast. "Did any-
one ever mention to yo.u before 
your first management assignment 
that you would never again really 
be able to take a gutlt-free vaca-
tion?," asked a guy from Dallas. 
A woman I'd met at the ice 
machine earher chimed in. "Did 
they tell you that ttme away from 
the office meant packing all of your 
mtssed work into the periods before 
and after your vacation?" "Or," 
asked her husband sarcastically, 
"that becoming a big-time manager 
would definitely erode your sex 
life?" The silence was deafening. 
As the week wore on, and more 
of us emerged from bed before 
lunchtime, the conversation invari-
ably turned to the frazzled quality 
of our lives. I began to realize that 
for them, or should I say for ' 'us," 
friends, family, community and 
spiritual life were not put just on 
the back burner, they'd been tossed 
in the freezer for thawing after 
retirement. Where were those lazy 
days of sun hine and reflection in 
thi year of economic prosperity? 
The consen us eemed to be 
that our variou bu ine es have 
produced more information than 
we can efficiently manage, process 
or disseminate, and that no matter 
how we work at it, we all have 
chronic boundary problems. 
Overwhelmed, we bring work 
home and, yes, take it on vacation, 
to mitigate the di comfort of feel-
ing awash and out of control. 
But there are other theories. 
High tress might also come from 
the fact that good managers strive 
to be responsive to customers and 
available to help employees with 
their problems. "High levels of 
quality service are incon istent 
with having a life," say a manager 
of an emerging company, dryly. 
Whtle he talks his hands fiddle with 
ht. laptop. 
"I left a bigger company in the 
midst of a huge TQM effort, to 
regam some of my life," ·ay a 
woman nearby. "I wanted a job that 
ended at 5:30 and that I could put 
out of my mind until morning. But 
in my new job, I needed to train a 
team o we could get the work out 
in a way that met my standards, and 
there was somehow never any time 
for it, so we meet after work," ·he 
wails, her Web-enabled cell phone 
Web Design and Hosting 
Enterprise Networking 
System Maintenance, Service, and Repair 
1 00% Satisfaction Guarantee on all services 
Professional Custom Web Design - E-Commerce 
Complete IT. Solution Providers 
MCSE, MCP +Internet Certified - R.C. Chamber Member- SA member 
• Intelligent Computer Enterprise 
Phone 909/481-9153 FAX 909/48llill47 
www.icesystems net info@icesystems.net 
bearing witness to thi confession 
from her belted beach robe. 
"Competitors are learning from 
each other ·o fa ·t that, frankly, in 
today' economy, it can be hard to 
know just how much ervice to pro-
vide. Because 1 don't really know 
what the limits are, I just go till I 
drop," say · a man with an open 
briefcase beside his chai e. 
For my part, I decided that 
there is always going to be an 
inherent tension between company 
commitments to dazzle the cu -
tomer and the shareholder , and the 
goals of the individual employees 
who carry out the actual work. But 
that doesn't mean that you can't set 
your per onal limit and if the work 
needs renegotiating- do that. 
From that tiny comer of the 
planet among the coconut tree , 
because we'd arrived so depleted, 
the view was flat and without color. 
It struck me that bleary eyes could-
n' t see much of the noble purpo ·e 
in all the hours devoted to the 
workplace, and tired mind could-
n't find that one idea that could 
revolutionize the business or at 
least make some of the paperwork 
dry up. A<, I gathered sea helb on 
that oeach, I pulled together orne 
suggestton..'i that grew out of what I 
heard dunng that week: 
• Train yourself to do the work 
that wtll bring result , not the ta ·k · 
that predeces ·ors or colleagues 
have habitually done. 
• Don't count hours. It is not a 
badge of honor to be able to instant-
ly quote how many hours you have 
worked overtime this month, even 
if you are tn a billable hour ervic-
es bu ·ine:s. 
• Be value driven- not rules 
driven. What is important? What 
will really make a difference in 
your result ·? These are your guide-
po ts to managing your time and 
your team. 
• Concentrate on leading; not 
managing. Leader hip motivates 
and energizes your employees and 
makes them a more effective part of 
a team. More thorough manage-
ment just means more of your time 
- not necessarily better results. 
• Stop worrying about compe-
tition from your peers. It's not an 
issue. Focus on yourself and the job 
you are doing. 
Set your career priorities 
honestly. Find a job that is chal-
lenging and creative, but also 
allows you the rea onable hours 
you crave. This has got to be worth 
more than a million dollars! 
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Legal Aspects of Collecting an Account Receivable Before Going to Trial 
by Rtchard G. Btwmtll/11, l'\tf. 
Whether you are a credttor or 
you or your business owes money, 
it ca n be difficult to naviga te 
through the often com plica ted 
legal process of debt collect ton. 
The following outl ines the proce-
dures followed when a creditor 
attempt · to collect an account 
receivable, from in itiation of a 
claim through pre-trial procedures. 
The attorney's initial efforts: 
Upon receiving a claim on behalf 
of a creditor, the attorney will first 
attempt to collect the money ami-
cably, without the necessity of a 
lawsuit. 
The attorney will then attempt 
to determine what the debtor has in 
the way of as. ets and liabilities, 
and what out tanding security 
interests the debtor may have, so 
he can make proper recommenda-
tions to the creditor. If possible, 
when a debt is acknowledged or 
confirmed by a debtor but the 
debtor is unable to make a lump 
sum payment, the attorney wil l try 
to arrange a payout program, suo-
ject to client's approval, :md 
backed up by a signed promtssory 
note or stipulation for JUdgment. 
If the attorney ts unable to 
obtam a voluntary payment or J 
payment schedule. and he belu:ves 
SUit Will be effective in onngtng 
about collection of the claim, he 
will then submit suit requirement<, 
to the creditor. If suit is deemed 
necessary, the attorney will rcq'ucst 
court costs, a suit fee or retainer, 
an affidavit and other support ing 
documentation to substantiate the 
claim, before the suit is drafted. 
What papers are necessary to 
commence a suit? lntttally an 
attorney will requtre th<lt the cred-
itor submtt all documentation that 
substantiate the claim, ltke an 
affidavit from the credttor, tnvotc-
c~ and a statement ol the account. 
Written orders or proof ol deltvery 
may be needed if the dehtor/dclen-
dant contesb the act ton. 
What Happens During the 
Course of a Lawsuit? 
The suit is 'itarted by the filtng 
of a complaint and the 1ssuance by 
the court of a summons. The sum-
mons is a document that says, 1n 
effect, that the defendant has ocen 
sued and must appear in thc,actton 
and fi le an answer if he or she 
wishes to plead a defense. 
Otherwise, judgment will oc ren-
dered again.,t the defendant fo r the 
su m <;lated in the complatnt, 
together with costs and the interest 
running from the date pleaded in 
the complaint. 
The complaint in broad allega-
tions state the facts and rea on 
for the action. In the commercial 
field, there is usually a simple alle-
gation that the defendant is being 
sued for monies owed, for goods 
sold and delivered, or lor work, 
labor or servtces whtch were ren-
dered to the defendant. 
The defendant is served with 
the summons and compl:Jint. If a 
defendant does not fi le an answer 
withm a ~pectfied period of ttme, 
then the clatmant can obwin a 
judgment by default. 
What is a Writ of Attachment? 
Obtaining a writ of attachment 
restrict the debtor 's abi lity to use 
and dispose of personal property, 
or may take it en tirely out of the 
debtor's control during the pen-
dency of the litigation. 
Attachment proceedings generally 
are allowed only under certain 
well -defined instances and may 
wvolve substa ntial costs. The 
creditor has the burden of proof to 
show the court that he or she has a 
valid claim that will be established 
at the time of trial. 
What If the Suit is Conte ted? 
The debtor can file an Answer to 
the Complamt denying the obliga-
tion and setting fo rth his or her 
ide of the tory. In thi case, it is 
the creditor who must now submit 
an answer to avoid the defendant 
getting a judgment. The next step 
is to clarify just what those issues 
continued on page 16 
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GETTI NG ORGANIZED 
How to Deal with Salespeople and Protect Your Sanitv and Time 
l>r Stt.'\'c Kuve Ph D Ju ·t · " " It' h · · · " · 
· · • · · s -..a). no. you ave no trtal !-.amplcs, or opportumtl e!-. every call. con!-.1der that some of 
H you are an executive, there 
may be times when you feel like 
an open jelly sandwich at a pic-
nic! Every crazy critter in the 
world wants to land on you and 
btte into your budget. Here's how 
to protect your time and preserve 
your sanity. 
A k question .. Many telemar-
keter work from a script. Rather 
than wait for them to finish their 
introduction, interrupt with, 
'·Excuse me." Then determine the 
purpose of the call by a king 
questions such a , ''Why are you 
calling?" ''What are you selling?" 
"How will thts help me?" Set 
boundaries on the call by stating 
that you will take one minute to 
hear their offer and that you have 
a timer. Cut through the entice-
ment by getting the fact:. that you 
need to decide if their product or 
service i of value to you. 
mterest 10 the offer, tell the sales- that you know ) OU would cancel. the offer" ma) he lp you improve 
person, " o." If you have no Use a gate. Let an answering your bu..,tne:-.:. anti make your job 
interest 10 the company, product, machine or an assistant answer ea:-.ier. Treat calle r. with the 
or service, ask to be removed your phone. Some message can respect anti courtesy that you 
from their call list. Be polite and be ignored, ... uch a!-. calls from expect from others. We all know 
firm . Avoid . mall talk, arguments, telephone robots that play a me - that some callers labor with poor-
or complaint:.. Avoid offering any sage asking you to call back. In ly written scripts, badly designed 
encouragement that could result general, you should return phone systems, and inadequate (if any) 
in a return call. All of the e waste calls, especially after you asked training. You will find valuable 
your time and lead to nothing. In the person to call you or provide opportun111es when you give them 
addition, savvy sale people literature. It shows courte y; lets a fair chance to explain why they 
appreciate candor. It frees them to the caller proceed, and avoids called. 
proceed with their bu ines . wasting everyone'· time with 
Decline literature. If you repeat calls. [f an a · istant 
attempt to rid yourself of a sales- answers your phone, provide 
person by asking for information, instructions on how to handle 
you cau e three bad things to hap- calls, reject offers, take messages, 
pen. l. You guarantee a return call relay your replies, and return 
("Hi. did you get what I St!nt?"). calls. All of this contributes to 
2. You waste the sale person 's efficient business practices. 
money. 3. You add to the mail that Be open to pos. ibilitiel!>. 
you have to process. Thus, Realize that the caller is doing 
decline literature unless you are what you hope your ale people 
sincerely interested in the offer. are doing: selling solutions. Thus, 
Similarly, decline appointments, rather thiln immediately reject 
Ste1•e Kaye, Ph.D., shows people 
how to get the most out of their 
time. Hi innovative presentations 
inform, inspire, and entercain. Hi 
book, "Meeting!> in an Hour or 
Less" shows easy stmcwred 
activitieS that keep you control 
your meetmgs. To find out how he 
can help you 1mprove your meet-
ings, call him at 888-421-1300, or 
check his Web site at: www.steve 
kaye. com. 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Basin-wide Two Million Feet Higher Than First Quarter 
Inland Empire Outpaces Basin Submarkets for Industrial Space 
By a margin of well more than 
1,000,000 quare feet of space, the 
Inland Empire outpaced every other 
Lo Angele Basin suhmarket for 
industrial building pace either 
leased or old during the second 
quarter of this year, according to 
date relea ed by the American 
Indu trial Real E.< tate N.sociation 
(AlR). 
AlR's Bulletin Statistics, bao;ed 
on transactions reponed by more 
than 1200 ar ociation broker-mem-
bers for the period, also reveals that 
basin-wide during the second quar-
ter, 16.5 million square feet of space 
was lea ed and old. This is nearl y 
2,000,000 quare feet more than the 
previous quarter, when 14.7 million 
square feet was marketed. 
The second quarter of this year 
also outpaced activity for the same 
period one year ago--when 
11 ,000,000 square feet was leased 
and sold-by more than 5,000,000 
quare feet, AlR data show . 
Recording 3.8 million square 
feet of space leased and sold during 
the second quarter of this year, the 
Inland Empire lists 2.9 million 
leased, and nearly 1,000,000 square 
feet of industrial space old. Thi 
surpassed the outh Bay, the second 
most active market, which absorbed 
approximately 2.5 million feet, total. 
Inland Empire paces industrial 
activity 
Central Los Angeles and 
Northwest Los Angeles ounty, 
including the Santa Clarita Valley, 
were the next most active markets 
with 2.5 million and 2. 1 million 
square feet leased and sold, respec-
tively. 
Other highlight of AlR 's ec-
ond quarter Bulletin tatistic 
include: 
• Land sales activity was heavi-
est in Northwest L.A. County where 
3.5 million square feet of industrial 
acreage changed hands. The outh 
Bay, where 2.4 million square feet of 
space was sold, was next, while the 
Inland Empire was third at 975,535 
square feet. 
• The Westo;ide submarket con-
tinues to show the highest basin-
wide lease and sale rates at $.91 and 
$72.33, re pectively. This compare · 
to $.35 and $14.70 in the outheast 
submarket, represent ing the area's 
lowest rates. 
The largest organization of its 
@ Mellon 
ki nd in outhem California, AI. R. 
is a non-profit corporation fo rmed in 
1960 for the purpose of fosteri ng 
knowledge, integri ty and effi ciency 
in the field of indust rial and com-
mercia! real e tate brokerage. More 
than 1200 real estate professionals in 
more than 285 fi rms located in the 
eigh t-county Southern Califo rnia 
area, actively participate in A.I.R. 
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The W.M. Keck Foundation Joins HomeAid Riverside in Taking 
the Abused Kids of Olive Crest Back-to-School in Style 
T he phrase "'back-to-school" 
never ounded so good to the kids 
o f Olive Crest Homes and Service 
for Abused C hildren, thanks to a 
$250,000 grant from the W.M: 
Keck Foundation, based in Los 
Angeles . 
The foundation awarded Olive 
Crest the grant to help construct a 
· tate-of-the-art, 14,000-square-foot 
community education center at the 
new Olive Crest and HomeAid 
lnland Community Children' 
Ranch, which sits on 10 acres of 
land in the Perri area of River ide 
County. 
"Our goal at the Keck 
Foundation i to help enrich the 
live of children, youth and people 
with pecial needs in the Southern 
California region," said Dr. 
Dorothy Fleischer, Keck ' program 
director for the outhern California 
Grant Program. "This project fu l-
fills that objective because it not 
only provides a place for kids 
colltinued on page 2() 
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Legal Aspects ... 
continued from page 13 
are. The debtor 's attorney can 
make a demand for a Bi ll of 
Particula r which the creditor 
must respond to within 10 days. 
Thi Bill of Part icul ars asks q ues-
tions like: What was the agree-
ment? Was the agreement w ritt en 
or oral? What was sold? What 
work was done? What was the 
price involved? Was there a 
demand for payment? Did any-
body end any billings? Were any 
credit ever extended? 
What Ar e Som e Common Pre-
Tria l Procedures? 
A Motion for Summary 
Judgment is a request to the court 
for judgment - withou t the 
necessity of the case going to trial, 
ba ed on the grounds that there are 
not triable issues or no d~fense to 
the complaint. Judges are very 
reluctant to grant a Summary 
Judgment unless it is very clear 
that there is no defense to the 
action . Most judges prefer adher-
ing to the tradition of allowing a 
party to have his day in court. 
Another pre-trial procedure i 
known as a deposition. This is an 
oral examination which is recorded 
by a court reporter and s ubsequent-
ly put into writing and sworn to by 
the witness before a notary public. 
This procedure is used to clarify 
the issues and to memorialize testi-
mony for the trial, which is to be 
held at a later date. This secures 
needed testimony of a witness who 
later, at the time of trial , may no 
longer be available to testify. 
Richard G. Baumann, Esq. is a 
founding member of Su/meyer, 
Kupetz, Baumann & Rothman 
(SKB&R) and .\J}Ccializes in credi-
tor representation in commercial 
collection matters. For more infor-
mation abow this topic, please 
contact Mr. Baumann at rbau-
mann([l 1kbr.com. 
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Old Runway to be Reconstructed Small Town Beginnings 
Grown Meaningful Rewards 
Have 
The two runways at the 
Ontario Airport have expe ri enced a 
large amount of wear and tear since 
their in. lall ation. The board of air-
port commissioners is c urrentl y 
looking into a resolution that 
would au thorize Lydia Kennard, 
executive director of the Los 
recentl y conducted tests on the run-
ways and declared that the heavi ly 
used runway was exceeding its life 
expectancy. 
If the ai rpo rt receives the grant , 
the runway will be completely 
recons tructed; the exbting runway 
p<tvement will be removed, and a 
Rwtll'ft) 26R at the Ontario lntl'mtttumal Atrportt\ due for a $30.6 nul/ion upgrmle. 
Angeles Word Airport (LAWA), to 
accept and execute a federal gra nt 
agreement with the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA). 
The project, entitled "Runway 26R 
Reconstruction," would enta il a 
complete reconstruction of one of 
the two runways <ll the airport . The 
runway in que · tion i~ located at the 
north side of the ai rport. and is cur-
rentl y 10,200 feet long. 
Pavement Consultant Inc., a 
con ·ul ting company for the airport, 
new cement concrete runway will 
replace it. In add ition, the airport 
will install new storm drains, s ig-
nage, guard lights and marking~. 
center line, edge lights, and a taxi 
way intersection. All of the 
changes will meet FAA standards. 
The recons truction will cost 
about $30.6 million. The FAA 
grant will subsidize 75 percent of 
the costs, while the Lo~ Angeles 
World Airport will contribute the 
o ther 25 percent. 
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15 YEARS IN BUSINESS 
GOOD NEWS FROM TilE FRONT ... \\ E ARE NOW 
SERVING THE IIIGII DESERT. ALL OUR NEW OFFICE 
(760) 952-3336 ASK FOR KEN OR TONY. 
by Detroit Whiteside 
Dr. John Tyler, owner of 
Califomia Chiropractic Group hail · 
from a small town in the tate of 
Kan a .. He i~ a quiet and thoughtful 
man with cutting edge dreams to 
incorporate holistic and traditional 
medical th erapie~ . each compli-
menting and supporting the other. 
" My fa ther always wanted me to 
become a chiropractor, but I fought 
him on it. I wanted to be a farmer," 
he said with a deep and reserved 
:.mile. 
he said. Tyler reflect o n hi own 
life and with no he.!>i ta tion , ays, 
"The biggest impact Churchill has 
had o n my per onal life is that he 
was a man of principle. Whether he 
wa popular or unpopular - he 
s tood by hi~ principle..'>!" 
During hi!> term as mayor, Tyler 
also ran a successful farm co-op. 
··one day a fri end told me l should 
be doing more with my life, "he 
remembered. I lc had never trave led 
outside of Kan-,as, <,o ... "with d<Jring 
and some ... tupidity,'' (was hi~ com-
ment , he started over in Los 
Angeles, Califomia.) 
L.A. was shocking to the young 
man from smnll town Kan~a. .... "I 
loved it!" he said. Tyler had already 
graduated from Fort Ilay~ 
Univer · ity back home, but started 
..., attending Pasadena College of 
::r 
Dr. John Tyler 
Tyler grew up in a ~mall town, 
m a mall communi ty, in a small 
house with <t dirt road leading to the 
front door. lie ai'>O grew up with 
intestinal fortitude and a desire to 
succeed. He was dissatisfied with 
the status quo in M<tnkato, Kansa 
politics, so at the age of 25 he ran 
for the office of mayor and won the 
election. 
His foray into politics wa. 
fueled by his adoration of Winston 
Churchill. "The man "a" a geniu.,," 
5 Chiropractic in hi~ new home. 
After g raduation, he began 
)? working for a clinic for a short time, 
~ but was fired from the position with 
~ no explanation. " [came home that 
~ day, depre ·ed and re-evaluating 
a. 
r: my ituation, when an offer in the 
mail changed everything." In the 
mail wa!> an offer to work for anoth-
er clinic, to build the practice from 
the ground up. Thts opportunity wa 
the catalyst to the doctor':, next step. 
In June of 1996, Tyler lOok 
another ri~k by opening his own 
clinic in Rtalto. ·• Jt wasn't ea~y," he 
admitted. ·'Initially, we were seeing 
only three patient · a day, but 
throug h hard work and word of 
mouth adverti~ing, we grew rapid-
ly.'' The practice grew to such a 
cont11tuetl 011 page .J7 
Buying Boxes? 
If you're not buying direct 
you're paying too much ... 
www.boxdlrectnet 
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HMO/PPO GUIDE 
Half of the Nation's HMOs Continue to Lose Money 
Half of America' heal th 
maintenance organizations 
(HMO ) continued to lose money 
last year, according to a study of 
574 companies by Weiss Rating 
Inc., the nation' · leading provider 
of HMO rating . As a whole, the 
HMO indu try reported lo es of 
$1 6.6 million for the calendar 
year 1999, despite aggregate prof-
its of $753.5 million among the 
nation ' 34 largest HMOs. 
"'There is a very large and dis-
turbing disparity between the 
profit. of the few large HMOs and 
the continuing red ink in the re t 
of the industry," commented 
Martin D. Weis , Ph.D., chairman 
of Wei Ratings. 
Los es exceeded profits in 
every size ca tegory in 1999, 
except the very large t - which 
include tho e with more than 
500,000 member (see table 
below). There was also a clear pat-
tern in which the smaller the 
HMO, the higher the likelihood of 
losses: 37.2 percent of the HMOs 
with 250,000 to 500,000 member 
reported losses; 39.3 percent of 
the HMOs with 100,000 to 
250,000 members; and 56.6 per-
cent of the HMOs with fewer than 
100,000. 
On the po itive side, the 
HMO·' lo es in 1999 actually 
represented a significant improve-
ment from the previous year, 
when the mtlustry reported far 
larger aggregate losses of $863.9. 
"There is a general tnstabillty 
in the industry that dramatically 
impach con:-.umer coverage. 
HMOs are changing benefit s truc-
tures, ra1sing prem1ums, rev1sing 
or termmaung prov1der contracts, 
and dropping out of unprofitable 
markets such as Medicare or 
unprofitable regions," sa1d Dr. 
Weiss. ··E:.pecwlly among HMOs 
that continue to struggle toward 
profitability, members can expect 
more of the same." 
California's HMOs Most 
Profitable; Texas' Least 
Profitable 
Among the state;, with 10 or 
more liMO-. rev1ewed, 
California ';,, wh1ch mclude many 
of the large. t in the nation, posted 
the largest overall profit ($789.4 
million), while those in Texa 
reported the greate ·t los e ($463 
million). Other states in which 
HMOs reported overall profit 
include New York ($91.8 million) 
and New Jersey ($41.3 million). 
In contrast, tate with HMO 
po ting the largest los e included 
Ma achusetts ($217.1 million) 
and North Carolina ($87.2 mil-
lion). 
Medicare Business Contributes 
$71 Million Loss 
The study al o showed that 
the Medicare line of busine s, 
often cited as a losing product line 
for many HMOs, contributed 
$73.3 million in lo es among the 
225 HMO that reported participa-
tion in the Medicare program. 
Texa HMO reported the highest 
Medicare lo se!:> ($77.6 million), 
while ew York companies 
reported the highest profits 
($115.8 million). 
Notable Upgrades and 
Downgrades 
Of the 540 HMOs rated based 
on an anal y i of year-end 1999 
data, 50 received rating upgrades, 
while 56 were downgraded. 
Notable upgrades include: 
• Parker Benefit (W.Va.) - from 
D to C 
• Alameda Alliance for Health 
(Calif.)- from C- to C+ 
• Amengroup ew Jer..,ey Inc. -
from D to C' 
otable downgrades include. 
• Carellnk Commun1ty Health 
Partners (Del ) - from D toE 
• Omnicare llcalth Plan (Mich.) -
from D- to L 
liMO of orthea;.tern 
Pennsylvania Inc. - from B- to C 
Wei~s analyze:. a company's 
risk-adjusted capital, five-year 
hi;,torical profitahl11ty, liquid1ty, 
and stability. The latter category 
comb1nes a series of factors 
including as-,et growth, premium 
growth, -.trength of affiliate com-
panic-,, and nsk diver-.1fication. 
Wei-,~ i-.suc;, -.afety rating~ on 
more than 16,000 financ1al institu-
coll/tllued 011 page 28 
Alzheimer's ... 
cominued from page 3 
suffering with Alzheimer's banded 
together to share information and 
provide support to caregiver · of 
Alzheimer's patients. 
The Riverside/ an Bernardino 
Chapter alone, supported by funds 
raised only in the chapter's territory, 
has helped approximately 50,000 
familie, affected by the disease. 
Over the next few years, the number 
of Alzheimer's patient in the region 
i expected to rise by 15 percent. 
The major focu of the 
Alzheimer's Association is its ongo-
ing effort to generate awareness of 
the disease. Alzheimer' · is not mere-
ly a disease afflicting the elderly. It 
can ometime · strike tho e in their 
early 40. . The Alzheimer's 
Association addre ·ses the vital need 
for information. The as ociation 
send.-, out free informational packets 
to those with concerns about a loved 
one', erratic behavior. It also mai n-
tains a "Safe Return Program" and 
. upport group · for Alzheimer' ~ 
"' 
OCTOBER 2000 
aro e for a program director for the 
River · ide/San Bernardino 
Alzheimer 's Association, he made a 
move he never regretted. He can 
now be do er to his father, who 
live in Riverside and suffers from 
Alzheimer 's. 
A big, imposing man with a 
friendly smile, Miranda displays a 
remarkable sensitivity to the various 
ituations that Alzheimer's care-
givers and patients have to face. 
Dealing with Alzheimer 's patients 
full-time, Miranda i aware that each 
family's situation is unique. As he 
noted, "When you've met one per-
son with Alzheimer' , you've met 
one person with Alzheimer's. It's 
difficult to generalize." Miranda 
believes that haring information 
through support groups, as well 
keeping one's sense of humor, are 
" caregivers. g 
.. 
A sympathetic ear is also there :; 
= for people with more specific con- '->l 
cerns. The AJzheimer' As ociation ~ 
.... 
maintain a 24-hour help line to ~ 
answer questions for those who ~ 
... u peel a loved one may have the 
disea e, or believe they show some 
of it. symptoms. The Alzheimer 's 
Association can direct callers to 
appropriate doctors for professional 
as. e-.sment It can also contact a 
family';, physician to explain a fam-
ily's concern.., about their loved 
~ L_----------~~~~~~ 
one. 
ew to the sta ff of the 
R1ver'>ide San Bernardino Chapter 
ol the Al1hc1mcr\ Association IS 
Raul M1randa A native of 
Calex1co, C'A, M1randa originally 
'>crvcd a~ a medic in the Coast 
Guard 1n ew York City before 
complctmg his nursing degree at 
San Diego State University. He pre-
viou'>ly worked at the San Diego 
Chapter of the Alzheimer's 
A'>sociallon. lie also served as an 
advocate for the AmeriC:ans with 
Disahilities Act. 
Although R;JUI Miranda was 
always committed to providing pro-
fcs..,IOnal hea lth care -,ervicc-, wher-
ever he w:..-., he Cllway-. wanted to 
work ncar h1-. family. When a need 
Raul Mira11da, program director of tire 
Riverside/San Bernardino Alzheimer s 
Association 
two of the mo t important coping 
strategies families can use while car-
ing for a loved one with 
Al7helmer's. 
Raul Miranda stresses the 
imparlance of educating the public 
about the devastating effects of the 
fourth leading cause of death among 
adult;, aged 65 anti older. Funds for 
treating Alt:hcimer ';, patients arc 
inadequate. The local Riverside/San 
Bernardino Alzheimer's A<;sociation 
relic-; on continued public support to 
help accomplish its mission. In addi-
tion to the October 21st Memory 
Walk, the chapter rai~es funds from 
its membership, its vehicle donation 
program, and bequests from private 
donors. 
The Riverside/San Bernardino 
Al7heimcr's Association i~ located 
at 2930 E. Inland Empire Blvd., Ste. 
101 , Ontario, ('A 91764. For more 
information, call · (909) 370-0190. 
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Why Are Health Costs Rising? Are HMOs to Blame? 
by Chuck Nickel 
Inter Valley Health Plan 
It was largely due to the spiraling 
healthcare costs of the mid-80s that 
managed care, and HMOs specifically, 
became the popular method of health 
coverage. Since then, HMOs have 
been instrumental in keeping costs to a 
minimum, while providing patients 
access to quality care and treatment. In 
recent months, however, there have 
been renewed rumblings about rising 
health care costs. Only this time the ris-
ing costs are coming in the form of 
higher premiums. With premiums ris-
ing among most California HMOs, 
affordable medical care has once again 
become a concern for most 
Californians. 
What is causing the current 
increase in health premiums? Are 
HMOs the very entities designed to 
keep costs down to blame for these 
new increases? 
Upon close inspection of the 
trends and events leading to the current 
rate increases among HMOs, it quickly 
becomes evident that HMO are in fact 
not the culprits in thi case, but rather, 
service-oriented businesses that are 
often forced to raise rates in order to 
continue functioning due to a number 
of factors beyond lheir control. 
In fact, HMOs have actually strug-
gled to keep costs down in recent years 
in the face of excessive demands of 
increased government regulations 
(which lead directly to added adminis-
trative costs) and the soaring prices of 
pharmaceuticals, while trying to keep 
their members happy and their 
providers paid at a level the market can 
bear. 
For many years, there were no pre-
mium increases at all despite growing 
costs of everything from drugs and 
supplies to salaries. Even with the 
recent cost increases, California's 
health costs remain substantially below 
the rest of the country. The cost 
increases which do exist in California 
are largely due to a number of circum-
stances beyond HMOs' control, such as 
inflation that plans have been forced to 
incorporate to remain fiscally viable. 
Rjsing Drug Costs Also Raise 
Premiums 
One of the principal factors that 
has forced health plans to raise their 
premiums is the soaring cost of pre-
scription drugS. Most plan members 
with prescription drug benefits don 'I 
realize that drug costs can impact them 
directly and significantly. 
Pharmaceutical costs increased nearly 
15 percent in 1998 and nearly 18 per-
cent in '99, making pharmacy costs the 
single largest cost-raising factor facing 
health plans. And the cost of drugs con-
tinue to escalate this year. 
A number of factors have con-
tributed to the rising costs of prescrip-
tion drugs. A large number of new 
medications is one factor that has 
caused prices to skyrocket- many of 
these new drugs are prescribed long-
term for chronic illnesses and cost 
more than almost all other drugs. An 
aging California population is another 
contributor to the rising cost of drugs 
-on average, seniors fill more than 20 
prescriptions each year, compared to 
the seven prescriptions per year filled 
by average non-senior health plan 
members. 
Pharmaceutical companies spend-
ing large amounts of money on adver-
tising has also played a major role in 
drug cost (and ultimately, health plan 
cost) inflation. Drug manufacturers 
spent $3 billion last year to persuade 
consumers to ask their doctors for spe-
cific brands of prescription drugs, 
when, in many cases, generic drugs 
cost with exactly the same ingredients 
can cost as little as one third the cost of 
the brand name product. 
continued on page 20 
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Keck Graduate Institute ... 
continued from page 16 
unable to attend public school to 
get a quality education, but also 
serves the community at-large by 
offering pecial classes, meetings 
and recreational activities." 
The Ranch is an estimated $3.7 
million project, featuring four 
3,000-square-foot homes in a cam-
pus-style living environment. 
Construction on the four homes-
which each include seven bed-
rooms, three bathrooms, a three-
car-enclo ed garage, a kitchen, din-
ing room, family room, counseling 
center and patios--was completed 
by HomeAid on May 31, in a 
record-breaking 10-day "blitz 
build.'' 
The Community Education 
Center rounds out the concept of a 
university setting. In addition to the 
chool facility, the complex 
includes a gymnasium with a stor-
age shop, a !>Wimrning pool, a foot-
ball and soccer field, an outdoor 
basketball court, tennis courts and 
an orchard and community garden. 
While the Olive Crest kids will 
live and attend school at the 
Ranch, the public will be able to 
visit and partake in a variety of 
outreach programs including posi-
tive parenting classes, mentoring 
and tutoring programs, nutrition 
education, individual and family 
counseling, anger management 
classes, emancipation counseling/ 
independent living skills pro-
grams, Foster Family Certification 
and on-site and aftercare Family 
Preservation services. 
Con !ruction, based in Irvine, have 
not only joined forces but have 
recruited hundre~ of suppliers and 
sub-contractors to donate their 
labor and material in order to get 
the job done. 
"We cannot thank the Keck 
Foundation enough for bestowing 
this grant for the center," says 
Donald Verleur, CEO of Olive 
Crest. "We expect thousands of 
kids, familie, and citizen to reap 
the benefits of their contribution in 
the first year alone." 
The Inland Community 
Children ' Ranch is the longtime 
dream of Verleur and Duane 
Roberts, an Olive Crest Tru ·tee and 
owner of the Mi . ion Inn in 
Riverside. 
It is being realized becau e of 
the generou upport of HomeAid 
Riverside, led by pre ·ident Ray 
Becker of Lennar Communities. 
HomeAid Riverside i, a chapter of 
HomeAid America, which was 
founded by the Building Indu try 
Association of Southern California, 
to shelter the temporarily homeless 
of all ages. Thi particular project 
represent HomeAid's 50th project 
in California alone. It i a first-of-
its-kind project and a template for 
future project nationwide. 
Olive Crest, established in 
1973, offers foster family and 
adoption agencies, 22 residential 
homes, two 24-hour children cen-
ters for tho e severely neglected 
and abu ed-and counseling and 
education program that seek to 
strengthen families and prevent 
abuse from occurring in the first 
place. 
Groundbreaking for the center 
is scheduled for Aug. 22, with com-
pletion slated for December 2000. 
Oltmans Construction Company, 
based in Whittier, and R.D. Olson 
For more information, plea~e con-
tact Oltve Crest, 3050 Chicago 
Ave., Suite 150, Riverside, CA 
92507, or call (909) 686-8500. 
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Europea11 Craftsmanship at affordable rates 
Electrical Painting 
Plumbing Roof Repairs 
Carpentry Tile & Marble Work 
"Marble Polishing Specialist" 
Est 1970 Jerry Bell 
909-943-0482 Pager/mobile 909-508-4032 
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Pacificare of California Launches 
New Alternative Medicine Benefit 
(New Combination Chiropractic 
and Acupuncture Benefit) 
PacifiCare of California, the 
HMO subsidiary of PacifiCare Health 
Systems lnc. recently began offering 
new alternative medicine options to 
its California commercial members. 
The new combination benefit, wruch 
include:: chiropractic and acupuncture 
with traditional Chine.~ herbal sup-
plemenL<>, will be provided by San 
Dtego-ba ed American Specialty 
Health Plans (ASHP). 
ASHP is a recognized leader in 
complementary medicine and 
PacifiCare has maintained a long-
standing relationship with them to 
provide its cluropractic benefit. 
PacifiCare offers the new benefit to 
mid and large employer group;; as a 
supplemental benefit, and members 
will have direct access to more than 
2,200 credentialed cruropractors and 
more than 700 credentialed acupunc-
turists throughout California. 
··we are extremely excited about 
Costs rising ... 
continued from page 19 
Most HMOs remain whole-heart-
edly dedicated to keeping premiums to 
a minimum. Since much of the focus 
has been on these plans' sudden raising 
of premium price tags, a fair assess-
ment of the state-of-the-market must 
be made. Rather than blaming your 
HMO for the current rate increases, it 
i time to take a hard look at inflation, 
lncorporattJ Now 
You can now incorporate in any 
state, including name reservation, 
by phone, fax, or Internet. Think 
of it In less than 7 minute , your 
mall busir:ess can be enjoying 
big business benefits. Call now. 
50 State Incorporations 
• Complete Scrvtces 
• Low-Cost Guarantee 
• Guaranteed Workmanship 
LaughLin Global, Inc 
www.Jaughlin-global.com 
sssn70-0400 
the new alternative benefit," said 
Michael Chiarodit, PacifiCare direc-
tor of large group markets. 
"Consumer demand for effective and 
natural options in their health care 
choices has been increasing and the 
addition of these new options will 
help better meet the needs of today's 
marketplace." 
Employers will have the option 
of selecting from five new upple-
mental plans, with copayments rang-
ing from $5-$15 and annual visit 
maximums ranging from 20-40 visits. 
Members will be able to use a combi-
nation of acupuncture and chiroprac-
tic services under the new benefits to 
meet the annual visit maximums. The 
cost of the new plans will vary 
depending on wruch plan is selected 
and the size of the employer group. 
PacifiCare of California is one of the 
state's leading mafUlged care organi-
zations, serving approximately 2.4 
million members in its commercial 
and Medicare risk health p.lans. 
anti-HMO legislation, overpriced 
medications and other factors that are 
out of the HMO's realm of control. 
When such obstacles are addressed by 
lawmakers and consumers, the HMOs 
can get back to their efforts of quaHty 
care and cost containment. 
Chuck Nickel is vice president of sales 
and membership for Inter valley 
Health Plan, a non-profit HMO that 
has now served Southern Cali[om10 
for 20 years. 
sav11 ForiJVIJr 
Self-employed? 
You pay a 15.3% tax. 
INCORPORATED? 
You can pay ZERO ... 
Make over $50,000? 
You've hit the 28% 
bracket. 
INCORPORATED? 
Pay only 15% ... 
Countthll savings! 
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Inland Empire RestaUrant Review 
The New Bistro on 6th 
by Joe Lyons 
There have been restaurants 
located at 6th and Mountain 
before. Many people have dined 
on the first floor of the 
Covington & Crowe building, 
across from the new movie 
house. Now the facility is 
opened again, as the Bistro on 
6th. Somehow, both the decor 
and the menu seem simpler. 
While many locations have 
gone to " Mediterranean" cui -
sine, the simple Italian menu 
remains one of my favorites. 
The new owners actually 
describe their fare as 
' European" - Italian says it 
best. 
As with many great places, 
off-the-menu specials are just as 
good, maybe better than the list. 
I tarted with the crab cakes, 
which are dry and crisp and 
come in a great red pepper 
auce. I love a good crab cake 
and these are among the best. 
Mushroom ravioli are also 
great, and also not listed. 
By now I am feeling just a 
little bit guilty. I am enjoying a 
great dinner and I am not order-
ing off the menu. So, for the 
entree I order the simplest thing 
listed - Spaghetti Bolognese 
($9.95). The " flavorful " meat 
sauce is not made of " baloney," 
despite its name. It is actually a 
very good mix of beef and pork. 
Again, however, I fall victim 
to the specials. Although there 
are several e~ticing veal dishes 
on the list , 1 try the veal chop 
Milanese. lt is breaded and 
tasty, with a small side of angel 
hair pasta. 
The most expensive items on 
the menu are the New York 
steak at $19.95 and the filet 
mignon for $24.95. 
Desserts are the usual tray of 
temptations, including a very 
good ricotta cheesecake. Once 
more, I cave. 
Service is meticulous, but 
that is because the three owners 
are watching over every table. 
They must be aware that two 
others have tried to make a good 
restaurant here and have moved 
on. They are clearly not intend-
ing to move. 
It should be expected that 
with a law firm upstairs and a 
14-screen theater across the 
street, the demand for a nice 
place to dine should be obvious. 
It would appear that Ontario has 
noted this . In the house on the 
night I was there, was a weJI-
known real estate promoter, a 
vintner and two past presidents 
of the Ontario Chamber of 
Commerce. 
Another important note is 
that the bar is simpler and qui-
eter. I am not the kind of person 
who thinks every place where I 
order a drink should bit triple 
digits on the decibel meter. 
Local community support of 
Inland Empire restaurants ts vital 
to this area 's success. That and a 
good menu, along with some 
enticing specials, can make for a 
great place for dinner. 
The Bistro on 6th, European 
Bistro is located at 1133 West 
6th Street in Ontario. Call (909) 
391-7188 for reservations. 
"The Winegrowers of the 
Cucamonga Valley" 
Galleano Winery 
Wine Tasting Daily 
Tours Every Sat. & Sun. 
Private Labeling 
Custom Baskets & Mail Orders Available 
4231 Wineville Rd ., Mira Lorna, CA 91752 
(909) 685-5376 
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Long Distance Companies Serving the Inland Empire 
Name 
Adclrtss 
City/State/1.ip 
Alc.aUSA. 
2151 'E. Coo"enhon Ctnter Way, 
Ste. 21>7 East W111g 
Oatario. CA 91764 
• 
I Employees: 
I.E. 
CompiDywlde 
s 
19 
A-lieu Ttl«om Mauetmtat Corp. 50 
9045 Haven Avr • Str. I 06 300 
Raocbo Cucamonga. CA 91730 
AT&T~ Bti~Ma) 
455 W. 2Jld St 
Sao BemarcLoo, CA 92~1 
Dialtoae Stnices LLC 
56707 Desen Gold Dr 
Yuca Vallt), CA 92284 
GSTTdec0111 CalifoBia, IlK. 
43() N. Y"IDeyard Avr . Ste 150 
OotanO, CA 917M 
MGC CommUDicatioas 
3400 Inland Emptre Bl'd 
Ontano. CA 917M 
Nntd Comm .. icatioas, l•c. 
301 E Ocean Bl•d. Ste. 2000 
Long Burn. CA 901102 
250 
325,000 
I 
15 
60 
1,000 
11 
3,000 
Qwr.t L{l ll 
1151 Convcntton Center \\a)·. Stc llOB n• 
Ontano, CA 917(>4 
Spriat 
800 N Haven. Ste. 210 
Ontario, CA 'l1764 
Verboa 
One GTE Place 
~d0w.CA91361 
W4H'Wc0111 
701 N H~~en A~r , Ste 250 
Ootario, CA 91764 
15 
55,000 
75 
102.000 
20 
50,00(}+. 
I OffiCes: 
LE. 
Total 
I 
3 
2 
8 
1 
N!A 
I 
3 
31 
I 
6 
1 
140 
I 
100+ 
I 
500 
na 
na 
Local Coatacts: 
Resideatlal 
Bust.m 
Repair 
(909) 937-1200 
(909) 93 7-1200 
(909) 937-1200 
(877) 656-0101 
( 77) 656-0101 
(877) 656-0101 
(800) 222-0300 
(800) 222-0400 
(800) 222-3000 
NA 
(888) ~3-1020 
(909) 605-5734 
l.i\lt·tl \/JIIIIIbt·tilally 
Sen ice Ana) Local Addrtss 
CaDillg rus 
Contmental 2151 E Convention Center Way. 
USA Ste, 207 
Worldw1de 
Worldwide 
Californ1a 
Worldwtdt 
Ontano. CA 91764 
904 S Haven Ave., Ste I 06 
Rancho Cuc.tmonga 
CA 91730 
455 W 2nd SL 
San Bemardtoo 
CA92401 
56707 Desert Gold Dr. 
Yucca Valley 
CA 92284 
780 S Milli~en Ave., Ste. E 
On kino 
CA91761 
(909) 455-1000 LA, Orange, 3400 Inland Ernpnc Dl .. d. 
(909) 455-1000 Rl\trsitk, San Btrn•rdmo, Ontano 
(909) 455-1000 S;IO D•ego Counties CA 91764 
(800) Ncxtcl9 
(909) !22-3300 
(909) 222-3300 
Nahonw•Jc 11150 Spru~t Street, Ste. 102 
R.-c~1de 
Cl\92507 
OffiCt Maaagtr In I.E. 
Titlt 
Allece Glbsoa 
Orftce Manager 
Tlaa Meseberg 
O!ftce Manager 
BWThcnrmu 
Area Manager 
( 1!00) 500.5300 
( li(K)) 500.5 3(K) 
V.orld"'ldt 2151 Convrnuon Center Dr . •~O-B nuu Mazzocco 
(800) 877-4M6 
(1100) 1177-40W 
(909) ~-8000 
(!100) 483-3737 
(909) 9-t4-(,()96 
(800) -183-3715 
(800) 266-0050 
Vr<>rldwidc 
World.,,tk 
Worldw1dt 
Ontano Offie< Aumm1matur 
CA91764 
SOON. Haven, Ste 210 
Ont.u1o 
CA 91764 
3633 E. Inland Emp1r< Blvd. 
Oo1Jr10 
CA 91764 
701 N. Haven Ave .• Ste. 250 
Ontauo 
CA'II7M 
Jot cbltcel 
Slles M.lllagrr, 
Engm<wng 
William Crnuor 
Branch Manager 
Top Lou! Executive 
Tille 
Pboae/fax 
E-Mail AddrtSS 
Min Petrillo 
Pres1dent 
(909) 937-1200!937-1219 
mfo@allrom.com 
Tl8a Meseberg 
Operntions Manager 
(909) 987-3100/987-2700 
Ktl LII£WIIS5tf 
Sales Manager 
(909) 381-78001381-7829 
Douc McMUiaa 
Co-Owoer/Prts1dent 
(888) -183-40201889-9269 
dJm@'d•altoneservlces.com 
BUI Thcke1111u 
Sa Its Mauager 
(909) 605-57341(1100) 676-658.1 
Keith bort 
Dlltctor. Sales 
(909) -155-1 000'4 55-0005 
Aadrn MltcbeU 
Sales Manager 
(909) ill-3300 
Katbltea Sm1th 
Sab Man.tger 
(800) 500-5300!(909) 937-8230 
Paul frttraaa 
Branch Manat<r 
(909) 484-8008 
Mike Sberbura 
V P./Gencral Manager 
(562) 483~262148~126 
WiWam Crt\tDOf 
Branch Manager 
(800) 266·00501(909) 945~767 
N'A = Not.~pplrc.ahlr liND= \\auld Not Duclo>r na = n01 "'arlahlr. Tht rnformauon rn thr abmrlrsr ~<as ol>tornnl frnm thr rompamrs llltrd To thr M!t of our 4nm>lrdgr. thr wformouon supplied rs auuratr tU ofprrss tun< IYhrlr 
n·oy <1fortrs modr to rnsurr rhr au ural) and rhoroughnrsJ of rhr lw, ommron.< and f\pographrcal -.rors mm<11mrt occur Plrast und COTT«IIOIU or addmon.r o n Wt11(>011)' ltrrtrhrud to. Thr ft11and £m111,. Busmrss JI>UTnal, 8S60 \'int}·ord ~ ... Swrt 306. Rancho CucGmonga. Col 91710-4351 Rtunrrhtd I•) Jan· Srra~s COf')rrghr 2000 l11la11d Empru Busmrss Journal 
The Book of Lists a\'ailablc on Disk, Call 909-_.H,.-9765 oa· Download Now from www.TopList.com 
Wireless Telephony Companies in the Inland Empire . · 
Company 1 ame 
A dress 
Cit), State, Zip 
AlrToucb Cellalar 
1. 3 Parle Plaza, P.O. Box 19707 
Irvine, CA 92623-9707 
AT & T Wireless 
2 12900 Parle Plaza Dr. 
Cerritos, CA 90703-8573 
NEXTEL COIIllllllll~tlo• 
3. 1650 Spruce St., Suite 305 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Number of 
Subscribers 
WND 
WND 
WND 
Number of 
Offices in the 
Inland Empi~ 
4 
4 
Top Loc:tl Executive 
Title 
Phone/Fax 
Michael J. Finley 
Regtonal President 
(949) 222-S5581222-S557 
David Kuhlman 
D11ector 
(562) 924-0000/467-1011 
Don Girslds 
General Manager 
(7t4) 7 4().{)50on40-6599 
NIA=Not Applrcable WND=IVould Not Disclosl! na=not at•ailable. The mformation abon~ was obtamcd from tltc cellular phone compnmes /wed. To the best of our knowledgl!, tire mfor-
mation supplit!d i.s accurotl! o.s of prt!SS llml!. \Vhill! e• C'T) t!ffort rs modi! to msure the accuracy and thorougltnesl of tltt! list, ommrssronr and typogrnphictll errors occur. Pleas" send cor-
ri!CIIons or additiOns to. The Inland Emptre Business Journal, 856() Vineyard A•·e., Srme 306, Rancho C~tcamongn. CA 9/730-4152. Rcst•archetl by Jerry• Strauss Copyrrglrl 2000, IEB.J. 
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ECONOMI C DEVELOPMENT 
Industrial Market Overview of the Greater LA. Marketplace 
Storage-cost-sensitive firms 
looking for large distribution facilities 
are increasingly fmding that they can-
not find space that meets their needs 
in Los Angeles or Orange Counties, 
or if they can find space, it is prohibi-
tively expensive. A growing number 
are moving their distribution opera-
tions to Western San Bernardino 
County (Ontario, Rancho 
Cucamonga and Mira Lorna) and 
Western Riverside County (Corona, 
Norco and the city of Riverside). 
However, within three to four years, 
Western San Bernardino and 
Riverside Counties will begin to " fill 
up," and new areas will have to be 
found for affordable distribution facil-
ities. By acting now, investors and 
developers can lock in land in these 
areas while prices are still low. 
Western San Bernardino a n d 
Riverside Counties Are Filling Up 
It seems hard to believe but large 
parcels of industrial land (25 acres or 
more) in Western San Bernardino and 
Riverside Counties have become 
scarce. The area has undergone an 
incredible construction boom in 
recent years, and this activity has 
absorbed most of the large parcels of 
land: 
39 million square feet was buill 
1995 - mid year 2000 (increasing the 
1995 base by 28 percent); 
9.8 million square feet is current-
ly underconstruction (which will 
increase the existing base by 5.4 per-
cent); and 
29 million square feet is pro-
posed, with land already set aside for 
this purpose (which, when built, will 
expand the existing base by an addi-
tional 16 percent). 
At current absorption levels 
(approximately 15 million square feet 
per year), the current and proposed 
construction activity will provide 
approximately a three-year supply. 
Even if absorption should low to the 
average witnessed 1985 to 2000 
(approximately 10 million square feet 
per year), this would provide just a 
four-year supply. Thus, by the middle 
ofthis decade, construction activity in 
· Western San Bernardino and 
Riverside Counties will be limited to 
smaller in-fill projects, and major 
cons! ruction activity will have to shift 
elsewhere. 
Land prices in the area have 
already increased by approximately 
65 percent in the past five years. 
Finished land is now running $5-$6 
per square foot in Ontario, and $6-$7 
per square foot in Corona. 
The question is, where will the 
activity shift? We believe that two 
biNLAND EMPIRE I us1ness 1ourna 
e-mail addresses 
NAME ADDRESS T1TlE 
William J. Anthony williamj@buSJOumal.com Publisher & Producer 
Ingrid Anthony lngrld@bustournal. com Managing Ed•lor 
Editor iebj@busjournal com Edtlor 
Mitch Huffman m•lchah@busjournal com Account ExecutiVe 
Jerry Strauss jenys@bustournal.com Research D~rector 
Robert Bledsoe robertb@bustournaJ.com News Producer 
Joe Lyons joel@busjournaJ com News Anchor 
areas which will benefit include the 
Perris/ Moreno Valley and the 
Southern Central Valley. 
The Perris/ Moreno Valley 
The Perris/ Moreno Valley is the 
closest area to the ports of Los 
Angeles and Long Beach that stiU has 
industrial land available for under $1 
per square foot. Drayage costs from 
the port areas are roughly comparable 
to those of Ontario ($200 to $225 per 
container.). The area is adjacent to 
rapidly growing population areas in 
both the Los Angeles Basin and San 
Diego County, and labor is readily 
available and relatively affordable. 
The area is highway and rail-served, 
and significant improvements to 
Highway 74 are scheduled for 2001. 
There is also talk of converting 
March Air Force Base inlo a freight 
facil ity, although this is far from a cer-
tainty at this rime. Most importantly, 
there i ample industrial land avail-
able. The area has many of the same 
characteristics that Ontario had 20 
years ago. 
Activity in the area has already 
picked up, starting approximately 12 
months ago. Important transactions 
include: 
Lowes Home Improvement, 
which bought just over 100 acres at 
$95,000 per acre to build a 1.2 mil-
lion-square-foot distribution center. 
This facility is currently under con-
struction. 
Phillips Lighting Co., a light 
fixture distributor, has leased a 
250,000-square-foot facility 
presently under construction at the 
March Cargo Facility. 
The preceding information is part 
of the "Industrial Market Overview 
-Greater Los Angeles Market-
place-" published by NAI Capital 
Commercial, Real Estate Services, 
Worldwide, in the Fa/4 2()()() issue of 
the Greater Los Angeles Market 
Perspective publicatiofL 
WE HAVE 
WHATYOUR BANK 
WANTS TO OFFER. 
• Business Accounts Tailored to Your Needs 
• Checking and Savings for the Entire Family 
• Comprehensive Commercial Loans 
• Simplified Consumer Loans 
• Innovative Services 
• No Teller Fees 
• Hometown Banking 
• Extended Hours 
• Dri"e-Up Windows with Real Tellers 
• And .. . a Real Per on Answers the Phone 
Call l -800-500-BANK 
Chmo • rl.u<mom • Loronl • ( O\in• • tolend..Jc • (,ltndor• • l""nJJI~ • \lonro,iJ • OntJrio • IUncho 
(uumonp • l pland • I o.uu sub,tttto crrdu•ppro,JI • hnp:/1""'" footh•llh•nk <tim • \l•mbtr FDIC @ 
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Private and Public Sectors Receive International Recognition 
The Rancho Cucamonga 
Redevelopment Agency ha 
received the National Program 
Award. Every hour, every day, 
individuals throughout the nation 
work to rebuild our communiti es; 
counties energy and resource , 
the public and private sectors 
working in tandem, such effort 
often gone unnoticed. The 
Council for Urban Economic 
Development (CUED) honor 
outstanding achievements in the 
field of economic development 
through its internationally recog-
nized awards program. Thi year, 
22 awards are being given to indi-
viduals, projects, and programs 
"Play Money" ... 
continued from page 3 
Newsweek magazine, a New York 
City plasttc surgeon commented 
that "The portraits of Lincoln and 
Hamilton on the $5 and $10 bills 
appear to have benefited from plas-
tic ·urgery." Perhap:. the1r faces do 
appear to be more chi eled, the 
beneficiary of a "virtual" face-lift. 
However, these cosmetic changes 
to the portraits are only a minor 
part of the redesigned currency. 
In fact, the new security fea-
tures which include, but are not 
limited to, the use of color-shifting 
inks; special border, ; special serial 
numbers; enlarged off-center por-
traits; watermarks; type of paper; 
and the Federal Reserve and 
Treasury seals all play an integral 
part in making our currency more 
complex and difficult to copy. One 
beneficial side-effect of the securi-
ty features for the newer bills 
known a. the "Low-Vi ion 
Feature" has mcorporated changes 
that make the currency more iden-
that have had a significant impact 
on their communitie and provide 
a model to the industry. The 
awards were presented at the 2000 
CUED Annual Conference in 
Atlanta Sept. 11th. 
A key award is the ECONOM-
IC DEVELOPMENT PROMO-
TIONAL GOLD AWARD given to 
the Rancho Cucamonga 
Redevelopment Agency for its 
INsideRANCHO Internet promo-
tion campaign. I sideRA CHO 
(www.insiderancho.com) com-
bines Internet and GIS capabilities 
to provide ite-specific informa-
tion on a global, real time basis. 
lN::.ideRANCHO function like an 
t1fiablc and easier to read, thereby 
making it better for people with 
poor eyesight. 
Have you ever wondered why 
the redesign of these bills ever took 
place? Every year, many unsus-
pecting people fall victim to coun-
terfeitmg Pnor to 1990, the tradi-
tional method of making fake 
money wa the use of offset print-
ing to manufacture currency repro-
ductions. During the last 10 years, 
advances in reprographic technolo-
gy have made it easier for crimi-
nals to try to reproduce fake 
vi ions of our currency. 
Sophisticated color copiers, print-
er, digital scanners and computer 
software has enabled counterfeiters 
to use these types of equipment 
that do not require exten ive 
expertise to create fake currency. 
The printing plates used to 
make genuine U.S. currency are 
made by hand, using steel engrav-
ing and printing equipment that 
produce:. a very distinct, clear 
image.· According to the U.S. 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, 
OFF SHORE PARTNERS \'\!ANTED 
LISTEN TO THIS 8RIEF 1\IF.SSAGJ: OF WHAT IS 
PROVING TO BE A GREAT FUTURE FOR THOSE WHO 
WORK TOGETHER \VITH A COMMON GOAL TO BE 
1-JNANCIALLY SECURE. AN"\'ONE CAN BE A PARTNER. 
EVERYTHING IS IN PLACE TO BRING YOU SUCCESS. 
IT'S UP TO "\'OU! CALL OUR FREE INFORMATIVE MES-
SAGE. THIS IS POWERFUL!! 
1-877-882-6989 
ThC' .. bove Advertiscrn<rnl iJt. not .. pprovcd or endor~ed in .;a,ny WAiy by lh~ llll••nd 
C'"pl~ Bustnt"J;j. journal or h• •t.llff or Aff1l iat<ea. 
automated data warehou e with 
"ju t-in-time" customized market-
ing material produced upon 
request. Retails, developers and 
site search profes ional can view 
maps and photos of prospective 
hopping centers and find leasing 
or development opportunities with 
a few clicks of a mouse. 
Users benefit from having city 
and broker data all in one Web ·ite. 
Users can create s ite reports, query 
for space, generate custom reports, 
calculate ::.itc-specific redial demo-
graphics and con~umer expendi-
tures and choo e print, email and 
fax delivery options. Links to bro-
ker and city Web site. and email 
"An engraved image i · far more 
difficult to-replicate than a comput-
er-designed image; the combina-
tion of coarse and fine engraved 
lines make a reproduction next to 
impossible." The bureau also 
states, "Printing will always lose a 
pan of an engraved •mage."' The 
U.S. Treasury suggests that if you 
are comparing a suspected counter-
feit bill to an authentic bill, make 
sure to look for the differences, 
OT the similarities between the 
bills. 
In the United _States, the most 
counterfeited denomination i the 
$20 bill, followed by the $100, 
$10, $50, $1 and $5 bills. The $20 
bill is the most used of the larger 
denomination notes arrd is com-
monly distnbuted through auto-
mated teller machines {ATMs). 
Outside of the U.S., the most com-
mon counterfeited currency is the 
$100 hill. At no charge, you can 
order a copy of the booklet, "New 
Design for Your Money," to famil-
iarize yourself with the features of 
the new bills, by e-mailing your 
request on the proper form at 
www.moneyfactory.com/curren-
cy/more/. The U.S. Secret Service 
IS committed to a zero tolerance 
policy on counterfeiting, which is 
punishable hy 15 years imprison-
ment when a counterfeiter IS con-
VICted. 
Know Your Money ... Steps to 
Protect Yourself Against 
Counterfeiting 
contacts provide access to addi-
tional bu iness support services. 
Staff and brokers add, delete or 
modify li ting information online. 
INsideRANCHO functions like a 
high-tech data warehouse with 
automated data update and 
retrieval systems. 
Agency staff developed the 
concept, compiled the data and 
designed the page format and 
functionality. The consultant, GIS 
planning, Inc., customized GIS 
software to create maps, display 
photos and aerials, perform 
queries, calculate radial demo-
graphics and automated data sys-
tems. 
• Use a special highlightcr pen that 
detects counterfeit money; these 
can be purchased at any office sup-
ply store for a few dollars. 
• Check the portrait. The larger 
portrait incorporates more detail , 
making it easier to recognize and 
more difficult to counterfeit 
• Check the Federal Re ·erve and 
Treasury seals. The saw-tooth 
points of the seal on a genuine bill 
are very clear and sharp. 
• Check the border on the bill. The 
fine lines of a genuine bill are clear 
and unbroken. 
• Check the spacing, alignment and 
ink color of the serial numbers. 
The new serial numbers consist of 
two prefix letters, eight numerals 
and a one-letter suffix. 
• Check the paper-genuine cur-
rency paper has fibers embedded in 
the paper. 
• Check the numerals in the lower 
right-hand corner of the bill front. 
Color-shifting ink changes and 
appears green when viewed direct-
ly and changes to black when the 
bill is tilted. 
• If you suspect that you have 
received counterfeit money, do not 
return it to the person. Make sure 
you place the money in an enve-
lope or plastic bag and give the 
money to a local police officer or 
contact a U.S. Secret Service 
Agent. 
Cheryl Butler Rolf is vice presi-
dent, marketing director, for 
Temecula Valley Bank. 
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The Changing Environment of Fallbrook National Bank 
by Thomas E. Swanson, president 
and chief executive officer 
In 1985, Fal lbrook National 
Bank was founded by local resi-
dents and business leaders to meet 
the financial needs of the Fallbrook 
community. This focus remains true 
today as the bank enjoys 25 percent 
market share - the largest among 
all other banking offices in 
Fallbrook. 
In 1996, the management of the 
bank changed and a new vision for 
the bank was formed. The bank 
shifted from "status quo" into a 
growth mode, allowing it to devel-
op profitably and sensibly. We 
expanded into markets that made 
economic sense. We made a com-
mitment to technology and rolled 
out the newest banking products 
and services available. 
Today, we are moving along as 
planned and realizing impressive 
results. We provide everything the 
larger in titutions do, with one key 
difference: a human touch. In a 
world where financial organiza-
tions are large and impersonal, we 
maintain a personal approach that 
cu tamers want. 
In recent year , commercial, 
residential and SBA lending have 
oared. Our total lending volume in 
1999 was an enormous uccess, 
with a growth rate of 32 percent 
over 1998. Our SBA lending vol-
ume increased to 7th overall among 
financial institutions ba ed in 
California and achieved the rank of 
34th in the nation. In addition, we 
have opened even additional SBA 
offices throughout California. The 
bank currently has loan production 
office. in Fallbrook, Los Angeles, 
Ontario, Huntington Beach, 
Sacramento, Temecula, Vista and 
East San Francisco Bay. 
Since 1997, we have opened 
new retail banking offices in 
Temecula and Vi ta that have taken 
off. The combined deposit figures 
in both office g rew 48 percent in 
1999. 
In 1999, we began offering 
Personal Internet Banking. 
Utilizing s tate-of-the-art technolo-
gy, customers can now ee account 
balances; review histories; transfer 
fund , and pay bills over the 
Internet. This action supports our 
commitment to be an advanced 
financial service organization and 
gives our cu tamers more control 
over their cash management 
process. 
In addition to the online bank-
ing for personal use, we began mar-
keting Business Internet Banking to 
a select group of corporate cus-
tomers. This service enables them 
to manage bu iness funds; perform 
wire transfers; direct deposit pay-
roll, and pay commercial bills. All 
• Purchase or sale of a business 
• Mergers and acquisitions 
• Buy-sell agreements 
• Succession planning 
of this takes place in a highly secure 
environment utilizing the latest 
Internet security technologies. 
Our Website was recently 
named a finalist in the 
"Out tanding Website Awards" 
competition for community banks. 
Out of 2,515 entries (encompassing 
manufacturing, distribution and 
financial institutions), judges 
named onJy 20 finalists. If you 
haven't een our Web ite yet, visit 
us at HYPERLINK 
http://www.fallbrooknationalbank.c 
om or www.fallbrooknational-
bank.com. 
One of the greatest advantages 
of banking with us is our outstand-
ing knowledge of the community. 
When a business applies for a loan 
with us, it's not a cold, cookie-cut-
ter approach. We understand the 
area's competition and growth 
potential. We tailor the loan to the 
continued on page 26 
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2100-A Foothill Blvd. 
La Verne, CA 91750 
909 593-4911 
Fax 909 593-8879 
• Estate and gift tax planning 
• Business interruption damages 
and economic loss 
ORANGE COUNTY 
3300 Irvine Ave., Ste. 162 
Newport Beach, CA 92660 
949 250-4911 
Fax 949 25 1-8879 
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Exp@nets Makes Network Communications Work- for You 
Expanets i America's largest 
and fa test growing network solu-
tions provider for mid-market busi-
nesses in the United State . 
Expanets stands for EXPerienced 
At NETworked Solutions. We offer 
your company integrated data; 
voice and video solutions, includ-
ing network de ign and con ulting; 
unified messaging; call center, and 
lnternet/lntranet technologies ... all 
fully cu tomized for your business 
and with ju 1 a single point of con-
tact. 
Your business is unique; o are 
your communication needs . That ' 
why ~e have professional technical 
resources to offer you the network 
design solutions you need. We pe-
cialize in the integration of: voice, 
data, video, messaging, and Web-
enabled communications applica-
tions, providing you a single point 
of contact for your communications 
s"a11day, No-vember 19, 2000 
"&ace wttfJ tfJe A.irport Fol"l\'l 
Coarte: 
Race on the Airfield 
Scenic Tour of ONT 
Race Starts and Ends at ONT 
Water Stations on Course 
Splits Given at Each Mile 
Loc:attoJl: 
O"TARIO I"TERttATIO"AL AIRPORT 
Soutlteflt ea!ifornia 's Preferred Airport 
Ontario Airport (Southside) 
2132 E. Avion St., Ontario. CA 91761 
Start Timet: 
Registration 6:30a.m. to 7:30a.m. 
"Platt:qaiQ Spo:qtort 5K Run/Walk & Physically Challenged 7:45a.m. 10K Run 8:15a.m. 
Awards Ceremony 9:30a.m. 
I* I Ontario Los lt"gt/n llbriJ ltrrpom 
EJltry fu: 
$16 Pre-Registration 
!Pre-Registration packets available at race day} 
$20 After November 10 
.UNITED 
Gold Spo:qtort 
~~ 
aountwar ...... 
A SYNIOL OF Fa.!.EDON 
Wlll Atrll11a Ttc:l<;.ah 
Alld Mac:fl Mora! 
Computerized results provided by Prime Time ~ lilring & Finish 
Une Management Co. Results will be published In the Runwoy 5K/10K 
Sowenir Booklets ond sent to registered porticlponts Results will also 
be published on www.runresults cam 
!~eludes Souvenir T-Shirt, Goody Bag, 
Refreshments, Light Snacks, Door Prize 
Drawings, Race Results Booklet 
"wardt: 
Runners/Walkers 
Top 3 in. Each Age Group 
Male/Female 
Physically Challenged 
Overall 
First Place Trophies Awarded to Overall 
Winners in Each Event 
neJleftUlng: 
Travelers Aid of the Inland Empire 
for More IJlfo: 
Call (909) 975-5360 
r--------------------------------------~ I PLEASE PRINT 
I Lost Nome __ .LI --J..---L_..J__JL--....__..L.-...L...--'-....L.......L..-'---'--.J..--L--'1 First Nome __ .__..__..__..._.....__._....L.......L..-'---'--J..__J 
~ ArJe __..____..____.I Sex: Mole 0 Female 0 Shirt Size: Small 0 Medium 0 Lorge 0 X-Lorge 0 
I Address ___.__I ...l...l __,~.I -...l...-.4-1 ...J...I _._1__.1__.__1 ...._I _._I __._I__.IL.........I..-1 ...._I _._I _....1---'1.__.__1 ...._I _._I _....1_1.__.__1 ...._I _._1__.1_1.__.__1 ...._I -L-..J 
I City I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I stale _lj zip I I I I I ~ Phone I I I I I I I I I I Race wil take p1ace rain or shine! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Make Checks Payable To: 
Fnends of Ontario Airport 
P.O. Box 2556 
Guasti, CA 91743-2556 
&doled Is the amount of: s ---
-
CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX 
5K Run 0 5K Walt 0 5K Physically Challenged 0 lOK Run 0 
Iva: 14 & Under 0 15-19 0 20-24 0 25-29 0 30-34 0 35-39 0 
40-440 45-490 50-54 0 55-59 0 60-640 65-69 0 70-740 
75+ 0 Wheelchmr 0 
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I ~" ITWlOr. porn or guordoon muo1 ~ OAT( __________ _ 
L--------------------------------------~ 
and networking needs. 
Expanets i the only networked 
communication provider that is 
both national in scope and vendor 
neutral. As such, we design, speci-
fy, in tall, manage and maintain 
fully cu tomil:ed solutions from a 
variety of the highest quality manu-
continued 011 page 29 
The. changing 
environment ... 
cominued from page 25 
company, based upon our knowl-
edge of the area, business and the 
customer. We look beyond the loan 
application, to the busine.s oppor-
tunity and the person. 
'Once the application is made, 
the loan is approved locally -- not 
in some faraway corporate head-
quarters. This process benefits both 
the customer and the bank, by 
allowing the approval process to 
take place by those who know the 
area best. 
What 's next for Fallbrook 
National Bank? We plan to expand 
our retail banking and loan produc-
tion offices in California. We witt 
u e the same ucce sful approach 
of commitment to community, res-
idents and business to the new mar-
kets, as we have done in the past. 
However, we will expand with a 
new name -- COMMUNITY 
NATIONAL BANK. 
ln October, we witt launch our 
new name and new corporate logo. 
The trees in our new logo signify 
our roots, as well as strength and 
continued growth . The rolling ter-
rain represents the natural be;1uty 
of the communities we serve and 
the solid foundation we are build-
ing upon. The simplicity of design 
and placement of trees which move 
off into the distance underscore our 
story -;- a bank whose success 
began with straightforward values 
and principles, the very same core 
values which, when strengthened 
by a commitment to technology 
and innovation, will now carry us 
into the fut ure. 
We look forward to continued 
evolution, knowing one thing will 
never change -- our commitment 
to the communities we serve. 
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Tips for Successful Public Speaking 
• by Andrea Hanstein, AppleOne 
Employment Services 
As you move up the corporate 
ladder, you are likely to find your-
self speaking before both small and 
large groups of people -- some-
thing which makes many cringe. 
Many Americans fear speaking in 
front of a group more than they do 
flying, or heights. This may be, in 
part, due to the fact that most peo-
ple have little or no training when it 
comes to presentations. But with 
some helpful tips and a little prac-
tice, virtually anyone can master 
the technique. 
Not many of us are blessed 
with Shakespeare's natural com-
mand of the English language, so 
often, the most difficult part of the 
presentation is the construction of 
the speech itself. Before you put 
paper to pen, or fingers to key-
board, sit down and in one concise 
sentence, determine the purpose of 
your speech- what exactly do you 
want to convey? 
After you've finished a rough 
outline, read it out loud. Does it 
unfold in a logical manner? Are you 
comfortable with the wording? 
Remember to use "speaking" 
words, for many of us do not write 
in the same manner that we speak. 
When writing your speech, it's also 
helpful to keep in mind exactly who 
your audience is and where their 
interests lie. 
Once your speech is polished 
and ready to go, it's time to transfer 
it to note cards or prepare a "read-
able" verSion. Use a large and easy-
to-read font with ample spacing 
between the lines. Leave room for 
reminders to yourself, such as : 
pause, raise voice, etc. However, do 
not become so dependent on your 
notes that you stop communicating 
with your audience. 
If you develop a rapport with 
your audience, the presentation will 
run much more smoothly. It is 
important that you appear relaxed 
and speak directly to individuals in 
the crowd. Do not keep your eyes 
glued to your papers. Instead, move 
your eyes from face to face, paus-
ing for just a moment. 
Your voice can· also project 
nervousness, so it is important to 
Jisten to yourself. Many people, 
when nervous, speak fa ter and in a 
higher pitch than normal. Make 
sure you speak slow enough to be 
clearly understood, but not so slow 
that you put your audience to sleep. 
If you suffer from dry mouth or 
hoarseness, keep a glass of water 
handy. 
AppleOne is the largest privately 
held employment service in the 
world. With more than 250 offices 
throughout North America, 
AppleOne has achieved more than 
one million career results. For a 
free consultation, call 800-564-
5644, or visit us on the Web at 
www. appleone. com. 
Our corporate health 
brochure contains a 
very unus al feature. 
Any health plan will 
provide a ll the form 
and brochures you 
need. But Inter Valley· 
Health Plan al so 
provides something far 
more useful : an actual 
human being. A dedicated 
Account Service ·Representative 
assigued specifically to your company. 
Specifically to make your life easier. 
Your Account Service Representative 
will take the time to get to know you, 
your company, and the special needs 
of your employees. 
For us, this is 
not a oew idea. Far 
more than 20 years, 
non-profit Inter Valley 
Health Plan has built a 
reputation for providing 
the highest level of service. 
And we've been doing it so 
consistently that in 1999 our 
renewal rate was 95%. 
Call your broker today to learn more 
about haw Inter Valley Health Plan can 
give you a leg up in taking care of the 
health needs of your employees. 
And a couple of arms as well. 
Inter ValleY-Health Pfan 
Real People. Real Service. 
800-251-8191 
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Nation's HMOs ... 
continued from page 18 
tions, including HMOs, life and 
health insurers, Blue Cross Blue 
Shield plans, property and casualty 
insurers, banks, and brokers. Weiss 
also rates the risk-adjusted perform-
ance of more than 10,000 mutual 
funds. 
HMOs Reporting HMOs Reporting 
Losses 
Membership 1999 Net Income 
# of individuals) (millions of $) (# of Cos.) 
Fewer than 100,000 -575.9 215 of 380 
100,000 to 250,000 -283 .2 46 of 117 
250,000 to 500,000 -80.9 16 of 43 
500,000 or More 7 53 .5 -9 of 34 
Total •186 .6 286 of 574 
Losses 
(%of Cos.) 
56.6 
39.3 
37.2 
26.5 
49.8 
Fallbrook National Bank becomes Communi!J National Bank effectrve October 1oth. 
OuR NEW NAME IS A SYMBOL 
OF OUR COMMITMENT 
TO YOU, OUR COMMUNITY: 
COMMUNITY 
NATIONAL BANK 
FALlBROOK TEMECULA VISTA 
Same owners. Same spirit. 
Same old friends. _.. 
We' re proud to announce an Important 
name chan!:" that has been brought 
about by our strong ~wth not only m 
Temecula, but mto nearby commun1t1e• u 
well. It's been I1Uide pouible by you , our 
C\Utomen, our fr~endly and 
ded~cated staff and a urele.u man~ment 
team, all worhng together. We thank you 
for your ouppoM and continwng 
confidence. We will be better able to earn 
that confidence w>th ancreued effic1ency, 
servJce. technology and hard work. 
nahng banhng 1n Temecula better than 
ever. 
Making room 
for a growing family. tr• 
Our new name. Community National 
Bank. reflects our commitment to the 
community of Temecula, u well as other 
new communiues we now serve. Our 
role has alw~ys been to help you grow 
and by domg so. we have grown as well . 
It's the best long term growth strategy we 
know. That's why our new symbol u 
dnown from the natur~l ch~racter of our 
rolling h1lls and trees and the endunng 
strength they represent . Together w1th 
the name, they are a proud reflection of 
the spmt of the people and the 
communities 1n wh1ch they live . 
1"") l I ' fl( 1 J{ll,t ll 
Help us celebrate the wedt of 
October 10th. Stop in 
for your free gift. •· 
Please stop by for re freshments , say 
hello and rece1ve your FREE Cl FT. 
It' s our way of saymg thanls. and 
'welcome' from your old fn~nds at 
your new Community National Bank. 
l~; 11 
CAaY You .. A.Hs KATHt.IIHI: Eoo(U 
EVP Bus~nas O.U<Iopmtnl 
nw~uu nw~uu 
... .. .... lo ll\lo lo • " 111 (,rut 1111.1 C \ ql)tJI \1 t ndtt r I ( )If 
Ph l tr O •f l t. q ~ ) 1. ) ~ 
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Blue Cross ... 
continued from p8ge 29 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of 
Tennessee from B to B+ 
Empire Blue Cross & Blue 
Shield (NY) from D+ to C-
Healthnow NY Inc. from D+ to 
C-Mountain State Blue Cross & 
Blue Shield (WV) from D to C-
Premera Blue Cross (WA) 
from C to C+ 
Regence Blue Cross & Blue 
Shield of Utah from C to C+ 
The downgrades were: 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of 
Wyoming from B to B-
Blue Cross Blue Shield United 
of Wi consin from C to C-
Northwest Washington 
Medical Bureau from C to D+ 
The Weiss ratings of the 
' Blues ' are based on an analysis of 
a company' risk-adjusted capital, 
five-year historical profitabilit y; 
quality of investments; liquidity, 
and lability. The latter category 
combines a series of factors includ-
ing asset growth, premium growth, 
strength of affiliate companies, and 
risk diversification. 
Weiss has issued safety ratings 
on Blue Cross Blue Shield plans 
since 1992. In addition, the compa-
ny analyzes more than 16,000 
financial institutions, including 
HMOs, life and health insurers, 
property and casualty insurers, 
banks and brokers. Weiss also rates 
the risk-adjusted performance of 
more than 10,000 mutual funds. It 
is the only major rating agency that 
receives no compensation from the 
companies it rates. Revenues are 
derived strictly from sales of its 
products to consumers, businesses 
and libraries. 
Consumers needing more informa-
tion on the financial safety of a spe-
cific company may purchase a rat-
ing or analysis directly from Weiss 
for as little as $15, by calling 1-
800-289-9222. 
Subscribe Now. 
(909) 484-9765 Ext. 20 
B ~ndEmp:J 
usmessJo 
For Insight on 
Inland Empire 
Business ... 
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Blue Cross Blue Shield Plans Reverse Losses With Return to Profits in Core Business 
The nation's 53 Blue Cross 
Blue hield plans posted 1999 
earnings of $171.8 mill ion on their 
core business of underwrit ing, 
according 10 a study hy Weis-. 
Ratings Inc., the nat ion's only 
provider of ratings and analyses fo r 
all U.S. Blue Cro s Blue Shield 
plans. This reversed a pattern of 
widespread underwriting losses 
($788.3 mill ion) that plagued the 
industry in 1998. 
In 1999, the 'Blue ' reported 
overall profits of $1.6 bill ion, real-
Exp@nets ... 
continued from page 26 
facturers: IBM, Lucent, NEC, 
Cisco, Microsoft , Nortel, and oth-
er . 
Expanets Companies exceed 
service expectation by providing a 
maintenance guarantee that guar-
antees on-site respon e time and 
fixed-rate pricing up to four years. 
Expanets Financial Services (EFS) 
allows you to build for the future 
with flexible financing options 
customized for your business. 
Of course, we also supply a 
complete range of network ervic-
es, including: local , T-1, local long 
djstance, conferencing bridges, and 
Internet access. But, that's not all! 
Our passion is to provide you with 
professional service you can count 
on and solutions you can trust -
because we are all stakeholders in 
the company. We judge our success 
by achieving nothing less than 
complete customer satisfaction. 
The companies which make up 
Expanets have been providing 
businesses with data and voice 
solutions for more than 20 year , 
and its management team has 
extensive experience in the bu i-
ness-to-busine s communications 
industry, serving with . uch indus-
try leaders as Nextel and AT&T. 
We know our bu ine s and know 
how to make it all work more effi-
ciently for your business. 
James R. Walker joined 
Expanets as president and CEO in 
February of 2000. Previously, 
Walker wao; an industry consullant; 
ited in part Jhrough $457.6 million 
in capllal gains. This represented a 
dramattc departure from l99H, 
when the indu..,try relted heavil y on 
sales of profitable mvc..,tmcnts to 
offset underwriJ ing losses. During 
thai year, the 'Blues ' realized 
$818.7 mill ion in capital gains and 
reported profits of $1 .4 billion. 
"We are encouraged to see that 
the ' Blues' are not rely ing as heavi-
ly on thei r financial market profits 
a they were in 1998," commented 
Martin D. We is , chai rman of Weis 
served as chief executive officer of 
ACTEL, a mobile satellite commu-
nica tion service provider in 
Africa, and spent more than three 
decades with AT&T and later, 
Lucent. While at Lucent, Walker 
des igned, implemented and direct-
ed lhe management of one of the 
world ' · largest sales and customer 
ervice organizations. 
Key Statistics 
• Large t mjd-market bu 
communications provider 
United State 
• Locat ions in 49 state 
• $1.4 billion in revenues 
• 750,000 customer 
• 4,000 team members/owners 
• Strategic partner of Lucent 
Technologies 
• Local and long-distance car-
rier services 
• Internet access and data cir-
cuits 
• LAN/WAN networking . 
• Servers, PCs and peripherals, 
and ... 
• System application, up-
grades, and integration. 
And, we're there when you 
need us ... 24 hours a day, every day 
of the week, through a single 
phone number. We are the only net-
work communications provider 
that reache. out globally with a 
"neighborhood" perspective. We 
are located at 31 20 Chicago Ave., 
Suite 100, in Riverside. Doe n't 
your business deserve a simplified, 
professional olution to complex 
communications i sue.? Call us at 
1-800-247-7000, or visil our 
Web ·ite al www.expanel .com. 
"We Listen. We Connect." 
Ratings Inc. "To rely more on core 
operations is health ier," he added. 
Among the 36 ' Blues' 
plans !hal report data on individual 
lines of bu-,ine . , many showed an 
improvement in their comprehen-
Stve and medica l lines. Even though 
they still lost money in the aggre-
gate ($84.3 million) in these lines, it 
repre ented a reduction in the 1998 
los ·e of $425.5 million. 
Simila rl y, in thei r Medicare 
supplemenl busine s (Medigap), 
these 36 plans reported $98.3 mil -
lion in profi L<; in J 999, repre enting 
a complete rever at from the $70.3 
million los reported a year earlier. 
Weiss Rating ' Upgrade and 
Downgrades 
Wei . upgraded five 'Blues' 
plan and downgraded three based 
on an analysis of the year end 1999 
data. The upgrades were: 
continued on page 28 
Plans showing some of the most significant improvement in 
underwriting income from J 998 to 1999 include: 
I 999 Net I 998 Net 
Underwri ting Underwr iting 
Company: ln come Inc ome 
(Millions of $) (Millions of $) 
Empi re Blue Cross & Blue Shield (N.Y.) 6 1.7; -23 .7 
Anthem Insurance Companies Inc. (Ind.) 3 1.6; -20 .9 
Health Care Service Corp. (Ill.) 75.7; -77. 6 
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Interconnect/Telecommunications Firms Serving the Inland Empire 
Ran /\t-tl hy .\ umht•r ri/ Employee.\ ;, thr Julaml Empin 
C ompany 1mt 
Address 
City, t.ate, Zip 
Vtrizoa 
1. 3633 Inland Empue Blvd., Ste. 600 
Ontario, CA 91764 
Lu~ot Technologies 
2. 3120 Chtcago Ave .. Stc. I 00 
Rtverstde, CA 92507 
Business Ttl«ommuolntlons Sy.stems, Joe. 
3. 549 W B~teman Cucle 
Corona. CA 0"1..!!80 
Triton ommunlca tloos, Inc. 
4. 663 Brea Canyon Rd .. Suue 4 
Walnut. CA 91789 
QuiD Iron Teltpbooe Systtms Inc. 
S. 500 H<lmngton St, Sto: C-2 
Corona. CA 91720 
Pbooe 'y~tem" Plus 
6. 42145 Lyndte Ln , Stc. 128 
Temecula. CA 92591 
la ter-Tel Tecba ologies. 
7. 1667 B.1tavia 
Orange, CA 92867 
Employe~: 
Inland Empire 
Company,. ide 
2,600 
25,000 
70 
na 
40 
N! A 
17 
19 
10 
240 
6 
24 
2 
990 
\'ear 
E.tahlishtd in 
Inland Empire 
1952 
1983 
1981 
19 2 
1982 
1986 
1982 
Office": 
Inland Empire 
ompany,. lde 
5 
3 Headqu~ncrs 
3 
na 
2 
3 
2 
0 
32 
Major Brand' 
Carried 
Non bern Telcom, 
F'ujil.!.u Busin~ Comm. 
Lucent 
Product.<. & 
Services 
Inter-Tel, 
To.,h1ba, T.1diran 
Acuve-Vor('e 
n~uko 
h\abu 
C'omdt~l 
Prun~ NEC Dculcr 
OMC/Cull Proce,.,,ing/VotC< Mml 
Sy'i ., S1mon by Qumtron 
1t.suko Anlerica, 
Mtcrosoft, 
ovell 
lnt~r-Tel 
AVf. Active: Voice, 
Toshtba, Mite! 
Top Loca I £Aecu th e 
Tille 
['bone/Fax 
E-Mail Address 
Mike Sherburn 
General Manager, Brunch 0~. 
(562) 4&.1-6262.1483-6126 
Taylor Gershman 
ale• Man.tgcr 
(909) 320-724113:!0-7250 
gc"hm.lll(a lucent.com 
Larry Lavorgna 
Prcstdont 
(1)()9) 272-3100/493-3033 
Vito M . TaMel li 
Prc"dcnl 
(909) 594-5895/59 ·2 32 
Jrn·y Fox 
01\lnct M.magcr 
(909) 736-67901736-6793 
Ron Koll 
Prc"dent 
(!188) 552-2600/(858) 679-3910 
Steve Muse 
General Manager 
(714) 283-1600/283-4500 
N!A = "{Of Applrcobl~ liND = llould ot Drsclos~ na = not a\'atlu/>1~ Tht uoformarron mtht al>o1 t list "as obtaurrd from tlrt ,-omp<>nr" It ned To rlrt MSI of our l.nohltdgt the rnformnrron supplr<d rs acwratt as of puss 111M Whrlt 
<wry- t[forr u madt to tnsurt tht accuran and rhoroughnrss of tht lur, omrssronr and 1\p<>graphiral errors som.·rrmcs occur Pl~au und rorrtC'IWilS or atldrtiUIIS orr rompan1 lmtThtud ru fh• Inland Emptr<' Busmcss Journal, 856(; 
\'tn<')ard AIr Sullr 306, Rancho C11camonga, CA 91730-051. Rtsrarrhed h.~ )tf'T'\· Strauss Cop1nghr 2()()() Inland Emprr~ 81tSIIItH Journal 
The Book of' Lists available on Disk, Call 909-48-1-9765 lH' Download Now from www.TopList.com 
Faust prmted the h1ghest resolut:on m recorded h1story and Won a ma1or award m International 
competltJon Out of 5600 entnes from16 different 
countnes a panel of experts fUdged our high-resolution 
poster (at 1 110.80 /me screen or 5 mill1on dPI) as the 
Wtnner' By pushmg the lumts of resolutiOn we know more 
about what tt takes to pnnt sh<Jrper and more colorfultmages 
than anyone else What we have ach1eved IS tar beyond what 
other pnnters pnnt, so doesn 1tt stand to reason th<Jt we 
can pnnt the standard lower resolultons. that are much 
eas1er to pnnt beNet than anyone else Let Faust 
Pnntmg prove that they can 1mprove your pnnted 
1mage at no more than wllat you're paj'lng now 
for /Jl/Qfnl/1/1(1(1 ~II Don Flus/ 
fau<l Pnmlfl{l Inc 
8656 UIQ A1'11 Su•te tOO 
~I!ChO Cuc;~mongJ Caltlorn~ 91730 
Photle 909 980 1577 
W"b<<tt ....,., llusl/lfmtmq com 
E·ma ~ lnfood IJL!Sfpnntmg com 
Lucent Technolog ies 
Businessea• tner 0 
Finally, X's and O's are on 
the same team. 
'o" rnay not have heard of Expa"lets before. 
but "' 1th over 750.000 customers across 50 states. 
were ArreriCas largest and fastest·growmg provider 
of networked solut1or.s to rn1d 'T1arket bus1nesses 
How did we get to where we are today? 
U.,paralleled access1b1l,ty ar>d atten 10" for starters 
Plus our adva.,ced technology A"'d now that we\e 
added LJCe"tS GrO>W'g and ErnergJ~g Markets 
dt\!StO"' ..,..e ha\e eve., ;rore reso.,rces o offer 
~Ou <he COT.'l"-"'!CattOn soL Of'S OL "'eed 
W he"' ,, e sa> We Listen. We Connect ''e 1"ea~ 
Call l-800·648·9271 \0 lear~ "'Ore 
We Listen. We Connect."' 
www.expanets.com 
I 
\ 
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MED I CAL CENTER 
909- 580-1 000 
Tru~_,· H };:.tRT OPA H r.,'ALTHY CwnJt '.\l'lT 
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Information Provided by 1111er Valley 
Health Plan 
The most common e\\ Year·, 
resolutiOn that people make i. to lo~e 
v. .:1ght. And v. hlle not ev.:ryone !>licks 
to theH re olut1~>ns, it ~~ certam thJI 
many thousands of d1ets are launched 
each January as a re:.ult of rep.:nting for 
unv. anted holiday pound~ Th1s can be 
a good thmg and p.:rhaps ev.:n the start 
of a healthier v .. a) of hvmg for many -
but only 1f the d1.:ts peopl.: undergo are 
afe. Unfortunately, sensible diet and 
exercil,e plans seem to be lo ing in the 
populanty conte 1 against " fad d1ets." 
It seems that JUSt about everyone 
has tned or knows som.:one who has 
tried one of the vanou weight lo~s 
plan outhned m popular books regu-
larly cluuering the "best-seller" lists. 
Many lime , these diets take a black 
and whn.: approach - throwing aside 
the notion of balanced d1e1 and urging 
readers to eliminate crucial elements of 
their diets altogether - such as carbo-
hydrate , sugar or protein. Warnings 
abound that many of these diets are 
The Dangers of Fad Dieting 
unw1!>e. But many people di m1s!> these 
caut1ons because they know someone 
v. ho ha dropped s1gmficant v.e1ght, 
qu1ckly, v. hlle on a fad d1et 
Inter Valky Health Plan, a nnn-
prolll health maintenance mgan1?at1nn 
that routine!) stresses health educatiOn, 
offers ~ound adv1ce on how to lose 
we1ght and ma1ntain the loss. 
Inter alley's v.ellnes:. expert 
report that we1ght control is a particu-
larly difficult i!>sue because soc1et] 1 
set up in a '"<lY that make 11 easy to 
ga111 weight. We have very efficient 
transport ystems. such as cars and ele-
vators, and pa times that promote inac-
tiVIty, such as computers and TV. 
Also, high-calorie food are wide-
ly ava1lable, and fatty food taste good. 
To do someth111g about 11, you have to 
go aga111st the grain. Applying tho: •·eat-
le~ -exerc1se-more" prescription is 
much more complicated than it seems. 
That's one of the reasons why there are 
so many treatments promoting easy 
weight loss. People want an easy fix. 
It's human nature. But sadly, the e 
than good - deprivmg tho: body of 
es~cnt1al nutrients. 
Ont: problem with fad dieting is 
the lack of re~earch 111 most of the dtet 
book~ out there. I nter Vall.:y also v.arns 
consumers to h.: skeptical regard111g the 
\\ J) many fad d1et books make or 
tmpl) promtse~ about v.eight los~ -
that It's easy, that you can still cat all 
your favonte foods and lose v.etght. 
The promise of a quick fi is n prob-
lem, as is the mi~1nterpretation of 
knov .. n biochemi try and phy~iology. 
Fad d1ets may help bring about 
some weight lo s, but despite what the 
books say, it 's usually due to eating 
few.:r calories and not anything magi-
cal about the diet. For example, diets 
wh1ch limit carbohydrates on the theo-
r) that they promote 111sulln produc-
tiOn, which leads to weight gain, rec-
ommended about 850 calories a day. 
Anyone who eats 850 calories IS going 
to lose weight whether they ' re avoiding 
carbohydrates or not. Creating an 
" unbalanced" diet is the tea 1 healthy 
way to achieve weight loss goals. 
It hould be mentioned that not 
every aspect of fad diet is bad. For 
1n tance, " Sugar Busters!" recom-
mends decreasing sugar intake. Inter 
Valley doesn't argue with that because 
many htgh-sugar foods are high in 
calories and low 111 nutncnts llowevcr, 
cutting back on :.ugar is only one asp.:ct 
of a healthy dtet. In general, with fad 
diets, the negatives outweigh the posi-
tives. 
There are two matn reasons for 
losing we1ght, both of which are valid: 
to improve your health and for cosmet-
IC reasons. You can lose weight on dif-
fen:nt diets, but the approach may not 
be healthy in the long run. Diets 
shouldn ' t go against what we know 
about improving long-term health. 
Many fad diets advise reducing carbo-
hydrate 111take, and they include very 
few grains, fruits and vegetables . 
There's a tremendous amount of evi-
dence that increasing grains, fruits and 
vegetables is good for health and for 
prevention of diseases like cancer. 
On fad diets, even if you lose 
weight, you may not improve your 
continued on page 35 
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... The Inland 
Empire's 
New Workforce 
Recruiting 
Program 
The CJU.LPOINT 
Partners Are: 
Riftm.t C-.rJty CelltDt 
Rtrers!Oa CoiiiiJ Eclumlc 
0 Agnq 
lbmi!Ce Coaat:y IJeslarlnllnl 
II Pdllc SOCial Stmctl 
fltvarsldt COGI!ty 
- "SclleDII Sill I«Mnnlne CDI!d¥ Je!IIIR 
E hntln 
San 8efUrflllo c.aty 
SU,erillleiiHitlf lcllllll 
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You mO\\ hO\\ hord IllS 10 find the ulenu•d prople !hit aiJo,. you to expand your b\ISIJim. You abo know that the key to suying out in front 
m the current red hot mlllOm} hes m meeung lOUT "orkforce needs ,.,lh sltilltd Oexibk people whik your competition IS sllllloolcing. 
~<~X p.trtners of CALLPOINT Mt comnuntd to makmg 'un: your \\Orkforce nttds are md 
Why? 
lkcaust the)' l::no" u )OU do- WI m '"'estment m >skilled, qu•lifltd "orkforce u a cntical business asset m the ne" knowledge 
econom1 
CALLPOINT will: 
Flfi quahfit-d "orkm "uh lhc <k:ills )OU need to gro" vour hll5me<s no" 
Recruit ~~ 1nur cmplO)l't' from entn lr1d workm 10 <poo~•ll'<l expms m one pl>cc. 
Ptovfde h•gh-quaht) c•luauon mrltrammg for )OUT l.&bor forte 
Create <'U>tomlled '>Oiuur>O.' to )OUr "orkforcc challcng~• an<l gel bottom line rc;ult,, 
De/ifer tx<dlcnt CIJ>tom<r "·nin· from puhhr educauon and JC>b trammg cnicr> 
How Does it Work? 
Call CALLPOI Tat 1·800·941·8222 to find out. ,, 
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-
-
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"rm an architect. rm into de~igning 
waU~, not taUdng to them." 
When Ron Allen used to ask questions at his old bank, the employees would s1mply rune him out. Perhaps 
they thought that he had some ktnd of condition and fancied one-sided discussiOns with himself 10 the middle of 
the bank. This is j ust one of the many reasons why Ron took his business to Eldorado Bank. Here, he was quickly 
accommodated, not with cold shoulders. but a wealth of knowledge and personable service. 
He received extensive information from his personal business banking expen on how the right combmanon 
of cash management services could provide faster and more convenient access to his business funds, while at the 
same time maximizing the return on those funds. After switching to Eldorado Bank, Ron's destgn nrm has never 
been better. How do we know? He told us. 
At Eldorado Bank, we see you. We know you. And, we 
care about your business. Call us at t-888-752- 1 I 00. 
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Copier, Fax and Business Equipment Retailers in the Inland Empire 
Ranked by Sale.\ \ olume 1999 
Company Name I.E. ales Volume Offices (I E) Employees (l E) ProduciS/ Thp Local Exec. 
Address 1999 Companywide Companywide Lines Title 
City, Stale, Zip Headquarters/Yr. Est (IE) Phone/Fax 
E-Mail Address 
Xerox Corporadoo $S4 million 6 250 Multi-functional Products, Copiers, Fa.x, Laser Charles Slnnen 
1. 650 E. Hospitality Lane, Ste. 500 400 89,000 Printers, System Reproduction Supplies. Area Sales Manager 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 Stanford, Cf/1961 Color Dtgttal Equip., Sales, Servtce (909) 386-6147/386-6171 
MWB Business Systems, Lnc. $35.8 mill ion 2 73 Sharp Copiers, Fax, Jon Fehrman 
2. 8577 Haven Ave., Ste. I 10 6 204 Color Copiers, Xerox High Vice President, Sales 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 Victorvi lie/ I 977 Volume Copiers, HP Printers (800) 769-2679/(900) 476-2406 
Sldpco, b1C.·A Toshiba Company $27 million I 15 Toshiba Copiers, Facsimilies, Peter Reynolds 
3. US91owa Ave., If! 3 73 Color & Digital Corrected Copiers, General Manager 
Riverside, CA 92S(YT Las Vegas, NV/1997 LCD ProJectors & Lapto~ (909) 778-47oom8-4711 
IKON Office Solutions, South. Calif. $22.5 milhon I 95 Copiers, Fax, Htgh Volume Duplicators, Bruce Fiscus 
4. 2023 Olicago Ave., Ste. B I 17 860 Color Graphtcs, etworking Specialists, Vice President, Sales 
Riverside, CA 92507 Irvine/ I 974 Lg. Format, Canon, Ricoh, Sharp, Oce, Xero.x (800) 800-1014/(949) 862-2630 
Astro/Caoon BoslDess Solutions, Inc. $23 million 1 102 ~non Copiers, Fax, Color L;\Ser Copiers, Marie Hlx 
5. 1~ Ttademark Parkway North 5 661 lnformauon Manat ment Branch Manager 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 Gardena/1974 Systems, Supplies, rvices (909) 484-6700/484-6775 
Burtroolcs Business Systems $16 million 2 82 Multifunctional Products, Copiers, Fa.x, Microfilm, Thm Thompson 
6. 216 S. Arrowhead Ave, P.O. Box 1170 2 82 Digital Duplicators, Printers, Print on Demand, Execut ive V.PJG.M. 
San Bernardino, CA 92402 San Bernardino/1891. IBM, Compaq, HP, Networking Specialists (900) 885-7576/885-7416 
tthompson@burtronics.com 
Abaaced ..... Maddoel $13.9 million I 75 Konica, Okidata, RkkDapdlo 
7. 1609 N. Redwood Way 2 125 Ricob Copiers & Fax District Manager 
Upland. CA 91784 lrvil'le/ 1983 (888) 500-2679/(949)588-1303 
Mlnolta Business Systems S 11.9 million 2 75 Minetta Copiers, Color Copiers, Fax, Joe LaGreca 
a. 1831 Commcrcenter West 34 na Digital Document Imaging Branch General Manager 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 New Jcrsey/1972 (900) 824-2000/888-1819 
Acmaced Copy S,.U.S $4.6million 1 24 ' Sharp Copiers, Facsimilies, Lasers & Walter G. FerJUSOD 
'· 
S71 E. Redlands Blvd. ,. I 24 Computers, Xerolt Engineering Copiers, President 
So Bernardino, CA 92408 San .Bemardino/1978 Ricoh Duplicators (909) 889-4006/889-3602 
flsber Business Systems or CaUr., Inc_ $4.1 million I 7 Xerox Copiers, Facsimile Equipment, Randall W. Fisher 
10. 77-530 Enfield Ln., Bid. I, Ste. I I 7 Digital Printers, President 
Palm Desen, CA 92211 Palm Deser!/1996 Color Copters (760) 345-68891345-3 109 
rfisher@aol.com 
• J.R. Freeman Co,. 1.Dc:. $3.8 million 3 18 IBM l)'pewriters, Ncxtel Business Phones, Jack R. Fremlan 
11. 379 S. Sierra Way 3 18 Computer Supplies, Fax, President 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 San Bernardino/1967 Xerox Copters, Office Supplies and Equipment (909) 387-1108/386-7407 
Select omce Solutions $3 million I 20 Toshiba and Konica Copiers, Fax, Todd Erickson 
U. 2091 Del Rio 5 200 Laptop Computers, Laser Printers, Branch Manager 
Ontario, CA 91761 lrwindale/1991 Office Stationery, Supplies (900) 947-05581947-8952 
todde@selcctnow.com 
Deler1 Bus~Ma MachiDes, lDc. $2.4 million I 22 Savtn, Mtta Copiers, Xerox, Fax, Wayne D. Cemle 
IJ. 42-471 Rirter Circle l 22 Lexmark. Printers & l)'pewtitcrs, President 
Palm Desen, CA 9221J Palm Desert/1973 Neopost Mailing Equipment, Computers & Networks (760) 346-11 24/346- 1944 
mro@'desenblz.com 
Ttmecula Copiers $1.6 milhon 3 8 Authorized Canon Copier & Fax Dealer, Kevin W. Heltrltter 
14. 41892 Enterprise Cir. S., IIF 3 8 Computers & Networking Systems, President 
Temecula, CA 92590 Temecula/1989 Dignal Copiers (900) 676-8885/296-2675 
.Rdlable Oll'lce SollltioDa WND I 23 Canon, Ricoh, Savin, Okidata, Brother, Jeff Eshelman 
15. 3570 14tb SL 2 23 Xerox, Destroy-It, President 
lUvmlde, CA 9'lSOl Riverside Computer Supplies (909) 682-8800/68UH10 
Aautecb WNO I 5 Sales, Service & Supplies ror Scott KutTer 
1,. 2881 Sampson Ave. I 5 Fa.x, Printers, Computers, Copiers President 
Corona, CA 92879 Corona/1986 (909) 279-49791279-7W2 
sales@accutechusa.com 
Adloll ...... ~ WND 1 5 Silver Reed, Sharp, Panasomc, Murata, Paul Wills 
11. 10722Arrow R~ Sle. 218 s 5 IBM, 'tYpewriters, Copiers, Fax, Owner 
Raadlo Cllcamonp, CA 91730 Rancho Cucamonga/1980 Calculator.~, Dictation (909) 980-6989/989-3279 
l...anler Wortdwide WND l 45 Dictation, Jeremy Aston 
11. 1932 E. Deere Ave., Ste. 120 1800 (international) 7,000 Optical Storage, District Manager 
Santa Ana, CA 92705 Atlanta, GN1934 Digital Loggers (949) 85 1-1080/85 1-0871 
PltDey Bowes. IDe. WND I 45 Fa.x, Copier, Mailing Systems, Addressing Steve Engelpu 
19. 1023 South Mount Vernon, Ste. 100 95 24,000 Systems Foldingflnsening Systems District Director 
Colton, CA 92324 Stamford, CT/1960 ShippingfLog~Mics Management Systems (800) 322-8000/(909) 824-5798 
omu Depot WND 3 100 Xerox Copiers & Prmters, Jeff Lynn 
20. 3900-B 1Y ler St. 602 19,000 Canon Fax, Copiers & Pnnters, District Manager 
Riverside, CA 92504 Boca Raton, FUt987 Brother Fax & Pnntcrs (900) 343-2700/(858) 672-2181 
Nllo • Not ADoliaWk r:rtr;;JW014/d Not Duclou no " n()( avtljlal>/r The infi~nat~orr m the above li$t .,...., ob~flle~d from tlte compa11ies lrstr5J1 To tlr~ be.u.if our k11owled~~ tire 111(ormm1011 sqpplkd is accurptt a$ of f}{QS ~~ W1uJe ~ry, !fJO.k w t nsun /II< UJTIII'I!.cy 11/ld thorouKhne.ss tlw :.rr., OfliiSSI{!ftS and MJfJKTo l<"a rrrors wnretrlhfs IXCIJr I' tn:("-.serul co recti011s or a itlons a,, company rellerlwod to: Tile lnltlrfd 
r.mpvr BUSIIWS$ Jourh4 vtnt:)'ard A•'C!. Surre J QO, RAncho CuawJ<mga, 91 Jv-4J52. ResMrtHtd tJy ury trauss C.:opt,rrg/11 2000 Inland t:.mprrc rmnrss Jouma 
Thl: Book of Lio.h ;l\ailahll: on Di~k. Call 90')-.U~~-9765 ua- Do\\nload ~ow fnnn www.TopLi~t.com 
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Fad Dieting ... 
cominued from page 32 
long-term health . Often , traditional 
recommendations for weight manage-
ment may seem old and kind of boring, 
but those recommendatton lead to 
many other health hcnefits. A less seri-
ous problem is the lack of long-term 
results. Most people can't stick with 
these dtets, and they end up back where 
they started. The vast majority go off 
the diet and gain their weight back rap-
idly. Once :.omeone lose weight by 
eliminating a component of a balanced 
dtet, it is far easier to put the weight 
back on - compared to a person who 
cuts calories in a healthy way - retain-
ing a balanced diet and exerci:,ing. 
Inter Valley recognizes that trying 
to lose weight is more difficult for 
some people than for others, and rec-
ommends different tactics for different 
kinds of people. Most individuals 
underestimate the number of calories 
they eat by about 20 percent more if 
they're very overweight. On the other 
hand, they overestimate their physical 
activity. It's not in tentional; it's just 
that we're not good judges. 
Inter Valley rt::commends an indi-
vidualized approach. For instance, a 
person may have physical problems 
that prevent him or her from doing 
much activity, so we have to look more 
at diet. Others think they have to over-
do vigorous exercise . Instead, Inter 
Valley encouragt:~ them to look for 
ways to increase their daily activity, 
such as parking farther away when 
they go to tht:: store. 
I ndividuab are encouraged to 
approach weigh t loss in a positive 
manner, looktng at it as an opport unity 
to do something that can be enjoyable. 
Inter Valley suggests focusing on the 
process, instead of the end result. 
People want to lose weigh t quickly, 
and they focus on the number on the 
scale. They need to focus on making 
lasting lifes tyle changes. The pounds 
will come off as a resul t. Whatever 
changes people make, they need to be 
comfortable enough wi th them to 
make them permanent. If they feel 
restricted by something, they should-
n ' t do it. 
Support can play a key role. Group 
support provided by personal trainers, 
and programs like Weight Watchers 
can help. The key is changing people 's 
attitudes. 
Finally, changing food choices to 
include foods that not only lead to 
fewe r calories, but also are healthy and 
tasty 1s important. There's a tremen-
dous amount of wonderful food that 
ca n be truly enjoyable. We underesti-
mate our ability for our tastes to 
change. Surely, such subtle lifestyle 
shifts can be less world changing than 
engaging in fad dieting- and certatn-
ly healthier! ! 
Informal/on for tlus ar1ic/e was provtd-
ed by Inter Valley Health Plan, a feder-
ally qualified, non-profit Health 
Maintenance Organization (HMO) 
which lw~ sen,ed Sowhem California 
for 20 years. 
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Just the Facts 
One out of four Americans is classified as obese. One out of two is 
overweight. To lo e weight, you must bum more calories than you con-
sume. In other words, you eat less and move more. Eating too many calo-
ries, whether from carbohydrates, fats or proteins, leads to obesity, which 
can lead to increased insulin level . Carbohydrates eaten in reasonable 
quantities don't cause increased insulin levels or obesity, as many of the 
current fad diet claim. 
Inter Valley Health Plan experts contend that there's noth ing magical 
about certain foods or combinations of foods. A calorie is a calorie, no mat-
ter how it is consumed. 
Your 
Business 
Is 
Our 
Priority 
Welcome to 
San Bernardino 
Co~nty! 
WE WANT TO HELP YOUR BUSINESS GROW! 
GATEWAY TO SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
• 
• 
Lower Land Costs 
Ex ten ive Air. Rail & Highway System 
tate Destgnated "'Emerpri\e Zone" 
I Foreign Trade Zone 
Financing for Land or Bu ilding 
Acquisition, Equipment and Working Capitol 
Personal Services to meet Your Specific eeds 
For More lnformat.ion: 
San Bernardino County 
Econom1c & Communit) Development Department 
290 North "D" Str.:et. 6th Floor 
San Bernardino, C A 92415-0040 
(909) 388-0800/cn (900) 388-0844 
www.co.san-bemardtno.ca.us\ecd 
WE MAKE YOUR DEAL WORK WITH 
High Quality Labor Force 
Free Employment Servtces Trim Hiring Co t 
t You May Qualify for Tax Credits and On-
The-Job-Training Monic:, 
• lndividuali.£Cd Job Development Services Add Dollars to Your Bottom Line 
Will Pre-Screen ~nd Recrutt to Your Specifications 
San Bemardmo Count) 
Job-. & Emplo) mcnt Sen tee' Department 
851 Sou Lit Mt. Vernon Avenue, Ste. 22 
Colton. CA 9::?324 
(800l 451 -JOBS fax (900) 433-3333 
WWW.jCsd.COnl 
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Internet Service Providers Serving the I. E. 
Clllltii/IICtf 1111 fJCI~C 38 
Rcmkt•d .-\lplwbl.'ltmlly 
Company Name 
Address 
City, State, Zip. 
E-mail Addres 
Web ite (http://www. _) 
Alkom USA, Inc. tspinfo@allcom.com 
2151 B. Convention Ctr. Way, Ste. W7, East Wing allcom.com 
Ontario, CA 91764 
Beacon Internet Specialist 
122A E. Foothill Blvd. , #121 
Arcadia, CA 91006 
ClnbNet, Inc. 
21660 E. Copley Dr., Ste. 385 
Diamond Bar, CA 91765 
Compu-AD Information Network 
P.O. Box 403375 
Hesperia, CA 92340 
Crumet 
215 E. Orangethorpe Ave., Ste. 333 
Fullerton, CA 92832 
Dataframe Logistics, Inc. 
20451 E. Valley Blvd. 
Walnut, CA 91789 
Digitallotnnet Services Corp. 
74-785 Hwy.lll,Ste.lOO 
Indian Wells. CA 92210 
info@ beacon1sp.com 
beaconL p.com 
sales@':clubnet.net 
clubnet.net 
sale @ compu-ad.net 
compu-ad.net 
webmaster@.'Cruznet.net 
cruznet.net 
salesmformallon@ dataframe.net 
dataframe.net 
mfo@dis net 
di.s.net 
Digital Odyssey & Communications, lnc. webmnn<Q. odc.net 
10630 Town Center Dr. odc.net 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
DlscoverNet info@discover.net 
826 Brookside Ave. discover. net 
Redlands, CA 92373 
Easyfeed.com/Localoet 
80-126 H"'Y· lll.lt5 
lnd1o, CA 92201 
mfo@'easyfeed.com 
tnf~ local.nct 
Elec:troak Commerce Network Systems ken@tstonramp.com 
351 S. Thomas St. tstonramp.com 
Pomona. CA 91766 
Exocom, Inc. 
300 S. Harbor Blvd., Ste. 700 
Anaheim, CA 92805 
ldyDwlld OllUne 
P.O. Box 1111 
Idyllwild, CA 92549 
Inland Internet 
27192-A Sun City Blvd. 
Sun City, CA 92586 
Keyway latenet Senices 
124 E. F St. 
Ontario, CA 91764 
Netas, IDC. 
1835 Orangewood Ave., NI04 
Orange, CA 92868 
NetWebb.com 
960S Anow Rte., Ste. S 
Rancbo Cucamonga, CA 91730 
PandomaiD Corp. 
2555 E. Chapman Ave. 
Fullerton, CA 92831 
Plt.Ml 
3512 14th St. 
Riverside, CA 92501 
info@exo.com 
exo.com 
sales@idyllwild.com 
idyllwild.com 
info@ inland.net 
inland.net 
info@keyway.net 
keyway.net 
sale a ne1us.com 
netus.com 
admm@.netwebb.com 
netwebb.com 
sales@ pdc.net 
pdc.nel 
info@pe.ncl 
pe.ncl 
# Sub cribers I.E. 
Year Founded I.E. 
Three 
Major 
Services 
500+ 
1991 
N/A 
1997 
N/A 
1995 
WND 
Internet Dial-Up Service/DSl/Website 
Hosting, Tel~:phone Service (Inc. L.D.), 
Paging!Voicemail 
Web Design, Web Hosting, 
Internet Consultation 
DSL, Web Design/Hosting, 
Server Co-Location, 
Satellite Servtces 
- Dial-Up, Web Host/Web 
Design, E-Commerce, 
Internet Marketing 
Top Local Executive 
Title 
Phone/Fax 
John Cheney 
Dir~:ctor 
(877) WEB-HOST/(888) 525-5266 
Nan Wang 
Manager 
(626) 614-1061/614-8927 
Marilyn Glawsoo 
Vice President 
(909) 612-5888/612-5858 
Renee Belleville 
Owner/Manager 
(760) 956-9104/956-3637 
WND Unlimited Time S6K Dial-Up and ISDN Shahram Manighalam 
1994 Service, Full Service Web Hosting and Design, Director Network Operations 
E-Commerce, High Speed Corp. Access (714) 680-6600/680-4241 
Services: T-1, T-3 Leased Lines 
500 Internet Access, Sean Huang 
1990 Web Hosting, DSL, Vice Pres1dent 
T-1 Leased Lines (909) 598-9997/598-0987 
WND High Speed Business Class Internet Rod Vandenbos 
1997 Solution, Broadband Wireless Access Executive Vice President 
Services, Co-Location & Web Hosting (760) n6-osoon76-0076 
300 Web Design & Programming, Alan Pavlosky 
1995 {+Database), Web Hosting, Marketing 
Computer Networks (909) 393-2498/484-5344 
WND Premier Internet Access. Nell Abeynayak_e 
1995 High-Speed Leased Lines, Dir. Network Ops. 
Web Hosting & Server Co· Location (909) 335- 1209 
6,000 E-Commerce, . Lenny aprino 
1979 Web Hosting, Pres1dent 
DSL, T-1 Access (760) 347-7072/347-5973 
N/A Web Hostmg, KenAIUson 
1997 Web Page & Server Co-Location, President 
Electronic Catalog Development (909) 620-7724/620-8174 
1,700 $15 Dial-Up, Web Tim Waite 
1998 Hosting, DSL, President 
Co-Location,T-1 (714) 991-1919/518-2043 
500 V-90 Dial-In, Web Jeff Risdal 
1997 Host/Design, E-Mail Owner 
(909) 659-9844/659-0389 
5,000 $19.95 Unlimited Dial-Up Access, J .R. Walden 
1995 Web Design & Hosting, General Manager 
Corporate/Business Accounts (909) 672-6620/672-9642 
2,500 DSL & Dial-Up, Frame Johann Hart 
1995 Relay, Web Site Vice President, Sales 
Hosting (909) 933-3650/933-3660 
201 Frame-Relay, ATM Chris Johnson 
1995 ISDN, E-Mail, Web Hos1 Y1ce Prcs1den1 
(714) 939-3950.1939-3940 
700 Internet Access, Web Hasting, Arm Haywood 
1997 Web Des1gn, Shopping Cart P~sident 
for E-Commerce (909) 980·2695/980-51 05 
N/A Otal-Up Service, Andy Kim 
1993 Web Hosung Vtcc Prcs1den1 
(714) 449-9408/879-7840 
10,000 Web Hosting, Web Design, Marian Dudley 
1995 DSL& Frame Customer Service Manager 
Relay Services (909) 320-7800!320-7815 
NIA,. HOl Applrcable WND = Would HOl DISclose fill= ncx 11\0IIab/e. The mformauon 111 the abo1e lm "as obtamcJ from the compama liSted To the bt!st of our knowlt·dgc, the 111formatiOn suppltt'd IS ocetl· 
role as of prrss lime Wh11e e>V) t'ffort IS nuJde to ensurr the accuraC} and thoroughnt'SI of the 11<1. omtSSI0/15 and l)pagraplucal errors somt'llmts occur Plrcl t' w 1d corrtciiOnf or adJI/IotiS on company ler-
tet'Mad 
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It's Lonely 
Forms CEO 
at the Top! TEC (The Executive Committee) 
Peer Advisory Group in Inland Empire 
TEC (The Lxecu11ve 
Committee), an international 
o rgan ization of EOs dedicated to 
increasing the effectiveness and 
enhancing the lives of CEOs, will 
form a CEO peer advisory group 
in th e Inland Empire. This group 
will cons ist of 12-16 CEOs, busi-
ness owners and presidents from 
non-co mpeting industries, who 
meet monthly in a confiden tial 
forum to share their experience 
and knowledge, and to help each 
other tackle problem'> and e'>alu-
ate opportunities that they other-
wise would have to handle alone. 
Beth Adkisson, u TEC' chair-
man with more than 28 years of 
corporate, market111g and sales 
experience, willluunch and facili-
tate the TEC group slated to beg1n 
thts tall. 
"There 1s a great de.d of sati'-
facttOn in watching CEOs evoh e 
and have the opportun1ty to 
recei\'C 1mparttal, object1ve feed-
back from other expcrtcnc~:d 
CEOs,'' said Adkisson ""iurvcys 
of top executives 1nd1cate that 
they prefer to lenrn from each 
other's experience. There i:-. a lot 
of truth in the adage in it's lonely 
at the top." CEOs in TEC groups 
around the world say that hav1ng 
each other as sounding hoard'> ha'> 
been lllvaluahle 111 hclp1ng them 
With their own dcci ... wn-maklllg 
proces::.. 
In addition to the executi ve or 
peer group meet1ng, the members 
meet individually with Adkisson 
for a monthl y one-to-one strategy 
and coaching session. On a quar-
terly basis, nat1onal caliber '-PI!llk-
ers present cutting-edge lllforma-
llon and ideas to the group. 
TEC member u-,nn John!->On, 
president of Healthy Go urmet 
says, "The ins1ghts of my TEC 
group have aved my company 
tens of thousands of dollars, and 
taught me more abo ut runn1ng a 
business than I could have ever 
learned on my own." 
TEC opera tes more than 400 
hoard-like group'>, with over 
7,000 CEO members worldw1de 
Founded 111 Milwaukee over 40 
year~ ago, the orgamzat10n ·., mi..,-
SIOn i<., to increa ... e the cffecllve-
ness and enhance the I ivc-. of 
CeO-.. Member compantcs range 
in size from $750,000 to S l bil-
lion and have combined annual 
sales of $175 billion and over one 
million employees. Membership 
in TEC is by invitation on ly. 
There a re 42 CEO TEC member 
in the Inland Empire representing 
mor~: !han $660 million 111 annual 
sales and employing over 6. 700 
employees. 
Thousands of chief executives 
turn to TEC for a learning experi-
ence they cannot get anywhere 
else. TEC i committed to con-
necting CEOs with the people, 
idea. and tnformat1on they need to 
help them improve their busine s -
es and their lives. 
For more information, contact 
Adkisson at 714.281.2716, or e-
mail her at: Beth@VirtuaiOne 
Marketing. com. 
RIVERSIDE COUNTY 
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER 
SPECIALTY CARE 
Visit our website: 
www .rivcohsa.org 
/hospital/ 
RCRMC.htm 
COUNTY 
Over 60 Clinics to provide our community 
with specialized services such as: 
•Obstetrics & Gynecology •Pediatrics 
•Orthopedics • Medicine •Diabetes 
• High Risk Pregnancy 
•ENT (Ears, Nose, Throat) 
•Child Abuse & Neglect 
•Family Planning •Infectious Disease 
•Plastic Surgery •Dermatology 
• Urology • Endocrinology 
•Family Care •Ophthalmology 
•Oncology •Surgery 
26520 Cactus Avenue, Moreno Valley 
(909) 486-4000 
Health Services Agency Van Transportation: 1-800-794-3544 
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S~nall Business Success Magazine Focuses on 
Marketing Issues in its 13th Annual Volume 
Recognizing the vital role 
marketing can play in the success 
or fai lure of small businesses, the 
most recent edition of Small 
Business Success suggests ways 
entrepreneurs can more effectively 
compete, whether locally or glob-
ally, while balancing high aspira-
tions and minimal budgets. 
Now in its 13th year, this 
annual resource also grapples with 
other issues faced in today 's con-
stantly evolving business climate. 
These range from conducting busi-
ness in cyberspace to tapping into 
the talent pool of workers with dis-
abilities, providing quality health 
care, redefining "Main Street" for 
2000, exceeding customer ervice 
expectations, and relieving job-
induced lower back pain. 
Joining forces with founding 
partners Pacific Bell Directory and 
the U.S. Small Business 
Administration to produce the lat-
est volume of this 96-page, four-
color publication a re the 
California Small Business 
Association (CSBA), Kaiser 
Permanente, the National Business 
As ociation, Sempra Energy, the 
State of California Office of Small 
Busine s Certification and 
Re ources, Ameritech Advertising 
Services, SNET Yellow Pages, 
Southwestern Bell, and 
Southwestern Bell Yellow Pages. 
More than five million copies 
of Small Business Success, in its 
various editions, have found their 
way to existing and would-be 
entrepreneurs in the United States 
and around the world since 1988. 
This year's magazine delves 
into subjects such a : 
Using partner hips to stretch 
promotional dollars, 
Growing a business through 
product line extension, 
Marketing products and serv-
ices through an independent sales 
force, 
Bridging the cultural gap in 
global business deals, 
Resolving the e-commerce 
ales tax issue, 
Meeting the challenge of mul-
tiple bu iness locations, 
Learning the fundamentals of 
conflict resolution, 
Using failure as a springboard 
to success, and 
Harnessing creativity for 
entrepreneurial success. 
"The sky is the limit for the 
succes of a mall busine s," said 
Aida Alvarez, administrator of the 
U.S. Small Business 
Administration. Small Business 
Success magazine has proven to be 
an exceptional resource for help-
ing current and future small busi-
ness owners achieve their entre-
preneurial dreams. The SBA is 
proud to be a partner making this 
outstanding free publication avail-
able to the public." 
According to Executive Editor 
Cathy Walters-Gillick, the award-
winning editorial content and dis-
tribution of Small Business 
Success have been enhanced in 
recent years through the creation 
of Partners for Small Business 
Excellence (PSBE), a network of 
companies and o rganizations 
which share the SBA and Pacific 
Bell Directory commitment to 
upporting small business 1n 
America. 
'These highly respected part-
ners realize how vital the entrepre-
neurial segment is to the nation's 
overall well-being-at all levels of 
the economy," she said. "By join-
ing forces as small business advo-
cates, it is our hope we can collec-
tively have more impact than as 
individual operations. 
" In addition to its financial 
support of Small Business Success, 
PSBE has collectively launched a 
Web site (www.smallbiz part-
ners.com) that provides access to 
numerous small business 
resources, sponsors training pro-
gram throughout California that 
help entrepreneurs compete more 
effectively, and is involved in 
other joint efforts to champion the 
cause of small business," Walters-
Gillick said. 
Free copies of Small Business 
Success are available by calling 
toll-free (800) 848-8000. 
Internet Service Providers Serving the I. E. 
< UII/1111/Ctl from page 36 Ra11kec/ Alplrabetically 
Company Name E-mail Address # Subscribers I.E. Three Top Local Executive 
Address Website (http://www. _) Year Founded I.E. Major Title 
City, State, Zip. Services Phone/ Fax 
Subaet info@l.ubnel.org N/A Interne! Con~ulling; Rebecca l'<~ylor 
5225 Canyon CreM Dr., Ste 71-347 ~ubnet.org 1995 Internet Video Systems, Vice PresnJent 
Rtvers1de, CA 92507 E-Commerce Development (909):\42-0024t:l42-0025 
TST On Ramp ken@ L\tonramp com 7.000 Rcsidcntlai/Commercl~l Internet Service, Ken Allison 
351 S. Thoma.' St. L~tonramp.com 1995 DSL, T-1, E-Busmcss Pre~1dcn t 
Pomona. CA 91766 Development & Hostmg (909) 620· 7724/620-8174 
Ultimate Internet Access, lac. info(g uia.ne1 10.200 D1al-Up Access, High Speed Rlly Mouton 
374 S. tndtan H1ll Blvd u1a ne1 1996 Acce~s + DSL, Prcstdcnt 
Claremont, CA 9t711 Web Dcstgn & Hosting (909) 482·1634/625·3 167 
Wareforce fscott(ll wareforcc.com N.A Eh:ctron1c Commerce. Orie Rechtma n 
2161 Rosecran> Ave. warcforce com 1985 Computer Solut1ons, CEO 
El Segundo, CA 90245 Computer Support (800) 777 ·9109/(11 0) 725-5590 
Webmasters Network, Inc. chns(!1 ""mn net 5,()(J0+ Web Site llo~tmg, Christopher Nelson 
5300 W Sahara, Ste lOt wmn net 1997 Web Slit: Dc>1gn, Prcs1dt:nt 
Las Vega~. NV fl9102 D1ai·Up Internet (88!l) 1!83-4932/(909) 797·0638 
\-'hb•ision wch' 1st n cum c,,ooo+ ATM Backbone 1.5 mbs • 2 41! gbs. Doug Cabell 
21250 Hdv. thorne Bh d v.cb\iston com 1990 Data C'cntcr HoMmg, D1r of Rcsc;&rch & Development 
Turrancc, C'A 9050:\ Security & r· C'ommcrce (909) 4M-553:\ '(:ll 0) 21 4.:DRO 
N 'A = Not Applrcab/c 1\ND = nOuld 1\ot Dm /o:.(" nu = nutu>allablc Tile mformollvn 111 tl" abo>< ti~ t ••a• obtumai from the compantcs luted. To the best of our Lww/ed!lc. the mfurnuwon .lllpplwd ts uccu· 
ral£• '"of preu lim<. l\711/1.' <'~ t"l} effml tl mud< 10 uaurt th( un uruc\ und thurou~h11<:1~ of til< l11t, omi\\IOTI\ 11111/ Hpuxrapluml erroT\ ~omet11nn U<·rur Please ~end WTTt< 1111111 or ltdtlttwfl.lOII company /,t· 
tt:rllt'Od to. The Inland £mp1rc BtmneH Jollmul. X560 ~'innurd AI· S111tr !06, Rancho Cucamrmgu, CA IJI730-·Il51. Researchrd hy JerT) Struul\ Cnpynglu 2()()() Inland tmpiTt BIHIII~H .loumai. 
The Book of Li~h a\ ailable un Disk, Call 909-~8~-9765 oa- Do" nload Now from \~W\\.TopList.l· om 
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Grooming Your Business for Sale 
by Royce A. Stutzman 
At some point, many owners of 
closely-held bu inesses realize that 
a large percentage of their per o na l 
wealth i tied up in their business. 
Unfortunately, thi realizat ion often 
comes when the de ire to retire, or 
entrepreneur burnout i · a very 
strong motivato r. Consider these 
ques tions, before making a deci-
sion. 
• Do you have capable family 
members (employees) willing to 
continue the business? 
Do you have a succe ion 
plan? 
Are you ready to quit? 
Retire? Work for someone else? 
Start a new busine s? 
• Do you prefer cash, or are 
you willing to carry back? 
• Can you hire someone to run 
the business and still earn as much 
as if you sold? 
Now, 1f you decide to proceed 
with a sale, develop and implement 
a plan. One mistake hu..,iness own-
ers often make when it comes time 
to sell is rushing to find a buyer. 
Resist the rush. "Fix-up" your busi-
ness much like you would before 
selling your house. But, unlike your 
house, a business can take a year, 
and sometimes longer to prepare 
for sale. 
Here's what you can do to get 
ready to sell! 
Look Back - The past is fre-
quently an indicator of the future. 
Since potential buyer look back, 
you need to do it first. Find your 
s trong and weak point in re peel to 
indu try ratios, competitive posi-
tion, and customer per i tence. 
Then, quickly develop ways to 
make your busines loo k belter. 
Buyer. look at your history, even if 
they don 't end up buying your bu i-
ness. Explain unusual , atypical 
items that had a negative impact on 
the busine s in the past, and elimi-
nate them in the future. 
Look Ahead - Develop a 
forecasted busines · plan. You're 
eJling the future, and a realistic 
plan about your goals influence 
prospec tive buyers, e. pecially 
w hen you can show a track record 
of achieving your goals. 
Develop a Candidate List -
Form a list of potential suitors. 
Competitors are not alway::. the 
be, t. Some compames are altractcd 
to your product or <;ervicc because 
they're looking to add your bus•-
ness to their product line. Look for 
a strategic buyer, because the multi-
ples and resulting values are usual-
ly much higher than a financial 
buyer would pay. Next gather as 
much data as possible about the 
prospects. Get their catalog ; visit 
their Web site ; talk to their cus-
tomers, and search for a D&B 
report. Intell igence gathering helps 
you weed out the unviablc ones. 
Play Devil's Advocate 
Your out:-.ide team of advisors: 
deal attorney, tax accountant, valu-
ation con ultant, are particularly 
valuable in this pha e. Have the 
team perform a highly cri tical 
analysis of your busine s where 
they tear it down, piece by piece 
and help you put it back together. 
Pretend your team is the 
buyer. Analyze customer prof-
itability, suppliers, employees, and 
production capabilities. Make sure 
your documentation is in order. The 
objective is to eliminate any ur-
pri e before a prospective buyer is 
on the cene. 
Ask your valuation con ·ultant 
to develop a range of values to 
expect, helping you identify suit-
able buyers. When it comes time to 
sell, explain the past and sell the 
future! Prepare a report explaining 
your company history, produc t 
lines, cu tomer , competition, 
employees, and future expectations. 
Create a s ilent auction from your 
list of prospective buyers and ask 
your outside team to handle the 
negotiations, while you continue 
running the business. 
Royce St!l/zman is a certified valu-
ation analyst, CPA, and chairman 
of Vicenti, Lloyd & Stutzman LLP, a 
business consulting and accounting 
firm in La Verne and Newport 
Beach. He has performed_ many val-
uations, helping clients market and 
sell their closely-held business. 
Valuations are used for many other 
purposes, such as estate and gift tax 
and litigation. 
Desert Cancer Foundation Raises $150,000 
The Desert Cancer Foundation 
raised nearl y $150,000 at its sixth 
annual golf tournament recently 
held at Indian Ridge ountry Club. 
Art and Cory Teichner, founders of 
the Desert Cancer Foundation, 
underwrote the cost of the tourna-
ment so that all monies raised 
would go directly to the founda-
tion. The foundation also received 
a $5,000 donation from Edison 
International. 
The Desert Cancer Foundation 
is a non-profit organization which 
provides financial assistance to 
cancer patiel)ts in the Coachella 
Valley who are unable to afford 
treatment due to lack of finances or 
insurance. 
Since January 2000, the foun-
dation has provided more than $1.5 
million in financial assistance to 
more than 30 individuals, at a cost 
tcf" the organization of just more 
than $200,000, due to discounted 
services provided by generous 
local physicians and medical faci li-
ties. 
For more information about the 
foundation, please comact Mary 
Gates, Desert Cancer Foundation, 
45-480 Portola Avenue, Palm 
Desert, CA 92260, or call (760) 
773-6554. Visit their Web stte at 
www.desertcancerfowrdatwn.com. 
Cabazon Band of Mission Indian.\· CEO Mark Ntchols, at right, gives a 
tou~ of the tribes First Nation Recovery Inc. tire recycling facilit}~ 
wl11ch recently began recycling recalled Bridgestone/Firestone tires. 
Learning about the tire recycling process from Nichols is U.S. Rep. 
Frank Pallone (D-N.J. ), a member of the Commerce Committee over-
seeing the congres ional hearings on the Firestone tire recall. For ac 
least the next year, FNRJ is recycling 4800 of tlte recalled tires each 
day, tlte by-product of which will be used in asp/talc products, play-
ground surfaces, equestrian arena surfaces, floor mats, and other rub-
ber or plastic products. 
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Largest Pager Vendors 
Rmrli.t·tf by Xum/J('r of Sub~criptioll.\ ill tire IIIIa IIe/ Eml'ir(' 
Company Name 
Address 
Number of Subscriptions 
I.E. 
City, State, Zip. 
Arch Com.mullicadoas 
1. 701 N . Haven Ave., Ste. 140 
Ontario. CA 91764 
Metrocall 
2. 1392 W. Seventh St. 
Upland, CA 91786 
Elite Communicatioas 
3. Dlv., Exteasive Enterpris6 
7026 Magnoha Ave. 
R ivetsiqe, CA 92506 
Lazer Communicatioas 
4. Systems, Inc. 
6833 Magnolia Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
PaceMate Network 
5. 3505 Van Buren Blvd. 
Rivenide, CA 92503 
Companywide 
55,000+ 
7.1 million+ 
12,200 
6.2 million 
11,800 
WND 
9,568 
17,439 
5,200 
5,200 
PageNet na 
6. 10535 Foothill Blvd., Ste. 100 10.5 million (U.S.) 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
Map Mobile Commllllicatioas 
7. 17208 Beach Blvd. 
Huntington Beach, CA 92647 
Verizon Wl.reless 
8. 2401 E. Kiltella Ave,, #150 
Anaheim, CA 92806 
WND 
WND 
Headquarters 
Ridgefield Park, 
New Jersey 
Alexandna, 
V1rginia 
Riverside, 
California 
Riverside, 
California 
Riverside, 
California 
Dallas, 
Texas 
Ch~~Sapeake, 
Virginia 
Dallas, 
Texas 
Addit ional Services Provided 
Alphanumeric and Display Paging, Voice Mail, 
Service and Equipment, E-Mail Access, Nationwide 
Paging, News Updates, Wireless E-Mail Device, 
1/2 Way, Full 2-Way Paging, Advance Messaging 
Voice Mail, Data Services on Demand, News Updates, 
Display and Alphanumeric Text Messaging, 
I 1/2 Way Paging, Data Services, 2-Way Network, 
Mobile Internet Access 
Sales of Pagers, Cellular Phones and PCS Services, 
Numeric, Alpha and Voice Mail Services, 
Prepaid Cellular Phone Cards and Accessories, 
Authorized Pager Repair Center 
Busmess Phone Systems 
Voice Mail Systems 
Computer Wiring 
Full Service Paging, Cellu lar Activation, 
Full In-House Repair Service, 
Accessories 
CNN Wireless News, OneWorx Personal 
Comunications Systems, Wireless E-mail, Voice Mail, 
Numeric and Alphanumeric Pagers, Surepage, 
2-Way Messaging, Global Messaging 
Answering Service 
Alphanumeric 
Free Beeping 
Local, Regional & National Coverage, Numeric & 
Alphanumeric Pagers, Vo1ccmail, AirTouch America, 
PageSaver, Assured Messaging, 2-Way Messaging, 
AirTouch Newscast, Cellular Phones, Internet Paging 
Top Local Execut ive 
Title 
Phone/Fax 
E-Mail Address 
Cathy Wilson 
Branch Manager, 
(909) 466-4245/466-4262 
Donna Moore 
Market Manager 
(909) 920-5300/920-53 15 
moored@metrocall.com 
Michael Posqualino 
Regional Manager 
(909) 222-2021/ 222-0253 
Bob Green 
President 
(909) 788-6000n88-6145 
J oseph Pham 
President 
(909) 352-0964/352-8949 
Martin Alexander 
Vice-President/G.M. 
(800) 833-7243/(909) 484-2569 
Robert Moulder 
District Sales Managl!r 
(714) 375-9942,1375-0952 
Arthur Rosen 
General Manager 
(7 14) 938-0888/938-2944 
NIA = Not Applicable WND = Would Not Disclose na = not 01 ailable. The information it11he above list was obtained from the compames listed. To the best of our knowledge, rite information supplied is accu-
rare liS of p~ tune. Wittle every· effort is rnatk 10 ensu~e rite accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors some limes OCCIIT. Please send correclions or additions on company let· 
rerhead ro: The Inland Emplfe Busines.~. Joumal, 856() Vintyard A1-e. Suue 306, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730·4352 Researched by Jerry• Strauss. Copynghr 2000 Inland Empire Busines, Journal . 
• Th l' Bunk nf Lists a,. a i Ia h ll' n n Disk. C a II 909--U~-1-9765 na· Down load Now from www. Top List.l·nm 
* NEWS & WEATHER 
* COMMENTARY 
*BUSINESS 
*FEATURES 
*HEALTH BREAK 
*SPORTS 
* ENTERTAINMENT 
* RESTAURANT REVIEWS 
The Inland Empire's 
only Local TV 
Newscast 
ask your cable company 
where to find us! 
UNIFIED CONSULTING, INC.I 
Security• Stability•Low TCO 
Add the Power of Linux 
to Your Business 
Contact Us Toll Free at 
1-877-33-LINUX 
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Stirling Airports International and Pernco 
Aviation Group Mutually Agree to Part Ways 
Stirl ing Airports lnlemational 
announced that a mulual decision 
has been reached with Pemco 
Aviation Group to discontinue its 3-
year facility lease at Southern 
California Logistics Airport 
(SCLA) upon ils Aug. 31, 2000, 
expiration. The decision enables 
Stirling to initiate ils long-term 
stralegy to establish a full- ervice 
aviation maintenance hub at SCLA. 
In a meeting at SCLA with offi-
cials from Pemco Aviation, the city 
of Victorville and Stirling Airports 
International, it was agreed thai 
Pemco, an AJabama-ba ed aircraft 
maintenance provider, would con-
solidate its plant holdings, consis-
tent with strategy recently devel-
oped by the company, and that 
Stirling Airports International 
would include the newly-vacated 
buildings in ils longer range growth 
plan. 
The three buildings formerly 
leased to Pemco are prime assets at 
SCLA and serve a key role in 
Stirling' plan to Iran form the for-
mer George Air Force Base into a 
world-class logistics and mainte-
nance facility. Discu, sions are cur-
rently underway with prospective 
full-service aircraft maintenance 
companie to locale to SCLA. 
According to Dougall Agan, 
Stirling Airport· International prin-
cipal, "the vision is to develop 
SCLA into a world-clas ful l- erv-
ice aviation maintenace hub. The 
decision reached gives us an oppor-
tunity to take anolher step toward 
thai goaL 
"We wish to extend our appre-
ciation to Pemco for helping us 
establish SCLA as a premiere avia-
tion maintenance facility," aid 
Agan. "We hope their new direction 
is successfuL" 
Agan said he would immediate-
ly begin reviewing potential aircraft 
maintenance tenants that are more 
compatible with Stirling 's vision 
for the future of the airport, and that 
will bring "higher and better use" to 
SCLA. 
"SCLA now has full freedom to 
renew negotiations with major avi-
ation maintenance firm that have 
expressed serious inlerest in locat-
ing here," said Agan. "We also have 
the ability to achieve our goal of 
becoming a world-class logistics 
and aviation maintenance facility. 
In the next 90 days we expect to 
make an announcement of the 
expan ion of our aviation mainte-
nance." 
Southern California Logistics 
Airport (SCLA) is managed and 
operated by Stirling Airports 
fnternatio11al, a Laguna Hills-
based full-service airport develop-
ment company specializing in mas-
ter-planning and major land rede-
velopment. With unmatched experi- -
· ence in airport development and 
operations, Stirling Airports 
International is led by partners 
Dougall Agan and Chris Downey. 
Agan and Downey have been 
responsible for more than $2 billion 
in development activity on large-
scale land development projects in 
Orange and Los Angeles Counties. 
Let us help 
solve your 
insurance puzzle, 
no matter. what 
your maze. 
lt'fid 
F1nd1ng the nght insurance can be 
a d1fficult task. But finding the nght 
insurance brokerage, 1sn't For over 
forty years, Talbot Insurance has 
been help.ng clients manage nsk 
through their staff of ded1cated 
government and public ent1t1es, 
manufacturing. construct1on, 
hospitality, healthcare, and more 
W1th decades of expenence, 
chances are that Talbot has the 
spec1ahst for your Industry. to help 
profess1onals. expert 
1n a w1de variety of 
1ndustnes such as 
dairy I agncu ltu re . 
T:albot take the nsk out of nsk management Now that's a step 1n 
the right d1rection ------~·--------INSURANCE f, fiNANCIAL SERVICES 
1-877-TALBOT1 909-788-BSOo 
www.talbotcorp.com 
Lie. No. 0757776 
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Hidden Vineyards 
Once, a little more than a cen-
tury ago, Southern California 
reigned as a major wine growing 
region. However, at the tum of the 
century, Pierce's disease, originally 
known as Anaheim disease, struck 
and wiped out 35,000 acres of vine-
yards in Southern California. The 
vines and the farmers never recov-
ered from the devastation. As land 
values escalated, the economics of 
agriculture no longer made finan-
cial sense, especially not in Los 
Angeles. 
June and July. Hi wife, Karen 
harp, al o needed pace to breed 
and rai e Andalu ian hor es. To 
launch hi search, he took to the air, 
flying over the hills looking for a 
place behind the first ridges in 
Malibu, at a 1,400 foot elevation. 
He di covered a beautiful piece of 
land off Kanan-Dume Road, where 
he and his wife built a secluded 
hacienda estate. 
A century has passed and vine-
yards are coming back. Despite 
soaring land prices in Los Angeles 
County, much like those for the 
prized soil in Burgundy, in eastern 
With a great sense of 
humor, Rosenthal 
declares, "If this was 
my job, I'd be on food 
stamps." 
France, newcomers such as George 
Rosenthal venture into the unique 
occupation of planting vineyards in 
Southern California. Rosenthal, 
owner of Rosenthal, the Malibu 
Estate, bubbled with high spirits as 
he extolled the wonders of growing 
wine grapes in Malibu. 
A beach dweller for more than 
25 years, Rosenthal 's initial goal 
was to locate a place to grow avo-
cados and citrus, above the heavy 
marine layer along the coast, in 
Once, only a consumer of wine, 
the idea of vineyards soon con-
sumed George Rosenthal. In 1985, 
Jim Efird, an experienced vineyard 
manager, met Rosenthal in Malibu. 
Thus began the mission to produce 
a quality wine in an area renowned 
for expensive canyon homes and 
beach-front property. The agricul-
tural crew tending the avocados 
soon became well-versed in vine-
yards. As Rosenthal described his 
new passion, "When the leaves 
drop, it 's exciting ... and when they 
bud out the next year, it's excit-
ing."' 
Vintner Bruno 0' Alfonso over-
sees the hand-harvesting of the 13 
acres in Malibu and the winemak-
ing process up the coast in 
Buellton. With three released vin-
tages of Cabernet Sauvignon by 
"Rosenthal, the Malibu Estate" car-
rying an appellation of Malibu-
Newton Canyon, annual production 
comes to approximately 1,500 
cases. The wine, made in Bordeaux 
style, contains 85 percent Cabemet 
Sauvignon, 10 percent Merlot, and 
five percent Cabernet Franc, all 
aged in French oak. 
Rosenthal relates a story to 
Searching for the Stars of Small Business 
The U.S. Small Business 
Administration is currently search-
ing for the stars of small business 
as part of its annual Small Business 
Week Awards. Nominations are due 
at the local SBA office by Nov. 3, 
2000. Workshops on writing a win-
ning package will begin Sept. 26, in 
Santa Ana, Riverside, Victorville 
and Palm Springs in September and 
October. The awards will be given 
during Small Business Week jn the 
spring. 
Awards are given to small busi-
ness advocates and outstanding 
small business owners in several 
categories. Nominations can be 
made by any individual or organi-
zation. The Small Business Person 
of the Year is evaluated on: staying 
power, growth in employment, 
increase in sales/unit volume, inno-
vation, response to adversity, and 
evidence of contributions to his or 
ber community. 
For more information, call Stacey 
Sanchez at the SBA, at 714-550-
7420, ext. 3202, or: stacey.sanchez 
@sba.gov. 
illu ' Irate the extent of his learning 
curve. "Somebody a ked me if I 
had a library. I aid, 'Of course, I 
have a library.' And the person 
asked, ' What do you have in the 
library? ' I said, ' I have wonderful 
books. I like to collect leather 
bound books.' And the person 
laughed and said, 'No, dummy, a 
wine library!' I then a ked, 'What's 
a wine library? ' The quick response 
was, 'If you are going to make 
wine, you will want all the years of 
your wine.' I said, ' Oh God, I don't 
have any! "' Ro enthal then pro-
ceeded to call the wine store and 
explained the situation. They gladly 
obliged and sold him some of his 
wine back at retail. Now he holds 
back a few cases of each lot for the 
library. 
The next major project at 
Ro enthal is a wine cave-for aging, 
bottling and storage. The approval 
proce is low for this, a first in 
L.A. County. Rosenthal just hopes 
that the tunneler from the MTA Red 
Line will make a left and drill a 
wine cave in Malibu by accident! 
Wine buffs seeking out this 
unusual wine may find it in several 
Los Angeles area stores: Duke of 
Bourbon, Northridge Wines & 
Spirits, Wally's and The Wine 
House. 
With a great ense of humor, 
Rosenthal declares, "If this wa my 
job, I'd be on food stamps!" 
However, the vineyards have capti-
vated him and he'll continue to 
watch them grow and reach mall!ri-
ty, to produce high-quality wines 
from the fine growing region in the 
hills above Malibu. 
Wine Selection 
& Best Rated 
V. Sattui 
1996 Cabernct Sauvignon $26.00 
Napa Valley, California, Suzannes 
Vynd. 
1998 Gamay Rouge $13.75 
California 
1998 Riesling $13.75 
California, Off Dry 
1997 Sangiovese $20.00 
North Coast, California 
1998 Whitt: Zinfandt:l $8.95 
California 
1997 Cabernet Sauvignon $30.00 
Napa Valley, California, Preston 
Vynd. 
1998 Johannisberg Riesling$13.75 
California, Dry 
1997 Merlot $22.00 
Napa Valley, California, Lot I 
1998 Muscat $14.75 
California 
Rosemont 
1997 Shiraz $49.99 
Mclaren Vale, Australia, 
Balmoral 
1999 Traminer/Riesling $7.99 
Australia 
1997 Meritage Red $19.99 
McLaren Valley, Australia, 
Traditional McLaren Vale 
by Bill Anthony 
1998 Merlot 
Australia, Diamond 
1997 Pinot Noir 
Australia, Diamond 
1999 Scm/Chard Blend 
Australia 
1998 Shiraz 
Australia, DillJTlOnd 
Owen's Estate 
1998 Cabernet/Shiraz 
Australia 
$11.99 
$10.99 
$7.99 
$11.99 
$11.99 
1998 Cabernet Sauvignon $14.99 
South Australia, Australia 
1998 Sauvignon Blanc $11 .99 
South Australia Australia 
Bianchi 
1999 White Zinfandel $4.99 
Madera County, California 
1999 Chardonnay $5.99 
Madera County, California 
Beringer 
1998 White Zinfandel $6.00 
California 
1996 Cabernet Sauvignon $25.00 
Knights Valley, California 
1997 Pinot Noir $16.00 
North Coast, California 
1996 Zi nfandel $12.00 
North Coast, California 
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Health care has reached 
• • 
a turning point. 
llealth (.'( ha.~ jusr reddln<.>d the meaning or health ca r~ rhrough it~ bendlr plam. rhat 's 
bccau'>L ''e 110\\ make available .Kupuncwre a\ ,1 bendlr wirh our I 1 10 plam. \X1hid1 
meam your employee~ or dicnts could see a prJctirioner fi:> r ,l singll' copaymem - 1mr likl' 
our nerwork douors. AdJ ro thi ~ our chi ropracr iL hendl t and our va'>r physician ncrnork 
and ir's easy ro sec why we're rurning rhings around wirh y<.> r anoLhcr producr innovarion. 
To learn more, call 1-800-448-44 1 I or vi ir us ac www.hcal chncr.com. 
www . heolthnet .co m 
EXECUTIVE T IME O UT 
A Special Weekend Up North 
by Canulle Bourrds, trm•el editor 
It 's that time of year, ju t before 
Thank giving and the Chri tmas 
madne. s kicks in. Jump in the car or 
hop an hour naght to the "City by the 
Bay." Thts 1 a great time of the year! 
The kids are back an school and most 
tourists from Omaha, Idaho, Utah 
and where ever are safely home and 
back to work. It's safe to come out 
and pia} - with l.Ome sanity and 
space to breath. before the winter 
holu.la} commercaah"m 1::. upon u~. 
The boutique hotel 
One of the best kept secret~ 10 
San hanct!>CO is the Chancellor 
llotel It ha'> sat on Umon quare 
smcc; 1<>14 Famil}-owned and oper-
ated <.,mce 1920. 11 pride:. tl!.elf on its 
relaxed, personalized servace. 
Sportmg an Ed\\ardian exterior and 
137 redecorated rooms, this is a true 
find Rate~ go from $139 (AAA) to 
155 double. Located at 433 Powell 
Street an Jn Fmncasco. Call l-H00-
42H-474H lor n:~ervauons. 
We mu~t have afternoon tea 
At the famou~ Top of the Mark at 
The Mark Hopktn'>, afternoon tea i~ 
served Monday th rough Friday, from 
3 to 5 p.m. Delicate sandwiches, with 
Devon~hin.: cream and jam comple-
ment scones and crumpet . Lu-,cious 
pa).trt~~ follow, graciously served by 
auentive wait persons" ho offer you a 
choice of tea-., rel.ulting in a m<ht 
agreeable expenence for about 20 
per per-.. on. Call 415!392-
3434 for reserva11ons for 
afternoon tea at The Mark 
Hopkan-. at 999 Cahlorma 
Street in San franct..,co. 
Dinner is ~pecial- food b 
done to perfection 
the selling. You can rent the whole 
place for a night and have a private 
part} for 200- or for 10 to 70 in the 
Boardroom or one of two private din-
ing rooms. Whatever you choose, 
you wtll never experience better food 
or atmo~phere. ot inexpensive, but 
you really get your money's worth 
with an) thtng you might constder on 
the very compn:hensive menu. 
Morton\ • .., at 400 Pol>t tree! an an 
-o 
with conver~ation. 
The menu offerings by M . 
Jardm~- an under 40, petite award-
winning, gourmet geniu chef, are 
som~.:thing to be marveled at and 
enjoyed. 
Start with a marvelous terrine of 
foie gras with toasted brioche and 
bmg cherry compote (that ~ound too 
rich, but is so -;ubtlc) or taste the sea 
l>Callop~ with Maanc crab. The sell.!c-
tum make!> 11 amposl>ible to chmN! a 
favori tt:. 
The matn c,llm.es -;hcl\\ her talent 
for the Frcnch-Calt!ornta an~pared lilt 
to her cool..1ng. Cri~py chackcn with 
chant~.:rellt.:s wath thyme JUS, la . ;kan 
hahhut with lre..,h rock shnmp sur-
rounded wllh garllck)' pea sprouh 
and corn; lahcrty duck '" ath sun-
chokes, and hahy turn1ps wtth .t '>light 
llavonng of young ginger ar..: just a 
lew of the amprcs'>tve dishe.., on ht:r 
1.!\li.!O\IVI.! menu. Each offe ring has an 
onganal, appealmg /Cl.l. 
O~.:s-.ert.., k ature a platter of 
5 dclectablcs v. hach const\1 of an 
0 
Ultimate entertainment and dining 
If )'OU are hungr] anll 
have a hearty app.:lltc for 
pramc Chicago U .. D.A. 
pnmc-aged beef- ranging 
from 14 ounces to a colossal 
4R ounces- done to perfec-
llon under the watchful eye 
of award-winmng E\ecutive 
Chef Lugerdo Bernal. you 
mu!.t make Morton·!> of 
Chicago a top priority for 
danner. 
.r; a!'.snrtmcnt of handmade chocolates, 
Teatro ZinL<mm as truly one of 
the most umque presentation<-. you 
could po<,Sible attend. Pacture thts, a 
"Laugh In" production with the Marx 
Brother<, and the Three Stooge 
directmg; thro'" 10 a httle ''Cirque Du 
Soleal" and The Metropolitan Opera; 
weave an a delightful gourmet sa x-
course d10ner, metaculou ly served 
h) '' :uters wath ro"e" 10 thcar to.:cth, 
and present 11 in an elegant amported 
Spu.:gcltent, (a hand-built marror tent 
from Bclgaum). 
Then spnnkle a heav) do~c of 
organazed ch;ms and ... urpra<.,c!> con-
lra\.ed h) an antcn-.d)- an-.ane, talent -
ed group of performers and you 
ha\e Teatro /.anzanna. A danner 
European c.~barct carcu<., op..:ra 
olli.:rmg The)- CO\t:r 11 all \\ith 
umqu~.: excellence 
Your ud.et anc.lude.., a complete 
'-1\-cour ... c gourmet danner \\llh 
unmatched t:ntertammcnt lm 125, 
inclullmg tax Worth ..:v~.:ry p..:nny. 
T..:atro /anunm as located an tht: ele-
gant P<d.JI'> 1'-o..,talgaqu..:, Sptt:gcltcnt 
,11 Pau-. 2~-21) on thl.! Lmharcadao 
01.:,1r '-,,IO'ollml!. [or rC'oCf\ <lll!ln'o, 
mlorm.stum and uck..:h. call415 4' -
2C1hS or 'I 'oil '' ''" tcatro/111/anna 
.or g. 
Morton's • .., umque 
because it enJoys the unusu-
al reputation of serving the Tract De\ Jartltll\ 'Jartluut.!re 
fine<,! aged U. DA. pnme, 
gratn-ft:d beef tn the country. 
(Con'>tdcnng that U.S.D.A. graded 
beef rcprc..,enl'> only two percent of 
all gralled beet tn th..: Umted St.st..:..,, 
the patrons know the y arc h~.:tng 
<.,~.:rv..:d only the tane..,t cut'>.) 
Uncookcll ..:ntr..:cs and trc..,h veg-
etable!>, tnclulltng ovcr-.a;..:d baked 
powtoc\, <l'>paragu< .. and broccoli arc 
rolled out on a cart lor th..: an..,pccllon 
and chnac..: of the dsner. The amscahh: 
watt..,tall pataentl) explatn pn:para-
llnn t~nd prc\..:nliltion ra ... h and 
'>C.Jioml arc llnwn 111 dati) lrnm hnth 
Cll<l'>l.., Chotec veal. lamb and t:hicl-; -
cn arc avallahll! and pr..:par..:ll \\ tth 
the \amt: d..:taskd care 1\ppdl/t:r'> 
and ..,,dalh arc ;sn ad\c::ntur~.: 10 g<srdcn 
tr..:-..hncv .. and ta-..tdul 'olmpltclly 
D~.:s..,t:rt'o , II ) ou c<tn lind .s pi act: fo r 
them ;trc d..:c,sd..:nt i.lnd ddtghtlul 
1\ top ol-thc-ltnt: h;sr <snd lane 
\\ 111~ chotec.., round out lhi'o relaxtng, 
'en "arm, ... oplta..,tacatcll prl' .stc 
tlub ltkc .stmo..,phcrt:. I a..,<:tnaliiH! 
I c Ro~ :-.=csm,sn .trt\\ ork ~:ornph:tc-. 
f ranca..,cu. R.:..,..:n.attons arc ddsntt..:-
ly n;commcndcd Call 415 9H6-5X30. 
gastronomic delight with sensa-
ti<'nal interior design 
Tract De.., Jardm-. · "Jardanterc" 
r::..,tauralll 1\ a mu ... t dane and mu..,t ..,..:e 
restaurant an San Franca~co. Not only 
1\ th~.: m..:nu ga-.. tmnom icall y ..,..:n~a­
llonal , th..: amhaanct: and anlt:rtor 
dc<,ign .arc a cdchration 111 cia..,.., and 
comfort. An oval atrium watha giO\\ -
ang amber dom ..: that re\t:mhlc.., an 
111\crtcd ch,smpagnc gla..,., wath fsh..:r-
npllc prollut tng bubble~ . ..,park.., th..: 
am.tgtnillton 1\ hnr'o..:\hn~-..,hapell 
marbk anll mahogan) h;tr can b..: 
tound under the dome on the m;un 
llnnr 
1\ddtng to th..: ambtanco.; arc 
buill an champ<~gn..: huckch 't:l tnlo 
tho.; thut. muh:d ..,llvc.;r r<~tling k.sdtng 
to,, mo~<sntnl! l)pt: lc\d and a 
comlortahk tnlllll,tlo.; dtntng .tre<t that 
11\c.;rlool..s the bar. A \Ubtk )ill/ 
combo llltct'i the .m \\ llh 'nit tnt~;r 
t.:'-ltng lllll'-ll. th.st doc' nol tntcrkrc 
D cookies. candae:.. and petit fours. They 
"' =; serve th1~ in heaven if you have been 
;;o g. 1.!\tra good. The crbp phyllo wath 
0 ~auh.!c<.l hanana' ilnd a .)crunlplious 
chocolate sauce, •~ a comhana tion so 
dcltcaou.., that it i.., probably offer..:d 
by the guy wtth thl.! horn:... Try some 
- you maght thi nk tl may be worth 
your soul! 
1\ ..,pecaal chcc..,..: selcctaon i-. a 
JOy, pn:~..:ntang a vari..:ty ol ltvt: 
domc\tac and amportcd ch~.:c\..:.., (a 
dlll ..:rcnt ol !..:ring each night), gtvtng 
the patron an opportunity to tast..: 
ch~.:c~..:s th..:y would never thank ol 
..,am piing. 
An ..:x t..:n..,avc, ampres!-.iv..: colll.!c-
tion ol lin..: Willi.!'> and Champagnes 
are avall.thlc hy the gla'>s and bottle. 
I h..: tart II her..: t\ up..,calc, hut l;m 
lor the qualtt)-, amhtance and s..:rv-
ICL 
J.trdtntcrc "at 100 Grov..: Strl.!el. 
(at I r<Jnkltn ~trect ). San I r;tncasco 
Ddanudy mal....: rcwrvatton\ Call 
4 I "i/X(II "i"i55 
( tlllltllc /Jowu/1 t\ tlte tra~·e/ food 
1111tl 11 1111: cdttrn frn Sunrt'>t: 
l'uhltcaltons, Inland l·mptro.; Bu'o!OC'>\ 
Jnurn.d, 11111/ the 5;sn (iahttcl 
Bll'olllt:..,., l'rc..,.., 
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At deadline ... 
continued [ron1 page 3 
day.com ervice offer same day 
snipping to any zip code in orth 
America, regardle ·s of weight, and 
is dramatically speeding up the 
pace fo r all types of businesses to 
get their product into the hands of 
impatient, time-sensitive cus-
tomers. 
800sameday is de igned fo r 
businesses than require fas ter ship-
ping than regular del ivery method 
provide. With 8,000 daily flights 
from 400 locations - plus a neet 
of couriers, vans, and tra ilers, 
prompt, same-day shipments can 
be made to virtually every zip code 
tn Nort h America even 
evenings, Sundays, and holiday . 
800sameday offers five level of 
serv ice to meet every need. 
Cu tomers can now order same day 
pick-up by phoning, tollfree, 800-
SAME-DAY. 
Californ ia 
Commerce 
Housing Cr isis 
C ham ber 
omments 
of 
on 
Housing became a front-burner 
issue thi year, leading to a number 
of chamber-supported Job enter 
Housing bills passing, and legisla-
tors approving funding for afford-
able housing, according to the 
California Chamber of Commerce 
publication " Alert," in the Sept. 8, 
2000 issue. Job Center !lousing 
bills to increase condominium con-
struction in California and s tream-
line California Environmenta l 
Quality Act (CEQA) requirements 
were s topped. 
It is expected that the di verse 
Job Center Housing Coalition will 
put forward next year a package of 
bills to reform policies to make it 
easier to build more homes and ease 
the housing crisis, the article con-
cluded. 
Ignorance About Hepatitis C 
Puts Californ ians at Risk 
Despite infections from the 
fierce hepatitis C virus being four 
times more prevalent than AIDS in 
California, onl y 18 percent of the 
state's residents are knowledgeable 
about the disease, according to a 
report released by the Hepatitis 
Coalit ion in California. The ~urvey 
also found that only 35 percent of 
EMT and health care workers con-
ider themselves informed about 
the deadl y disease. 
Adding to the overall concern 
is the amount of misinformation, 
with more than half o f the people 
surveyed bel ieving there is a vac-
cine which can prevent it. (There i 
no vaccine for hepatitis C'.) Also, 
more than a th ird of people believe 
one can get the disea. e from eating 
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or drinking from the same conta in-
er as an infected person, and one 
out of five think one can become 
infected from food poi!>oning. (Not 
true.) 
Hepatitis C is an infection of 
the liver cau ed by the hepatitis C 
virus (HCV). Labeled the "silent 
killer, " it can infect a person and be 
transmitted to others unk nowingly. 
It is called ''silent," because it i 
po s ible to be infected for 20 or 
more years, before the liver is dam-
aged enough for recognizable 
ymptoms to begin. More than half 
a million Californian are believed 
to be infected with I ICY - and 
most of them are not aware of it. 
To learn more about hepatitis C, 
call the HEP Coalition in 
Sacramemo at 916-658-0144, or 
fax: 916-658-0155. 
You r In land Empire meeting location 
Riverside 
Corwention Ccmter 
Spedfications 
Ben li lewis ltall <nex1blc) 
Raincross Ballroom (Oe~tble) 
Foyer 
Arlington Room 
La icrra Room 
Cllrus llen tagc Room 
i\vt.llors Room (fleAtble) 
Univer\it} Room (fll•Aihle) 
Outdoor l'la7..1 
Total Square Feet 
20,800 
I 0,4()() 
8,400 
1,980 
1,980 
800 
750 
(>()() 
24,700 
70,.110 
~q ft. 
sq ft. 
\<} II 
\q II 
\q ft. 
sq. ft. 
sq tt 
\l) ft 
sq It 
\q , ft. 
For more in{om wtion call (888) 748-7733 
right in your backyard 
3443 Orange Street • Riverside, CA 92501 • 909-787-7950 • fiU 909-222-4706 
email- rlversidecb@llnkllne.com • visit our website at www.rlversldecb.com 
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Citizens Business Bank Receives Highest Designation from SBA 
mall bu me i btg busme ! 
That's the philo ophy of Cittzen 
Bu ine s Bank mall bu inc s 
accounts for more than half the pnv ate 
workforce tn the country and more than 
half of all ales. mall busme~ a\ o 
ha the highe t potenua\ for grov\ th of 
any ector of our economy, creating 
roughly 60 percent of all new JOb . 
Ciuzen- Bu me s Bank i geared 
to prov tde small busines e wtth loans 
de ·tgnetl for them to help fund growth. 
Commonly \...no"' n a SBA loans, the e 
loan are provtded in conjunctio n with 
the mall Bu tnc:ss Admtni tration. 
BA loans are avatlabk for rc:al estate, 
equtpment, working capital and other 
uses. Then benefits include lower 
down payments, competitive ra tes and 
term . longer matur ities, and pre-quali-
fica tion for women and mtnoriues. 
Ciuzens Business Bank was 
recently awarded the designation of 
" PLP," or Preferred Lender Partic ipant, 
by the anta Ana District Office of the 
mall Business Administration (SBA). 
This ts the highest designation that can 
RUGGED 
• 2000 M-Ciass SUV's have the 
brawn to tow up to 5000 lbs. 
• The light-alloy 3.2 Liter Ml 320 
V6 generates 215 horsepower -
more than many SUV's with 
optional VB 's. 
Yet ... 
• legendary Mercedes-Benz 
quality & safety. 
• 2000 M-Ciass cabins welcome 
you w ith rich m aterials. 
( tOO% burl walnut & hand fitted leather.) 
Exclusive ML savings event going on now! 
"Where Clients 
Become Family.• 
SALES HOURS: 
MONDAY - FRIDAY 
8 :00 AM - 8 :00 PM 
SATURDAY 
9 :00 AM - 7 :00 PM 
SUNDAY 
10:00 AM - 6 :00 PM 
[ Prices Start At Just $3 5, 945 ] 
)L 
Mercedes-Benz 
- .wettsmb.com 
Riverside Auto Center 
~~~©®~~~~~ 
be achieved by a bank that participates 
in SBA lending, according to D. Linn 
Wiley, president and CEO of Citizen . 
"Citizens Busi ness Bank received 
this designation because of our com-
mttment to the SBA program, our 
proven s uccess record, and becau e 
Citizens meets and exceeds the high 
standards met by the SBA,'' said Wiley. 
Ci tizens Busine s Bank has more than 
250 SBA loans valued at approximate-
ly $100 million. 
As a Preferred Lender Participant, 
the Small Busi ness Administration 
allows Citizens Business Bank to make 
credit decisions on SBA guaranteed 
loans. The SBA performs a minor 
review for eligibility. This greatly 
reduces the proce. sing time for an SBA 
loan. 
Citizens Busine s Bank offers two 
types of BA loan programs. The 7(a) 
loan is the primary business loan pro-
gram of the SBA. It is commonly u ed 
for bu iness start-ups and to meet the 
varied short-term and long-term needs 
of established businesses. The A 7(a) 
loan can be used for most busi ness pur-
poses, including real estate purchases, 
construc tio n, machinery and equip-
ment purchases, working capital, 
inventory and business acquisition. 
The 504 loa n provides long-term, 
fixed-asset fi nancing through Citizens 
Busi ness Bank and a local Certified 
Development Company. A 504 loan 
may be used for real esta te purchase 
and construction and machinery and 
equipment purchases. 
Last year, Citizens Business Bank 
worked with Bill Al pert of Alpert 's 
Pri nting in Rancho Cucamonga, using 
an SBA loan to help expand his busi-
ness. 
"We've been in business s ince 
1966," explained Bill Alpert. " Like 
many other people , I thought an SBA 
loa n was for someone new on the 
block, or for a selected individual. In 
rea li ty, SBA programs will work for 
many, many businesses-established 
businesses. 
" I found that not only could I pur-
chase equipment," continued Alpert, 
"but I could do real estate and equip-
ment loans all in one transaction and 
that really made it nice. We could do 
everyth ing all at o nce. The interest 
rates were very low, and it gave me a 
comfortable payment." 
Citizens Business Bank is widely 
recognized for its commitment to cus-
tomers and communities, as well as its 
strong financial performance. Ci tizens 
Busmess Bank serves businesses, pro-
fessionals and indiv1duals through 30 
convemently located offices. 
For more 111forma1to11 about an SBA 
loan, co11tact your local office of 
Citize11s Business Ba11k, or the SBA 
Loan Department at Cittzens Business 
Bank, 701 North Haven Ave., Ontario, 
CA 91764, or call Cuizens at (909) 
980-4030. 
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Meaningful Rewards ... 
contmued from page 17 
degree that in November of 1997, 
he opened the O ntario practice. 
"Trul y, the Inland Empire was not 
. part of my initial plan. It just hap-
pened!" 
The Burbank office opened in 
June 1998; followed by San 
B e rnardino in October of the same 
year. The Playa Del Rey office 
s tarted seeing pa tients in January, 
'99 a nd Pomona took off in May, 
' 99. Dr. Tyler has plans for three 
more offices in L.A. County by 
December, 2000. 
C hiropractic is a science of 
well ness. Instead of treating just the 
sympto m of a particular illness, 
this healing modality treats the 
body to help keep itself running in 
peak hape. This science also focus-
es o n keeping the healthy well. 
Thirty-one pairs of major nerves in 
the human body emanate from the 
spine. T hese nerves control nearly 
a ll neuromuscular fun c tio ns, 
including: breathing, eyesight, run-
ni ng, walking and talking; and 
influence every living tissue in the 
body. Once any nerve interference 
is corrected, the human body ha an 
amazing ability to heal itself. The 
scientific term for chiropracti c 
treatment is subluxation. 
Accidents, falls. stress, tension, 
over-exertion and countless other 
factors can result in displacement 
or derangements of the spi nal col-
umn, causing irritation to spinal 
nerve roots. These irritat ions are 
often what cause malfunction in 
the human body. Chiropractic 
teache that by reducing o r elimi-
nati ng this irritation to the spinal 
nerve , the body will operate more 
efficiently and m ore comfortably. 
Many celebrities ee a chiro-
practor on a regular basis, for exam-
ple: Mel Gibson, Liza Minnelli, 
Andy Griffith, Madonna, Denzel 
Wa hington, Jerry Seinfeld, Wade 
Boggs, Michael Jordan, Christie 
Brinkley, Joe Montana, and hun-
dreds of others. 
Dr. Tyle r is currently hiring a 
medical doctor and an orthopedic 
doctor to enhance the care his staff 
is able to provide to the patients. 
" B y having these specialists on 
s taff, we will have the ability to fur-
nish specialized care o n site," Tyler 
explained. "Patient won't need to 
travel to another facility to have 
orthopedic o r traditional medical 
care. I believe the time is coming 
when holistic and traditional medi-
cine will need to co-exist and this is 
m y answer to that need." 
Letter to the Editor 
Dear Editor, 
An unclassified CIA report to Congress 011 Wednesday, Aug. 9, 2000, 
said that China increased assistance to Pakistan ~ ballisric missile program 
in 1999. 
U.S. officials have regularly talked with China about its proliferation 
activities. China always claims that ir has 11ever been involved in prolifer-
ation, and also commirs to stop proliferating in the future. 
Again and again China has promised to stop its proliferation which it 
claims it is nor involved in anyway! 
A /so, the Washington Times reported 011 Aug. 3, 2000, that hackers ~us­
peered of worki11g for a Chi11ese go,•cmme11t instiwte in Betjing broke 111to 
a computer system at Los Alamos Natio11al Laboratory nile/ pilfered large 
run0/11/t\ of semitiw: illformation 
Repeated a11d calculated Chi1te~e illvo/,•cmelltt/1 proliferation a11d e~pi­
OIIage activities poses a grat•e danger to our naltonal securit). 
/urge the C01tgres.1 to impose \CI'erc pu11iti1•e wnctions agatn~t ('luna. 
When we have the laws to defend our 11ational securit); why not u:.e them? 
Are campaign C011triblllio11s or rradc dollars more important tlwn our 
national securiry? 
Sincerely, Mo Kher 
Subscribe Now. (909) 484-9765 Ext. 27 
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Real Estate Notes 
Archuccts Pekarek-Crandell of Sao Juan Capistrano, wmners of ~orne of the West's 
most coveted archllt:ctural award\, arc the des1gner~ of Barrat' new upscale communtty tn 
Rancho Cucamonga, The Reserve ... CIP Real Estate (formerly known as California 
Industrial Properties LLC) has acqutred the Schaefer Industrial Park, tiS second tndus-
tnal acqu1stt1on 10 as many months 1n the rap1dly grow1ng ~ub-market of Chmo. The 
128,068-square-foot, four buildmg mdustnal park was purchased for $5,417,500 from a pri-
vate mvestment partnership. . DAUM Commercial Real Estate Services announced that 
1t recently represented both the seller and the buyer 10 the sale and purchase of vacant land, 
located in Fontana. Art Romandy of DAUM's Anaheim office represented Boris Jochal 
Trust (the seller) and Shan Lee of DAUM's City of Industry office represented H.P. Chen 
(the buyer) 111 the transactiOn. . Shea Properties has begun constructton of Phase Ill of tiS 
$65 million Shea Center Ontario project. Wtth completton scheduled for January 200 1, 
and occupancy set for >honly thereafter, Pha.se Ill represents the final phase of Shea Center 
Ontario. At final build-out, the proJeCt will encompa..<>s 1.7 million square feet Redlands 
Mall of America LLC has purchased the Redlands Mall, accordtng to Grubb & Ellis 
Company. The transacuon was valued at $8.9 mtllion with a price per square foot of $51.24 
and a CAP rate of approximately 9.7 percent. The property, which was approximately 90 
percent leased at the time of the sale, was sold b} MRES USA America Fund, 88-11 of 
Torrance ... Commercial real estate markettng veteran Bob Crisell has jotned Lee & 
Associates Commercial Real Estate Services a a princ1pal broker 10 the firm's office tn 
Temecula. Crisell, who spec1allzes tn investment real estate, works ch1efly wtth real estate 
10vestment trusts and tndtvidual mve tors ... Development of Point llappy, a new mixed-
use center, began with a groundbrcaking ceremony recently at the s1te. Rick Wilkerson, ao 
award-wmntng developer, was the managmg member of Madison Development. The 
development encompasses 9.5 acres, divided into twelve parcels ... Burnham Real Estate 
Service •oNCOR International announced that Provident Savings Bank has purchased 
a 32,000-square-foot pad 10 Winchester Meadows Shopping Center 10 Temecula for 
$535,000. The bank will construct a new branch on the property located at the northeast 
comer of Winches1er and Margarita Road. Burham Retail Group's Bill Barnett repre-
sented the seller. Mike Wilder of Walsh Financial Services represented the 
buycr ... Rivemdc graph1c design firm lmageOne has announced the openmg of 1ts new 
pnnting opera11on. The company will operate under the name, Franklin Press. 
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l\1ANAGER'S BOOKSHELF 
Are Employees a Company's Most Important Business Asset? 
"The Art of Management," by 
Gregory J. Blencoe; Mount 
Olympus Press, Littleton, 
Colorado; 2000; 97 pages; 
$12.95. 
Uncovering the work of new 
authors at very smail publishers 
can be rewarding, especially when 
they bring fresh approaches to old 
business ideas. 
"The Art of Management" is 
well written and easy to digest. 
The author espouses the viewpoint 
that employees are the most 
important business asset . It's a 
strong position, even though the 
concept has gone in and out of 
favor among senior managers and 
management gurus at least once a 
decade since the start of the 
Industri al Revolution. Before that 
people used to see their workers as 
people, not assets. Andrew 
Carnegie was the first 19th century 
industrial giant to consider and 
treat his employees as his most 
valuable asset. He even encour-
aged some unions at his steel mills . 
But when his workers went on 
strike, he divested some of these 
valued assets with rifles . 
More recently, AI Dunlap 
gained a reputation as a hired gun 
for shareholders. He earned the 
nickname "Chainsaw AI" by get-
ting rid of thousands of employees, 
followed afterward by the rest of 
the company. This made him a 
one-trick pony, but a very rich one. 
The author isn 't being naive 
abou t people being a firm's most 
valuable asset. He also touches on 
the problems, but doesn't quite 
confront them as he does a variety 
of other topics. The problem these 
days is that there seems to be a dis- • 
connect between very senior man-
ager. and the rest of the organiza-
tion. Perhaps it 's because their 
goals are different. Most of the 
co!llpany tries to provide a mar-
ketable, competitive, and prof-
itable product or service. 
Meanwhile, the CEO's goal is 
to satisfy a board and shareholders 
who demand ever higher quarterly 
dividends. In some cases, the goals 
aren't compatible. Three quarters 
with reduced dividends and share-
holders demand to replace the 
pre ent CEO with "Chainsaw Al." 
Two quarters without any divi-
dends, and top manager check 
how well their golden parachutes 
are packed. 
Author Blencoe, himself a B-
school graduate, know full well 
that cash is king and a company's 
most valuable a set is a pool of 
profitable black ink for dividend 
payments. Despite this, he believes 
that employees are once again a 
company's most valuable asset. 
Soon, perhaps, but not yet. Not 
until senior management is willing 
to admit that a company's financial 
goals often have little to do with 
the goals of its workers. Blencoe 
correctly points out that managers 
and employees must share their 
goals if they are to achieve uc-
cess. 
When they aren't held in com-
mon, the differences become road-
blocks and employees don ' I see 
either the financial or psychic 
rewards. After a few years of that 
kind of treatment , people pack up 
and leave. Then it 's goodbye to the 
highly mobile valuable assets. 
That 's a good reason why Blencoe 
should have addressed the issue of 
differing corporate goals. Despite 
this one weakness, the author pro-
vides the reader with an employ-
ee's eye-view on managing people. 
It 's different and engaging, but 
don't look for tons of how-to. 
The approaches are there and 
the author assumes that if you're 
intelligent enough to be a manager, 
you ought to be smart enough to 
figure out how to implement his 
ideas. The author 's advice and 
examples are based on engaging 
employees to motivate them and 
gain their respect. 
Within this framework, 
Blencoe does a good job. He clear-
ly and concisely points out the 
reality of how and why things get 
done. The problem of managing a 
business today is that money is the 
primary motivation for investors 
and annual growth in the value of a 
company's stock. Employees may 
have different motivations. 
"The Art of Management" is a 
solid piece of work. ft might have 
been even better by acknowledg-
ing the current economic forces 
which can undercut effective lead-
ership. 
-Henry Holtzman 
Best-selling Business Books 
Here are the current top 10 best-selling books for business. The list is compiled based on information received from retail 
bookstores throughout the U.S.A 
l. "B2B Exchanges," by Arthur B. Sculley & Arthur Scully (lSI Publication $27.50) (3)• Why more business-to-business 
commerce is now done on the Web. · 
2. "The Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make a Big Difference," by Malcolm Gladwell (Little Brown & Co. $24.05) 
(1) The dynamics behind ~udden social changes affect10g business. 
3. "Six Sigma," by Mikel J. Harry and Rtchard Schroeder (Doubleday $27.50) (2) How a new approach to quality control 
yields more profits. 
4. •·First, Break All the Rules," by Marcus Buckingham and Curt Coffman (Simon & Schuster) (5)*** Great managers 
break the conventional rules about management. 
5. "The Millionaire Mind," by Thoma!> J. Stanley (Andrews & McMeel $26.95) (4) Millionaires give interviews about 
what make~ them tick. 
6. "Rich Dad, Poor Dad: What the Rich Teach Their Kids About Money That the Poor and Middle Class Do Not," by 
Robert T. Kiyosaki and Sharon L. Lechler (Warner Books $15.95)*** It take~ know-how about using money to become 
rich. 
7. "Blown to Bits," by Philip Evans and Thomas J. Winston (Harvard Business School $27.50) (6) How information tech-
nology transforms business strategy. 
8. "The Lexus and the Olive Tree," by Thomas L. Friedman (Doubleday $15.00)** How we think about the world shapes 
how we invest. 
9. "Permission Marketing: Turning Strangers Into Friends and Friends Into Customers," by Seth Godin (Simon & Schuster 
$24.00) (10) Building relationships to grow sales. 
I 0. "The Millionaire Next Door," by Thomas J. Stanley and William D. Danko (Longstreet Press $22.00) (8) Millionaires 
are made of discipline, work, and frugality. 
• ( t }- tnd1catcs a boo~ 's previous po:.~ t1on on the list 
•• - tnd1catcs a book·s lil'>l appe.trancc on the tl>l. 
• • •- tnd1catcs a book prevrousty on the hst IS back on 11. 
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Corona Yamaha.Com, 
1245 Pomona Rd., Corona, 
CA 92882-7155, Lynnette 
..._ Davis 
Creative Impressions, 
3035 Sundance Ct., Chino 
Hills, CA 91709-2486, 
Annette Sobol 
Coronado Drafting Room, 
68070 Espada Rd., 
Cathedral City, CA 92234-
5655, Ramon Jaramillo 
Corwin Dvlpmnl Co., 895 
N. Hemet St., Hemet, CA 
92544-1858, William 
Credit Concepts, 36953 
Bankside Dr., Apt 4, 
Cathedral City, CA 92234-
7811 , Ariel Paulson 
Corwin 
Cosas Trucking, 11178 
Town Country Dr., 
Riverside, CA 92505-3635, 
Carlos Casas 
Cosmos Hair & Nalls 
Salon, 132 S. San Jacinto 
St .. Hemet, CA 92543-
4503, Nanette True 
Costex Textile Co., 9295 
Magnolia Ave., Ste. 209, 
Riverside, CA 92503-3823, 
Dong Kim 
Country Bear Hair 
Boutique, 12137 5th St. , 
Yucaipa, CA 92399-2417, 
Marcia Wilson-Mundell 
Country Club RV & 
Marine, 81771 Oleander 
Ave., IndiO, CA 92201-
2078, Jesus Smchuiz 
Country Moon 
Handcrafted, 2770 W. 
Devonshire Ave., Apt 117, 
Hemet, CA 92545-5046, 
Mary Young 
Countryside Prop. 
Mgmnl, 29911 Camino 
Cristal, Menifee, CA 92584-
8312, Bobbte Johns 
Countrywide Real Estate, 
31631 Casino Dr., Lake 
Elsinore, CA 92530-Robert 
Jacobs 
Countrywide Retirement 
Grp., 1760 Fraser Cir., 
Corona, CA 92882-5631 , 
Jodie Lee 
County Wide Services, 
40215 Reed Valley Rd., 
Aguanga, CA 92536-9308, 
Loraas Hodlin 
Cow West Dairy, 8050 
Hellrn::tn Ave., Corona, CA 
92880-9610, Willi?m 
Jongsma 
Coyle Realty, 31433 Corte 
Madera, Temecula, CA 
92592-6403, Jo Coyle 
Craig Engevik, 345 5th 
St., Redlands, CA 9237 4-
3340, Craig Engevik 
Crazy Paint Baii.Com, 
6625 Gaylord St.. 
Riverside, CA 92505-1021, 
Ruthann Kmsey 
Creations by Rebecca, 
9036 M1ss1on Blvd., 
Riverside, CA 92509-2816, 
Rebecca Carmona 
Creative Hair Fashions, 
34200 Shaded Meadow 
Cir., Wildomar, CA 92595-
8322, Laune NaranJO 
Crest Industries, 5666 
Sycamore Ave., Rialto, CA 
92377-3907, Travis Fisher 
Crlsmali Foot & Ankle, 
P.O. Box 8608, Victorville, 
CA 92392, Crismali Podipt 
Corp. 
Critter Sitters, P.O. Box 
3414, Blue Jay, CA92317-
3414, Janet Cozzini 
Cross Coyne & Assoc., 
P.O. Box 332, Colton, CA 
92324-0332, Dan Cross 
Crossroads Vocational 
School, 851 E. Cooley Dr., 
Colton, CA 92324-4004, 
Araceli Ortega 
Crystal Clean Carpet 
Center, P.O. Box 50, Lake 
Arrowhead, CA 92352-
0050, Scott Schindler 
Cunninghams Graphics, 
13329 lvanpah Rd., Apple 
Valley, CA 92308-6066, 
David Bernard 
Cupids Arrow, 4040 
Piedmont Dr., Spc. 230, 
H1ghland, CA 92346-4818, 
NanCe James 
Custom Carries & More, 
40166 Valeriana Ct., 
Temecula, CA 92591-6152, 
Rebecca Baldwm 
Custom Urethane, 200 S. 
linden Ave., Apt 121, Rialto, 
CA 92376-6257, Martin 
Sheratte 
Custom Vending Svc., 
10179 Jroquois Ave., Apple 
Valley, CA 92308-8333, 
Susan Wickum 
Customer Care Comm. 
Inc., 23590 Tapatia Rd. , 
Homeland, CA 92548-
9248, Joseph Bradley 
Customized Medical 
Billing, 10004 Fox St. , 
Riverside, CA 92503-5420, 
Tisha Nieto 
Cuts R Us, 1445 Brooks 
St. , Ontario, CA 91762-
3665, Partners Cuts 
Cyberllnks, 1417 Kendall 
Dr., San Bernardtno, CA 
92407-2805, Hiroyuki 
Urano 
Cycleworks, P 0. Box 
1205, Chtno, CA 91708-
1205, Scotty Levine 
Cypress Realty, 3698 
Rub1doux Blvd., Riverside, 
CA 92509-4525, Mano 
Amaro 
D & A, 23670 Sony Way, 
Perns, CA 92570-6800, 
DaVId Le 
D & BOster Enterprise, 
P.O. Box 1481, Rancho 
Mirage, CA 92270-1049, 
Donald Oster 
D & C Trans. Svc., P.O. 
Box 937, Highland, CA 
92346-0937, Ron Crossley 
D & J Computers, 24134 
Sunnymead Blvd., #B, 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553-
3096, Darbe Duff 
D & J Gourmet Foods, 
2751 W. Dawnview Dr., 
Rialto, CA 92377-3479, 
Dale Wahlfeldt 
D & L Painting, 15437 
Anacapa Rd., #29, 
Victorville, CA 92392-2458, 
Leroy Hubert 
D & R Vending, 991 o 
Cerra Vista St. , Apple 
Valley, CA 92308-9019, 
Rudy Hellebrandt 
D & S Auto Repair, 12490 
Magnolia Ave., Ste. J, 
Riverside, CA 92503-4719, 
Steve Tran 
D & S Contractor, 5390 
Mount Vernon Ave., Chino, 
CA 91710-3537, Joann 
Figueroa 
D E A R Landscapin Svc., 
14251 Green V1sta Dr., 
Fontana, CA 92337-0522, 
Enrique Gomez 
D F Circuit Breakers, 
3443 Hadley Dr., Mtra 
Lorna, CA 91752-1375, 
Efrain Ruiz 
D l R Pro Services, 
34850 M1ss1on Trl. , 
Wildomar, CA 92595-8441 , 
Sandy Renfrow 
D M Design Corp. , 1735 
Cooper St. , Hemet, CA 
92545-1655, David Michez 
D M I Properties, P.O. Box 
1010, Rancho Cucamonga, 
CA 91729-1010, Dennis 
Marcisz 
D N T, 14803 Wh1ttram 
Ave., #A, Fontana, CA 
92335-3167, Tomas, 
Martinez 
D V S Enterprises, 2207 
S. Eucltd Ave. , #152, 
Ontano, CA 91762-6519, 
Arrow Brothers 
Dad's Auto Sales, 10206 
Hole Ave., Ste. 100, 
R1vers1de, CA 92503-3447, 
Ronald Warkentin 
Dale Electric Co., 38536 
Alva Dr., Beaumont, CA 
92223-3647, Robert Dale 
Dalice Communications, 
680 S. Waterman Ave., 
Ste. C1, San Bernard1no, 
CA 92408-2353, Alice 
Kanttn 
Damaco Computers 
International, P.O Box 34, 
Chino, CA 91708-0034, 
Mary Ndubruis1 
Dance Terrific, 7201 
Archibald Ave., Ste 1 , Alta 
Lorna, CA 91701-6403, 
Terri Baker 
Dancescape, P.O. Box 
715, Yucaipa, CA 92399-
0715, Marc Johnson 
Daniel Bookkeeping, 
8895 Flintridge Ln., 
Corona, CA 92883-9100, 
Teresa Daniel 
Daniel D, 1306 Monte 
Vista Ave., #1 , Upland, CA 
91786-8223, Floral Gallery 
Creighton 
Danny's Towing, 2305 W. 
Highland Ave., San 
Bernardino, CA 92407-
6405, Danny Alcarez 
Blue Whale Lakeside 
Restaurant, 350 Alden 
Rd., Big Bear Lake, CA 
92315, Philett Enterprises 
Bobart Automotive, 9529 
8th St. , Rancho 
Cucamonga, CA 91730-
4504, Royal Dolge 
Bobbybilt, 30790 Avenida 
Buena Suerte, Temecula, 
CA 92591 -1706, Gerald 
Mark 
Bob's Delivery Svc., P.O. 
Box 1164, Big Bear Lake, 
OCTOBER 2000 
CA 92315-1164, Robert 
Stroupe 
Body Fit By Bella, 2159 
Paseo Grande, Chino Hills, 
CA 91709-5056, Bella 
Velazquez 
Body Works by C J, 2983 
W. Florida Ave., Hemet, CA 
92545-3616, Carolyn Dean 
Bodyboy.Com, 23860 
Cadenza Dr., Murrieta, CA 
92562-2107, Vincent 
Chiofalo 
Bon Vie, 29801 Painted 
Desert Dr., Menifee, CA 
92584-7811 , Jose 
Benavides 
Bonnie Beach Motel, 
17 480 Grand Ave., Lake 
Elsinore, CA 92530-5832, 
Edward Fuess 
Born Free Ministries, 
27965 Menifee Rd. , Sun 
City, CA 92585-9676, 
Grace Clayton 
Bomfree Ministries, 
27965 Menifee Rd., Sun 
City, CA 92585-9676, 
Grace Clayton 
Bosch lsuzu of Corona, 
2683 Wardlow Rd., 
Coming Soon 
biNLAND EMPIRE I us1ness 1ourna 
•1s your comp~ny on Ot-R lbt? II SPACE RESERVATION 
>hould be!! If you thmk your compa· 
ny qualifi~ lo he onclud•d on any of 
lht Nov•mber ll\1> a nd you bavt nol 
"'celvtd a 'implt: que.lionnai"' from 
In/arid £mpirt Busintu journal, 
pk~ conlact: 
(909) 484-9765 
DEADLINE 
October 20 
For mformation call : 
(909) 484-9765 
0 TOBER 2000 
Corona, CA 92882-2871 , 
Carlos Bosch 
Boshart Automotive, 222 
N. Mountain Ave., Ste. 203, 
Upland, CA 91786-5714, 
Automotive Test 
Boss Sound 
Entertainment, P.O. Box 
11638, San Bernardino, CA 
92423-1638, Michael 
Johnson 
Boyd's Business, 11180 
Davis St. , Moreno Valley, 
CA 92557-5041 , Dennis 
Boyd 
Bradley Invest. Grp., 
23590 Tapatia Rd., 
Homeland, CA 92548-
9248, Joseph Bradley 
Brats Cafe, 2900 Adams 
St. , Ste. B1 , Riverside, CA 
92504-4396, Thomas 
Wischermann 
Breeze Pool Svc., 39680 
Calle San Clemente, 
Murrieta, CA 92562-4344, 
Paul Palacios 
Brewbakers Family 
Restaurant, P.O. Box 
402693, Hesperia, CA 
92340-2693, Karen 
Brubaker 
Brick House Home 
Loans, P.O. Box 458, 
Fontana, CA 92334-0458, 
Marguerite Magness 
Bridals New Creations, 
51800 Harrison St., #2, 
Coachella, CA 92.236-1573, 
Leticia Garcia 
Brion Cain Enterprise, 
1458 Via Del Rio, Corona, 
CA 92882-4747, Brion Cain 
Briseno Auto Sales, 
25218 State Highway 74, 
Perris, CA 92570-8088, 
Juan Briseno 
Brite Sheet Metal, 3175 
Durahart St., Riverside, CA 
92507-3463, Steven 
Sennewald 
Budget Blinds Rancho 
Cucamonga, 29330 
Breakwater St. , Lake 
Elsinore, CA 92530-7307, 
Mark Kessler 
Budget Janitorial & 
Graphic Svc., 13987 
Ranchero Dr., Fontana, CA 
92337-0757, Hassan 
Zanaty 
Buffalo Computer, 1 0586 
Dawn St. , Adelanto, CA 
92301 -4820, James 
Eddleman 
Bushwood & Greenfield 
Consulting, 2367 N. Ukiah 
Way, Upland, CA 91784-
1335, Richard Pumerantz 
Business Internet 
Solutions, 33 Del Pizzoli, 
Lake El~inore, CA 92532-
0202, Matthew Kohutiak 
Business Sytems 
Integration, 41905 
Boardwalk, Ste. W., Palm 
Desert, CA 92211 -9092, 
Deals Pending 
Busy B Auto Transport, 
16682 Manning St. , 
Victorville, CA 92394-1 022, 
Arnulfo Trujillo 
Busy Bee Ceramics, 600 
S. Vella Rd., #0, Palm 
Springs, CA 92264-1454, 
Foundation for Retarded 
Buyers Supplies, P.O. 
Box 720565, Pinon Hills, 
CA 92372-0565, Dorothy 
Pergande 
By Weeks End, 392 "D" 
St. , Upland, CA 91786-
5356, Sylvia Weeks 
C & A Enterprises, 9161 
Sierra Ave., #201 B, 
Fontana, CA 92335-4729, 
Miguel Contreras 
C & C Painting, 25526 
Catalejo Ln. , Moreno 
Valley, CA 92551 -1907, 
Clemente Cervantes 
C & E Carpet Svc., 664 N. 
Mountain Ave., #201, 
Upland, CA 91786-4338, 
Cynthia Plazola 
C & J Doors, 24388 
Oneida St. , Moreno Valley, 
CA 92553-6257, Cassidy 
Dominick · 
C & K Marketing 
Solutions, 6623 Orly Ct. , 
Fontana, CA 92336-4119, 
Tosha Boyd 
C & M Unique 
Collectibles, 8060 
Summer Place St., 
Fontana, CA 92336-3849, 
Rosebud Douglas 
C & P Auto Repair & 
Body Work, 2166 S. 
Gardena St. , San 
Bernardtno, CA 92408-
3901, Pheang Par 
C & P Products, 78700 
Montego Bay Cir., Indio, 
CA 92201 -1570, Paul 
Smith Jr. 
Beyond Bassick, 8277 
Bennett Ave., Fontana, CA 
92335-3505, Terry B1erly 
Big Apple Ranch, 38985 
Harris Rd., Yuca1pa, CA 
92399-9508, Steven Yegge 
Big Bear Today, P.O. Box 
3180, Big Bear C1ty, CA 
92314-3180, Marcus Dietz 
Big Bill 's Mobile 
Detailing, 15408 Martos 
Rd., Fontana, CA 92337-
8951 , Billy Armstrong 
Big Dog Construction 
Co., 12682 Fern Ave., 
Chino, CA 91710-6204, 
Monte Southerland 
Big John's Firearms, 
12113 Cahfornta St. , #3, 
Yuca1pa, CA 92399-4330, 
John Rob1n Keefer 
Big 0 Tire, 57672 29 
Palms Hwy . Yucca Valley, 
CA 92284-3073, Peoples 
Tire 
Big Pines Remnant, P.O. 
Box 652, Forest Falls, CA 
92339-0652, David Cooke 
Big Rig Body Works, 
3802 Brennan Ave., Perris, 
CA 92571 -3109, Richard 
Ramirez 
Bill Schechter 
Handyman, 28566 Quail 
Pl., Canyon Lake, CA 
92587-9305, Bill Schecter 
Birdie Golf, 34152 Quail 
Creek Ln. , Wildomar, CA 
92595-8316, Wayne Byrd 
Bishop Construction Co., 
6179 Juanro Way, 
Riverside, CA 92504-1243, 
John Wu 
Bits Bytes & Pixels, 
34375 Jackson Ave., 
Murrieta, CA 92562, Dean 
McClam my 
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Castaldo 
Dave Smith Financial, 
218 N. Lincoln Ave., Ste. 
1 08, Corona, CA 92882-
1850, Joyce Smith 
Daves Mobile Detail, 202 
W. Blue Jay Way, Ontario, 
CA 91762-6607, David Volk 
Day Enterprise, 582 W. 
Valley Blvd. Ste. 7, Colton, 
CA 92324-2200, Richard 
Aldridge 
Daylight Medical, 380 
Mildred St. , Perris, CA 
92571-2970, Timothy Diaz 
Days Inn & Suites, 1215 
Hospitality Ln., Needles, 
CA 92363-2865, Needles 
Motel 
Daysls Gift Shop & More, 
14520 7th St., Victorville, 
CA 92392-4214, Edelmira 
Villatoro 
Daystar Studios, 19409 
Allegheny Rd., Apple 
Valley, CA 92307-2542, 
Joyce Sweet 
4349, Eric Glenn 
Desert B loom, 13475 
Rincon Rd., Apple Valley, 
CA 92308-6289, James 
Andrew KwaS1groch 
Desert Bounty, P.O. Box 
25, Pioneertown, CA 
92268-0025, Regina 
Moresi 
Desert Clippers, 18409 
State Highway 18, #1 , 
Apple Valley, CA 92307, 
Christine Ohler 
Desert Ct. Mri, 1081 N. 
Palm Canyon Or., Palm 
Springs, CA 92262-4419, 
loren Kahlbaugh 
Desert DJ's , 82812 
Charlestown Ave., Indio, 
CA 92201-5917, Linda 
Farias 
Desert Discovery 
Publications, 124 Giralda 
Cir, Palm Desert, CA 
92260-2125, Marica 
Erickson 
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92501 -3317, Sandra 
Householder 
Designs by Donna, 11 085 
Charleston St., Alta Lorna, 
CA 91701 -77{)5, Donna 
Geary 
Desis Music Center, 2355 
E. Florida Ave., Hemet, CA 
92544-4753, Desmond 
Nelson Jr 
Desoto Transport Co., 
24676 Willet Ln., Moreno 
Valley, CA 92553-381 7, 
Louis Soto 
Destiny Beauty Salon, 
28067 Bradley Rd., Sun 
City, CA 92586-2274, 
Yolanda Tovar 
Devinescrubs Com, P.O. 
Box 290396, Phelan, CA 
92329-0396, John Dev1ne 
Dezert Limousine, 33239 
Whispering Palms Trl. , 
Cathedral City, CA 92234-
441 4, Roberto Zepeda 
Dezigner Webs, 7542 
Santa Lucia St. , Fontana, 
CA 92336-3601 , Joseph 
Melendrez 
Olamon Inti. Svc., 4276 
Saint Paul Pl., Riverside, 
CA 92504-2431, Oscar 
Ortiz 
Diamond V, 4121 
Buchanan Ave., Riverside, 
CA 92503-4812, Rose 
Hand 
Diana's Vacation Rentals, 
P.O. Box 545, La Quinta, 
CA 92253-0545, Monte 
Sanders 
Digital Home Inventory 
Svc., 79190 Latigo Cir., La 
Quinta, CA 92253-5911 , 
Lee Goodman 
Digital Scenshop, P.O. 
Box 3052, Palm Spnngs, 
CA 92263-3052, linda 
Lubken 
Dirod's Fashions for 
Women, 15191 7th St. , 
Ste. 8, VIctorville , CA 
92392-3832, Doris Gray 
Discount Smog, 23338 
Park Lane Ct., Moreno 
Valley, CA 92553-3249, 
William Chandler 
Dish 2000, 16040 
Geranium Ct., Moreno 
Valley, CA 92551 -7278, 
Richard Ward 
Dish Installations, 730 S. 
Lugo Ave., #100, San 
Bernardino, CA 92408-
2236, Securexs Inc. 
Dish Professionals, 730 
S. Lugo Ave., #200, San 
Bernardino, CA 92408-
2236, Securexs Inc. 
Communications, P.O. 
Box 3177, Blue Jay, CA 
92317-3177, Tay Hampton 
Excalibur, 4115 Madrona 
Rd., Riverside, CA 92504-
291 8, Rudy Flores 
Excel Rental Center, 
28115 Del Rio Rd., Ste. A, 
Temecula, CA 92590-2678, 
Pamela, Valenzuela 
Excellent Hair & Nails, 
4770 La Sierra Ave., 
Riverside, CA 92505-2726, 
Lori Vuong 
Exclusive Creations, 1126 
W. Foothill Blvd., #135, 
Upland, CA 91786-3768, 
Isabel Maldonado 
Exclusively Dynamics, 
RE-ELECT 
Paul 
YOUR 
RA C 
co 
c 
32146 Camino Seneca, 
Temecula, CA 92592-4300, 
Joseph Surrell 
Exclusively Flower Beds, 
39680 Salinas Dr., 
Murrieta, CA 92563-6823, 
Susan Fenton 
Executive Facility Svc., 
1550 Heather Ln., #A, 
Riverside, CA 92504-5517, 
George Honoka 
Exotic Fog, 68507 Terrace 
Rd., Cathedral City, CA 
92234-2049, Jonathan 
Newton 
Experience With 
Perfection, 16157 Vine 
St., Hesperia, CA 92345-
3113, James Kramer 
Express Shred, 1814 E. 
Elma Ct., Ontario, CA 
91764-4445, Elizabeth 
Pen a 
Express Watch Repair, 
12353 Mariposa Rd. #4, 
Victorville, CA 92392-6000, 
Josip Grzetic 
Express Yourself, 612 W. 
Ramona Dr., Rialto, CA 
92376-4839, Juliette 
Sanchez 
Exquisite Desserts, 
77682 Country Club Dr., 
Ste. K, Palm Desert, CA 
92211-0453, Samantha 
Ward 
Eye Care Optometry, 
24250 Postal Ave., Moreno 
Valley, CA 92553-7722, 
William Dorrance 
F & T Market, 7100 
Victoria Ave. , Highland, CA 
92346-2930, Nadia Tabel 
F F G, 577 N. D St. , Ste. 
*Devoted Family Man 
*S1xth Generation Inland 
Emp1re Resident 
*Local Bus1nessman 
*Two Term Councilman 
102, San Bernardino, CA 
92401 -1326, Regina! 
Young 
F H K B Fairfield LLC, 
559 S. Palm Canyon Dr., 
#B212, Palm Springs, CA 
92264-7468, Kenneth 
Hinsvark 
F P T Express, 2732 W. 
Buena Vista Dr., Rialto, CA 
92377-3475, Frank Pickens 
F S Investments & 
Finances, 7475 Holloway 
Rd., Rancho Cucamonga, 
CA 91730-7236, Richard 
Solis Jr. 
F Y I World Video News, 
43400 Cactus Valley Rd., 
Hemet, CA 92544-9321 , 
Patrick Matnsciana 
Fab Pro Specialties, 5685 
Deodar St., Montclair, CA 
91763-2054, Richard Kocar 
Facio Transport, 10587 
Magnolia Ave., Riverside, 
CA 92505-1804, Juan 
Facio 
El Super Toro Loco, 
49765 Harrison St., 
Coachella, CA 92236-1468, 
Halum Markets 
Electric Technology 
Recycling Center, 1127 
W. State St., Ontario, CA 
91762-4133, Yu Fu 
Electronic Access Sys., 
28297 Corte Ocaso, 
Temecula, CA 92592-3081 , 
Thomas Truman 
Elegant Chair Covers, 
1 520 W. 8th St., Apt 98, 
Upland, CA 91786-6127, 
Nikki Page 
Elegante Beauty & 
OCTOBER 2000 
Barber, 17500 Foothill 
Blvd., Ste. A5, Fontana, CA 
92335-3798, Zoila Nunez 
Elephant Press, 41700 
Corporate Way, Ste. E. 
Palm Desert, CA 92260-
1923, Jorge Vazquez 
Elite Athlete, 657 S. 
Desert View Dr., Palm 
Springs, CA 92264-1013, 
Janice Christy 
Elite Designs, 31807 
Mission Trl. , Lake Elsinore, 
CA 92530-4503, Deeana 
Servantes 
Elite Enterprise, 280 S. 
Aventda Caballeros, Apt. 
204, Palm Springs, CA 
92262-6725, Moti Vintrov 
Elite Window Cleaning, 
5930 Applecross Dr., 
Riverside, CA 92507-6480, 
Ron Kofford Jr. 
Ellerbe Family Child 
Care1 P.O. Box 1422, 
Highland, CA 92346-1422, 
Wanda Ellerbe 
Ellis Bus Excursions, 
P.O. Box 2046, Chino, CA 
91708-2046, Ellis Tours 
Elvis Carpet Care, 261 
Chickadee Cir, Riverside, 
CA 92507-1223, Elvis Hunt 
Emerald Co., 929 Cirrus 
Way, San Jacinto, CA 
92582-6229, Edwina 
Sandoval 
Emerald Creek 
Consultants, 25060 
Hancock Ave., Ste. 103, 
Murrieta, CA 92562-5959, 
Scott Dewbre 
Empire Electric, 1692 N. 
Solano Ave., Ontario, CA 
91764-1633, Eugene 
Garcia 
Empire Prosthetic Inc., 
27555 Ynez Rd., #406, 
Temecula, CA 92591 -4687, 
Robert Habeler Jr. 
Empire Realtors, 41707 
Winchester Rd., Ste. 301, 
Temecula, CA 92590-4867, 
John Brumnd 
Empire Tattoo of Upland, 
P.O. Box 236, Homeland, 
CA 92548-0236, Michael 
Gallaty-Dewey 
Encanto Garden Apts., 
1522 S. Inca Cir., Palm 
Springs, CA 92264-8720, 
Auguste Sabella 
Ensigns Ultimate Snacks, 
29155 Maltby Ave., Moreno 
Valley, CA 92555-7226, 
David Ensign 
Entertainment Unltd., 
40342 Clark Dr., Hemet, 
CA 92544-8742, Charles 
Shealey 
Envlos America La, 6040 
Magnolia Ave., Riverside, 
CA 92506-2518, Rosa Zeta 
Enviro Clean, P.O. Box 
1134, Yuca1pa, CA 92399-
1134, Gary Johnson 
OCTOBER 2000 
BANKRUPTCIES 
Ralph Michael Apodaca, 
Susan MargaretApodaca, 
aka ET Systems, 5179 
Chesapeake Crt., Chino; 
debts : $135,3 10, asset : 
$ 10,050; Chapter 7. 
Jack Robert Atkinson, 
Charlotte Gwendolyn 
Atkinson, fdba A & M 
Specialities, 13591 Scenic 
Crest Dr., Yucaipa; debts, 
assets schedule not avai l-
able; Chapter 7. 
Ithisak Chutharuang-
manee, aka lthisak, C. 
Mance, aka Peter I. 
Chutharuangmanee, 
Suthorn Chutharuang-
manee, aka Susan 
Chuthar, dba Castle 
Gems, 4306 Golden Glen 
Dr., Chino Hills; debts: 
$614,122, a sets: $441 ,895; 
Chapter 7. 
Richard Charles Coats 
Sr., aka Rick Coates, aka 
Richard C. Coates, aka 
Rick Coats, Melpha C. 
Long, aka Melpha C. 
Long aka Maxine C. 
Long, dba Silks 
Unlimited, 13582 Rocca 
Crt., Victorvill e; debts: 
$134,225, assets: $9,400; 
Chapter 7. 
John Anthony Cordrey, 
aka John A. Cordrey, aka 
Jonh Cordrey fdba John 
Cordrey's Concrete 
Construction, 430 Ford 
Ave., I lemet, debts: 
$95,245, assets: $101,475; 
Chapter 13. 
James Richard Douglas, 
fdba J.R. Douglas Con-
struction, 23986 Falconer 
Dr., Murrieta; debts: 
$935,5 10, assei<;: $877 ,669; 
Chapter 7. 
Edward D. Eyerman, aka 
Edward D. Eyerman, II, 
Kirsten V. Eyerman, aka 
Kirsten Voglesang, aka 
Kristen Eyerman, fdba 
The Blue Group, dba 
Windwild Music, 32384 
Cassino Crt., Temecula; 
debt!>: $274,517, assets: 
$253.527; Chapter 7. 
First Class Entertainment 
Corp., a Corporation, dba 
First Class Entertainment 
Corp., 23580 Sunnymead 
Blvd., #] J 2, Moreno 
Valley; debts: $209,503, 
assets: $0; Chapter 7. 
Raymond Edward Hale 
III , dba R.E. Hale 
Con truction, 40575 
California Oaks Rd., 
Murrieta; debts: $J 8,570, 
assets: $17,000; Chapter 7. 
David L. Huggins, Ana A. 
Huggins, dba Perception 
Mobil Pressure Wash, 957 
W. Hawthorne Sl. 
Bloomington; debts: 
$129,375, a sets: $131 ,550; 
Chapter 7. 
Perry A. Korse, 
Preshaunda M. Korse, 
fdba Datapuls Group, 
44864 Cone Rodriguez, 
Temecula; debts, assets 
schedule not available; 
Chapler 13. 
La Vie En Rose 
Boutiques, Inc., dba 
Daniel Foxx, 73-1 11 El 
Pasco, Palm Dcserl; debts: 
$3,508,056, as ets: 
$1 ,J76, 756; Chapler J 1. 
Anthony Donato Laurito 
Jr., fdba Lakesaide 
Busine s Forms 21250 
San Jacinto Ave., Perri -.; 
debts $544,2'46, asseh : 
$7,000; Chapter 7. 
Brian Kendall Lehman, 
Beverley Louise Lehman, 
aka Beverley Loui!>e 
Thrk-Lehman, aka 
Beve.-Jy Louise Lehman, 
faw Medical Network 
Services Registry, Inc., 
fdba Medical Network 
Services, 9285 Woodcliff 
St., Phelan; debt~: 
$512,997, assets: $338,522; 
Chapter 7. 
Arthur Lopez Jr., Alicia 
Morfin Martinez, aka 
Alicia M . Lopez, dba 
Art's Carpet & Floors, 
43086 Camino Casi lla-,, 
Temecula; debt<.,: $87,22 1, 
as~cb: $7,()()0; Chapter 7. 
Phyllis Elena Lorenson, 
aka Phyllis L. McPeek, 
aka Phyllis Clough, aka 
Phyllis E. McPeek, 2789 
Cambridge, I lemet; debts, 
assets schedule not avail-
able; Chapter 7. 
Mark Anthony Lovci, 
fdba Mark Lovci's Floor 
Covering, 4464J Jamin 
Cir., Temecula; debts: 
$146,366, a. sets: $134, 166; 
Chapter 13. 
Peter Holgate McCharles, 
Diane Marie McCharles, 
dba S & P Marketing, 79-
660 Port Royal Ave., 
Bermuda Dunes; debts: 
$196,J 75, assels: $164,975; 
Chapler 7. 
Raul Estrada Morales, 
Consuelo Tamayo 
Morales, dba Rauls 
Catering, 1760 N Vista 
Ave., Rialto; debts: 
$255,440, assets: $282,975; 
Chapter 13. 
Edward L. Myers, Mary 
C. Myers, dba Accurate 
Drug Inventory, 239 19 
Continental Dr., Canyon 
Lake; debts: $186,050, 
assets: $ 178,800; Chapter 
7. 
Douglas Edwa;d Paszko, 
aka Douglas Paszko, dba 
Dougla!. Vending 
Company, 12 I 2 South 
Cypres ... Ave., #C', Ontario; 
debts: $I 40,29-1, asset!>: 
$124,634; Chapter 7. 
Benjamin Frank Rocco, 
dba Adobe Chiropn1ctic, 
45828 I lopactong St., 
Temecula; debts: S-133,476, 
ii!>SCL'>: S 145,520; Chapter 
7. 
Richard Allen Ryberg, 
aka Richard Allen 
Ryberg, dba Heide's 
Chalet, 500 I West Florida 
Ave., Space 10, llemet; 
debts: $85,076, aS!>ets: 
$41 ,815; Chapter 7. 
joaquin Serrano, Juana 
Dela Cruz Serrano, aka 
Juanita Serrano, aka 
Juanita D. Serrano, dba 
Hair It h , dba Joaquin 
Serrano Gardening 
Service, 82-1 l:a"t 
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Rosewood Crl., Ontario; 
debls: $-185,874, asset~: 
$369,288; Chapter 7. 
Timothy Lee Taggart, aka 
Tim Taggart, aka T.L. 
Taggart, aka Timothy L. 
Taggart, dba Timothy L. 
Taggart & Associates, and 
PC, 11750 Cedar Ave., 
Bloomington; debts: $0, 
assets: $JOO; Chapter 13. 
Christopher Gabriel 
Tellez, faw Sunset 
Leasing, Inc., 45-230 
Sunhrook Ln., La Quinta; 
debts: $372,500, assets: 
$207,077; Chapter 7. 
Arturo Trujillo, Gloria 
Trujillo, fdba Trujillo 
Electrical Services, (Sole 
Proprietorship), 24739 
Fay Ave., Moreno Valley; 
debts: $55,009, assets: 
$54,290; Chapter 7. 
Richard Vancour, 
Yolanda Vancour, dba 
Vancour & Associates, 
dba Chariot Wheels, 5227 
Sulphur Dr., Mira Lorna; 
debts: $300, 13 I, assets: 
$302,495; Chapter 13. 
A To Z Books, Inc., a 
California Corporation, 
w.,,. • lelodins n:otunul 
S«Urity ('()ft~J~any wtlh n 
strong local ccmnutmmt to 
prot«t you through """ul: 
2085 Foothill Blvd., 
Upland; debts, assets 
schedule not available; 
Chapter II . 
Arnold William Arends, 
Katherine Nina Arends, 
fdba Auto Bunn Deli, 
8545 Todd Crt., Riverside; 
debts: $233,909, assets: 
$234,650; Chapter 7. 
Robert Eugene Beaumont 
Sr., Maggie Beaumont 
fdba Beaumont Family 
Day Care, 1018 W. Mesa 
Dr., Rialto; debts: 
$212,050, assets: $184,250; 
Chapter 7. 
Chun Robin Chang, aka 
Chun Hao Chang, aka 
Robin Chang, dba 
Physique Promotions, 
14770 Saddiepeak Dr., 
Fontana; debts: $303,054, 
as ets: $167,450; Chapter 
7. 
James A. Clark, aka 
James Adrian Clark, Gail 
E. Clark, aka Gail Elaine 
Clark, dba J & G 
Consulting, J 0650 
Countryside Dr., Rancho 
Cucamonga; debts: 
$195,058, aS! CIS: $189,579; 
Chapter 13. 
• Sklltl'd lnsQibt.<nl •nd 
~ire 
• Our own UL· t~'C.I ce.tnl 
sUI IOnS 
• CO&t....H«tiv" >«Urity 
l«hn<>~ 
• A full r;u~ ul 'ntem 
c:apabtJ,,_ 
ull U5 lo<by fM a FRF.E 
prolcssioNt appr11isal of 
your !lt'Curity ..... ~. 
(800) 238-4636 
ADT-INFO 
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RESOURCE DIRECTORY 
I'"F~J;~ If)~' 
E7C>U~M~T «;A.T.:~I,._,E­
FOR ALL YOUR CORPORATE CATERING NEEDS 
FEATURING 
• Executive Lunches • Company Picmcs • Box Lunches M1,ers 
• Continental Breakfast • Grand Openings • Delivery/Full Serv1ce 
(909) 923-8030 • Fax (909) 923-8620 
J,•i I}' 11/ 11 1 I ), ,, , J', \! 1 :.:l I I I \t'( flllil 
'1/ /1/o' ,, I II o~t' r / /II,, / lllf''<'\\/{111 
FRANCHISE CONSULTING 
Unique individuals needed to duplicate our 
proven success. Own your own Franchise 
consulting business and benefit from our 
experience. People skills a must. 
Call 877-449-3420 for details. 
www. theEsource.com 
Why wait? 
Now, your own private jet or turboprop is a fraction 
of the co t of an entire aircraft - and a fraction of the cost of other 
fractional programs. And when cost is no longer an issue, 
why wait? 
Call 1.888.384.2266 toll-free or visit www.privatenite .com 
*FREE DIAL-UP AND DSL 
CONNECTION! 
For Inland Empire Businesses Only 
PRE-ENROLLMENT START'S 
TODAY! 
* FULL DETAILS (909) 481-8821 
~hits g a I ore. com TM 
"The Search Engine That Means Business" 
Frien<ts or f'llll.ily 
oommg to VISit?"' 
Bob drops in for the weekend 
Yom· Home or Om-s ... it's yot~· choice 
Locat«i 011 
Hulonc RouJt 66 
Call Now for Reservations 
909-466-1111 
8179 Sprure Ave, Randlo ~
www bestwestern <Xlfllhlentageonnranchocucamonga • &-mai sales-4bwtlr@a01 com 
WHATEVER 
YOU NEED ••• 
WE HAVE 
THE PEOPLE, 
KNOWLEDGE, 
AND RESOURCES 
TO GET IT DONE. 
. 
EG P-· 
1925-E McKinley AvenuE' 
La Verne (A 91750 
909· 392·1800 
www.egandp.com 
Complaints ... Praise! Suggestions? E-Mail us@ 
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INVESTMENTS & FINANCE 
... I .. Nl_AN,D EMPI.RE BUSINESS ~.9V.R.~AL/DU.FF & .PHELPS, LLC STOG..K .... ~.~.~~.I ..... 
THE GAINERS 
Top five, by percentage 
ompa ny Current Beg. of Point % Change 
Clo~c Month Change 
IIOT Topic Inc. 32.625 28.313 4.313 15.2 
American tates Water Company 29.3 13 26.063 3.250 12.5 
PFF Bancorp Inc 21.688 20.000 1.688 8.4 
Provident Financ1al llldgs. 18.750 18.000 0.750 4 .2 
CVB Financ.al Corp. 16.500 16.000 0.500 3.1 
THE LOSERS 
Top five, by percentage 
ompany Current Beg. of Point 
C lose Month Change 
Kai~cr Ventures Inc. 11.250 12.688 - 1.438 
Flectwood Enterpnses Inc. 12.750 13.688 -0.938 
Keystone Automotive lnds. Inc. 5.250 5.625 -0.375 
Nauonal RV Holdings Inc. 9.250 9.81 3 -0.563 
Modtech Holuings Inc. 9.469 9.813 -0.344 
%Change 
-1 1.3 
-6.8 
-6.7 
-5.7 
-3.5 
Name Ticker 9/25/00 8/31/00 'it Chg. 52 Week 52 Week C urrent E:\changc 
Close Price Open Price Month High um P/E Ratiu 
American States Water Co. AWR 29.313 26.063 12.5 39.75 25.00 17.0 NYSE 
Channell Commercial Corp. CHNL 13.625 13.375 1.9 21.00 6.75 13.1 NASDAQ 
CVB Financial Corp. CVB 16.500 16.000 3.1 23.30 13.25 13.0 AMEX 
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc. (L) FLE 12.750 13.688 -6.8 23.13 11 .94 9.0 NYSE 
Foothill Independent Bancorp FOOT 9.875 9.625 2.6 14.13 8.88 9.3 NASDAQ 
HOT Topic Inc. HOTI 32.625 28.313 15.2 40.63 12.69 19.4 NASDAQ 
Kaiser Ventures Inc. (L) KRSC 11 .250 12.688 -11.3 19.38 10.50 86.5 NASDAQ 
Keystone Automotive I nels. Inc. KEYS 5.250 5.625 -6.7 13.38 4.75 9.9 NASDAQ 
Life Financial Corp. LFCO 3.016 3.125 -3.5 5.00 2.16 NM NASDAQ 
Modtech Holdings Inc. MOOT 9.469 9.813 -3.5 11.88 4.75 14.6 NASDAQ 
National RV Holdings Inc. NVH 9.250 9.813 -5.7 22.00 8.00 3.9 NYSE 
PFF Baocorp Inc. PFFB 21.688 20.000 8.4 23.75 12.25 10.5 NASDAQ 
Provident Financial Holding Inc. (H) PROV 18.750 18.000 4.2 19.06 12.56 9.5 NASDAQ 
Watson Pharmaceutical Inc. (H) WPI 62.438 61.656 1.3 71.50 26.50 36.7 NYSE 
Note!.: (H)-Stock hit 52-weclo: h1gh dunng the month, (L)-Stock hit 52-week low dunng the month, M - Not Mean1ngful 
Five Most Active Stocks 
Stock 
Watson Pharmaceutical Inc. 
Fketwood Entcrpri~es 
IIOTTopic Inc. 
1\mencan State~ Watt:r Company 
PFF Bancorp Inc. 
D&F/IEBJ Total Volume Month 
Month Volume (000' ) 
34,137,600 
2,HH2.500 
2.519,900 
1, 132,100 
716,900 
43,176,100 
SHUTTLE 
Door To Door 
Shuttle 
e :r.t'ht¥Ntt-J 
SINCE 1981 
PSC4077 TCI'I0778 
TOUFREE 
Monthly Summary 9/25/00 
Advances 8 
Declines 6 
Unchanged 0 
!New Highs 2 
New Lows 2 
Duff & Phelps, 
LLC 
One of the mit JOn·~ leadmg Investment 
hank1ng and I i1wnc1 al adv1sory organ-
ization!>. All stock data on 1h1!> page is 
prov1deu hy Duff & Phelps, LLC from 
sources deemed rt:liable. No recom-
mendatiOn i ~ Intended or 1mplied. 
(31 0) 2X4-8008. 
CVB Financial Corp. Declares Cash Dividend 
The hoard of director-. of CVB 
Financial Corp. (AMEX/CVB) 
declared a $0.1 2 per !--hare ca ... h dp. -
idend at it!-- regularly ~chcduled 
hoard of director:. meeting on Sept. 
15, 2000. 
The ca-.h d1vidend of $0. 12 per 
.,hare wa ... made to :o.harehQidcr., of 
record on Sept 29, 2(){K) Payment 
of the ca ... h d1\ 1dend will he made 
on or about Oct I o, 2000 The ca ... h 
d1vidcnd reprc.,ent... the ..Wth con-
~o,ecutive quarterly ca:.h div1dend 
p<ud hy the company. Th1" d1vidend 
reflect... the ... trong financial po..,,_ 
lion and continued superior per-
lormance of CVB Financial Corp . 
CVB F1nancial operates 
Citizens Bu1.iness Bank. Citizens 
Busmcs..., Bank i ... a $2.0 billion 
mdependent bank. It is the largest 
bank headquartered 111 Southern 
California\ Inland Empire region. 
It serves the Inland Emp1re, Omnge 
County and the San Gahriel Valley 
rcg1ons of C alifornia wtth 30 
offices. Share-. of CVB Fmancial 
Corp. common '>tack are lt..,ted on 
the American Stock Exchange 
under the ticker -.ymbol of CVB. 
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of Lists 
(j)/j] /J)&!Jp 
TopList Allows You To: 0 
0 Pnnt mathng label and 
follow-up reports. 
0 
0 
Create exportable text files. 
Load and use over 30 additional "Book of Ltsts." 
0 Plus more! 
TopLi tIs: 
0 Self-in talhng and menu prompted. 
0 Available for IBM/PC or computers 
0 Also available in ACf!-ready formats. 
It's Easy To Order. For fastest service, 
www.toplist.com 
or call (909) 484-9765 ext. 27 
TopU&t 
A nc11 \\t:b \Ill!, launched b\' the U Small 811\1111.'\\ Aclmmhtmtion (SBA) 
1\ ill increaw procurcmt'/11 ami ;wtworklllg opportllllllll!\ to wnmen-OIHled hu\1-
nt•.ues b) plann~: all contructmg a.\\t\tance 111[ormlliiWI til a ~ ingle on/111e \lte. 
ll'cJmenBiz.go1• mil pr01 1tle 1\'0/nen-OII'IIed />11.\IIII.'Ht'\ w/lh dm!Ctacceu to the fed-
eral acqumt1011 tool\ 011{/ go1·emmcnt networks to tap 11110 the $200 lnllto11 feder-
al marketplace. The we wtll sen·e a~ the officwl gatel\'tl)' to more than 100 pro-
cureme/11 am/acquisition ~ire~ hosted by l 'flfiOII\ fedcralagcnnt•\ . 
BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 
c.oURIE.R Sf.IMa 
TWO WEEKS ONE WEEK ? SAME DAY 
Yw lrtra-Colrty bl5iress mail will be picked up by couiier 
lWICE a day ard hand delivered on our next route. 
• Same Day Delivery 
•Couriers 
• Tailored Delivery Systems 
• Parcel Delivery 
• Special Messenger 
• Bag Exchanges 
• Overnight Letter Service 
Jall{p_ 
----
For Service in the Inland Empire call: 
1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM 
Serving all of Southern Galifomia 
OCTOBER 2000 
BUSINESS INFORMATION RESOURCES 
WEB SITES 
A' ia tar Con,munication , Inc . ...... .. .. .. \\\\ \\.aviastar.nct 
Agricultural Export Program (AEP), Calif. Dept. of Food and Agriculture 
............... ................................................. www.atJnct.org/acp 
~~~~~-~~~~-~~--~~-i-~-~--~-~-~-~:~ .. ~ -~-~~~-~-~-~ -~~~!mY.~~~fusa 
Business Bank of California 
..... ........... ....................................... ......... www.busincssbank.com 
California State Government Home Page 
........ .. ........... ..................................... www.ca.gov 
Center for International Trade Development 
...... ................................... ............. ...... ... Vl\Vw.rc ourccs4u.com/citd/ 
City Bu!line!.s Guide CITIVU Rancho Cucamonga 
.... .......... ...................... ........................ .... www.ciuvu.com 
Columbia Chino Valley Medical Center 
..................... ....................... ............ ..... hwww.cvmc.com 
Fir t Federal Savings of an Gabriel Valley 
. ............... .... ............ ................ ... ............. www.lirstfcderalsgv.com 
PFF Bank & Trust ............................. ... www.pflbank.com 
I.E. Small Bu!.ine s Dev. Ctr .... ............ www.ic bdc.org 
Marriage & Family Therapist .... .......... v.'W\\ .claremontcounseling.com 
mall Bu ine DHelopm. Center ....... www.iesbdc.org 
.S. Pre ident ................................... www.whitchou e.gov 
E-\lAlL ADDRESSES 
Bill Leonard ............. .. ........................ senator.leonanJa, sen ca.gov 
California Center for Health Improvement 
...................... ..................................... ..... cchtmail@ aol.com 
Inland Empire International Business A!Mcialion 
........ ............ ...... ...................................... ieihatradc@ aol .com 
U.S. Government Printing Office, GPO Access 
............ .................. .................................. gpoaccess@ gpo.gov 
U.S. President ..... ....................... ........ .... president@ whitehouse.gov 
BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES (BBS) 
lnlnrmallon •~ subjt'tllo thang~ 11 nhout nolle~ Jnd ~m~ opcr.tlOr~ mJy charg~ feel>. . . 
Alice·~ \\nnderland: Amateur rJdio. P~•on Jnd Renegade sup(l<lrt C'D·ROM. o Ratios, On·hne 
gam~. acll\e m~.1ge h.J.,cs . (909) 597--1-169 
Apple Elite II : ct\\Or~ed m~gmg. on-hr.e g.•mc~. transfa~ lor Apple II and Mac. 144 baud; (909) 
3)1).)3;\ . 
The Blueprint Plaet BBS: CAD·plonmg sen 1ce; drop "DWG" Au lo-r AD fib, Zipped and lC\l file rn 
C'AD hbr.lr}, 1-14 b.IUd, (JIO) 595-·os!l. · 
Mine and Yours BUS: WWIV ctwork,, Larg~ file. M G Ba.,e. Game~. Internet e-ma1l and Local 
Echo\. Fees lrce, (760) :!+I-Oli~6 -
Ebh - Business: Bu''"~ management, labor law~. C'PA •~ue~. human rcsou1ces. employee bene· 
hts, 14-1 baud 24 hours, (714) :!39-686-l 
lnve~tnrLink: Stuck. l'llmmodll) pnce:-.. real estate, da1ly n~w~. pcrson<~llmanc~. mutual fumb, :!8.S 
b.IUd, (Kill) 331 -4611 
l\lommadillo'~ BBS & Breakfast: Ww1v ct. E·mail. TradcWiird,. Lord Scrabble On-line, 14 4 baud, 
(3 W)-ln·24D 
PC-\'•indllllntal-.er BB - A.li.G.I.E.: Computer user group dub BBS. ~upportmg IBM. At.1r1 •md 
Ma~ lin\\ nln.1d' on-line games RIP menu~. :!lUI baud (tJO<J)637- 1274 
r,---~----------------------------~ 
LIST YOUR BULLETIN BOARD I I 
I 
1 Name of board ---------- -------------
1 Phone number------- ----------------
n General Interest i'"'J Product suppot1 Modem speed-------
0 Spec•ally -----------------------
E-ma•l services-----------------------
Features------------------ -------
Fees--------
Hours ______________ _ 
Vo1ce phone _______________________ _ 
Th e Inland Emp•r• Bualneaa Journal ~• compiling a llat of the local bulletin boarda If you 
would Uke to have your board included fill out thta coupon a nd m a tl 11 t o Inland Empire 
Bua lneaa .Journal, Ann Bulle Un Boarda. 85&0 V Ineyar d Ave , S t e 301S. Rancho Cucam onga. 
C A 9 17 30.4352 
I I I ' II 
You ARE WHAT You KNow 
SUBSCRIBE NOW! 
Subscribe for two years to 
the Inland Empire Business 
Journal and receive 
complimentarily our: 
2000 Book of Lists Resource Publication 
(value: $30) 
Yes, I want to subscribe to the Inland Empire Business Journal 
0 One year $24 annual subscription 
0 Two years $48 subscription, plus complimentary 
0 2000 Book of Lists resource publication 
2000 Book of Lists only $30 + $2.50 shipping & handling 
Please send information about advertising in the 1999 Book of 
Lists 
Or, charge to my credit card: 0 Master Card O Visa 
Credit Card Number Exp. Date. ______ _ 
Company __________ ~-------------------------------
Name Addre~s-s-----------------------------------------------
City/State Zip ________ _ 
Phone# ____________________________________________ _ 
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO. 
INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL, (909) 484-9765 
8560 Vineyard Ave., Ste. 306, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-4352, Fax (909) 391 ·3160 
Eagle Glen Golf Course .. . 
continued from page 3 
tern ready to accommodate busi-
ness meetings for purposes such as 
Micro. oft Powcrpoint presenta-
tions. "We wi ll let the buo;iness 
community dic1a1e what they want, 
and will be willing to accommo-
d;~te accordingly," <>aid Jim Rush. 
marketmg and go If scf\ ices man-
ager. 
The Jh-hole golf cour--.e w 1s 
burlt as part o f a luxury cnmmun•-
ly near the 15 freeway, shnrtl } 
before Tom\ Farms. Ami, while 
there arc ::-.orne adued perks av<lll-
able 10 members of the commumty, 
il IS not a private club. The -.erv1cc 
swndard-.-as well as lhe qualil} 
of the golf cour ... e-are excel lent 
E:.aglc Glen Ciol f Course, man-
aged by the Jntcrn<ttlonally 
acclaimed Troon Golf, aims to give 
each guest what b call ed "The 
Troon Golf experience," beginning 
from when the second guests 
arrive, and _Ia ·ting to lhe very sec-
ond they leave. 
When a guest arrives, a hag 
drop allendanl is walling to lake 
the clubs oul of the trunk of the. car; 
have them waitmg on a cart hy 1he 
lime the gue-.t check'> 111, and abo 
takes care of cleamng the cluhs 
before or after usc "We don 1 v.ant 
the g,uests to knO\\ hm\ hcaV) the1r 
bags are," commcnteu g,olf pro, 
Kevrn Petnc. It,.., th1s kmd ot scf\-
ICe and amh.ance-w1th thc cour'e 
lucked up again-.1 the Clc\elanu 
alwnal Forcst- lhat lures golfe r-.. 
10 ..,pend the extra monc) to " feel 
lrkc a memhcr for" da~" 
A..., v.rntcr time ;~pproachcs, the 
annual need for re-..,eedrng the golf 
COflllllllt'c/ Oil filii!,< 58 
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··.hello? 
Your company may not leJ·te cJ.Jlers 'on-hold' elliS long . ... 
But anv !lme 'on-hold' C3ll see:n like an eter';u<f, unless ·tou 
provUk them wuh valuat; le Information that c~ he.p r..{ex 
rna..l::e infor.::ed decisions about d01ng busi.Iless with your 
company. 
Little Bear Enterprises 
1-714-899-9310 
Contact Teddy 
"Helping people create a better future" 
• SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 
Breaking new:. about our bu"nc:.~ community, from open1ng to exparu.1ons. 
Wilh our new tax ltcen~es, 1ncorporallons and calendar of events, you have 
the news to manage your busmess. Our special reports keep readers 
up-Io-date aboul changes 1n their mdustries. Don ' t miss an 1ssue, subscnbe 
today! Includes lhe 2000 Book of Li ts. 
• TOP LIST SOFTWARE 
Top L1st software allows you lo write leiters, print labels. pnnt follow-up 
reporls and sari dala. II puis you 1n touch wrth information you need to know. 
Easy to order For fa1.test scrvrce, www.loplisl.com or ca ll (909) 484-9765. 
• GOT A TIP? 
If you hear of somethmg happc:n1ng 1n the Inland Emp1re hus1ness commu-
nil), gi'vt: us a call al (909) 4!>4-IJ7C>5 
·ADVERTISING 
Adver!i\c 111 the puhlicat•on that n.:achc\ the Inland Fmprrc\ lop executrves. 
For cla,\lflcd ad\t.:rll\lng Ciill Milch II ullman at (909) 484-9765 e>.l 2() 
• BACK ISSUES AND REPRINTS 
f·nr atldillon.il copu:' pa•l Top 15 l1~h. or artu.: lt:\ grvc us a t'all Ita' your 
hu\lnc.,, hct:n ft·aturcd 111 the l1u\lnc" JournaJ·1 Rqmnh make a grc.11 mar-
kcllllg tool (';~II the Inland E·mpm: Bu\lnc'' Journal ~~ (909) 4X4 9765 ext. 
20 or ext. '27. 
6 The Grope Harve~t Fesuval w,11 take place October 6-8 at the Rancho Cucamonga Epicenter 
Hours for the 2000 festival wi11 be Friday, 
Oct. 6, from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m .• Saturday, Oct. 
7, noon to midmght, and on Sunday, Oct. 8, 
noon to 5 p.m. For more informauon, please 
contact the Rancho Cucamonga Chamber of 
Commerce at (909) 987-101:! or visit thetr 
Web sue at www.ronchochamlxr.org. 
l ?Ec Inland Empire Ch.tpter of the ~rvice Corp of Reun:d Executwes (SCORE) Association 
waH present a semmar for those who plan to 
tart, or have recent!) eM~bhshed a hu:.mess, 
on Tues .. Oct 17 from 5.30 to 9.15 p.m. at the 
Greater Raverside Chambers of Commerce, 
3985 University A\1!. in Raver.>ade. The fee. 
mcludmg matenab, ~~ S20 For more infor-
mation, call SCORE at 'Xl9-652-4390. 
WW\\.nncrew.org. The convcnuon as eo-host-
ed by CREW's Los Angeles chapter 
(CREW- Los Angeles). 
19 .. Leaming to Lead m 1imes of Chaos" wtll be presented b) Winslow L Aenry on Thursday. 
Oct I 9, from 9 a.m. - noon at the Palm Desert 
Pubhc Lthrary, #MGTI09, m the: College of 
the Del.crt Leadershap Sene~ Fee i~ $35 
Call (760) 776-7420 for more mtormatiW1 
21"Cntlcal E.~tatc Plannmg ls:;uc~" - Thts -..:mmar \~tll he offered on Sat., Oct. 21 . at 9 a.m. at 
Walta's Restaurant, 30 Yale Ave., 
Claremont, by Suzanne H Chn uan, a certa-
fied financtal planner with llomorTown~nd 
& Kent Guest 'peakcr \~til he Dan Mete han, 
VP, Putnam lnvestmen\l>. Thts ~mmar i~ 
Ot'fered free of charge Bccau~ breakf~t Will 
be served, reservation arc requtred. Gue~l!> 
arc welcome. Plea..'e call Su:unne H. 
ChrNtan, CFP at (909) 6~-1 052. 
26Thc Small Busmcss Development Center ts offcnng a two-hour workshop in 
Spani~h. from ll a.m.-12:30 p.m. The 
work.~hop wtll focus on the newest loan 
guarantee progrom from the BA. Many 
potent tal loan cl ienL~ arc bcmg referred to 
the BDC from bank.~. to take part tn tht~ 
program. 
26"Bu<.me:~ Prc~ntation Sl..tlh" wall ~ presented by Roger Burgratf, Ph.D., at 9 a.m. -
noon, at the Palm Desert Public Ltbrary, 
#MGT! tO, in the Coll~:gc ot the Dc.'ert 
Lcadcrshtp Scncs. Fee ts 35. Call (761J) 
776-7420 tor more mtormation. 
2 Nov. " Altgntng Goals in Your Organizatton" wtll be pn:scnt-ed by J M E~osov ach , Ph D., 
from 9 a.m - noon at the Palm Desert 
Public Ltbrary, #MGT I 06, tn the 
College of the Desert Leadershtp Series. 
Fee, $ 35. C.tll (760) 776-7420 for 
more information. 
4 Nov. Founder'!. Night Gala, "An Evemng of Elegance" presented by the Rancho Cucamonga 
Community Foundation as its tnaugural 
Mgnature fund-raismg event, to augment 
the city's annual Founder's Day fl."SIIVittcs, 
scheduled fnr Saturday, Nov. II . For more 
tnformation on the g.ala, call Jooi Sorrell at 
(909) 417-27fJJ, ext. 2207 
" Interpersonal 9 Nov. Communtcattons·· wtll b<: pre-sented by Wendy Flint, MPA on 
Thur<oday, Nov. 9 ut IJ a.m. - noon at the 
Palm Desert Public Ltbrary, #MGT 108, in 
the College of the Desert Lcade~htp ~ru .. o;.. 
Fcc S 35. Call (7fJJ) 776-7420 for more 
information. 18Chamber maxcr at the Blue Co~ote. Grill ":'11 be held on \\ed., Oct 18 trom ::1.30 to 7:30p.m., at 
72-760 El Pa:.eo an Palm Desert. SI-new 
members; S3-memben., and $6-no(\;"mcm-
bers. 25The Center for lnternallonal Trode Development is offenng a workshop from 1-4:30 p.m. The 
workshop wtll cover how to examine your 
product and networkmg strengths, evaluate a 
product or product line, and much more. Fee 
as S2S. For information and regisll1ltion, call 
the CitruS College Center for International 
Trade Development at (909) 629-2247. 
-----
--------------- ---
19Leading financial experu> and a popular political observer, Dee Dee Myers (former Whale House 
press secretary) top the speaker list for the 
annual convention of the National Network 
of Commercaal Real Estate Women 
(NNCREW) on Oct 19-21 m Los Angelt~.. 
The 2000 convention, "Premiering the 21st 
Century: Spotlight on Real Estate" will high-
light rrcnds unpacting the commercaal real 
estate mdustry such as e-commerce, enter-
uunment, and urban renewal. A complete 
schedule of the convention and other infor-
Eagle Glen Golf Course ... 
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course arrives. Every year, begin-
ning in September, the warm cli-
mate Bermuda grass must be 
replaced with the more cold-toler-
ant rye grass, giving the green a 
better feel to play on, and the deep-
er shades are admired by the play-
ers. As mid-month approaches, so 
w1ll the full-growth of the rye 
grass, diminishing the temporary 
brown fade that comes once a year 
during thts season. 
Eagle Glen is developing an 
environmenlal plan to achieve cer-
tification from the Audubon 
Society of New York. The six cate-
gories necessary for this objective 
are· environmental management, 
water management, water quality, 
public involvement, wildlife man-
I 
I 
I 
I 
REGUlARLY SCHEDULED EVENTS 
26The mall Bu:.mess Development Center wall hold a workshop, from 6-8 p.m., whtch wtll cover the var-
ious financing opuo~ avatlablc to small busi-
nesses. For mformauon and registration, call 
the Mt. San Antonto College Small Busmcs.' 
Development Center at {909) 629-2247. 
agement, and IPM (pest manage-
ment). 
The project is in the hand of 
Rob Dorsch, superintendent at 
Eagle Glen, to hoth develop and 
implement a plan of action which 
would achieve certification in all 
ix of these areas. It is also notably 
important that once this certifica-
tion is achieved, it must also be 
continuously maintained-or the 
certification can-and will be 
revoked by the Audubon at any 
time the course is found to be out 
of harmony with the environment 
Dor ch has take n another 
Troon course through the certifica-
t ion process in Arizona, and is cur-
rently working to establish the plan 
of action necessary at Eagle Glen. 
This should be advantageous to 
both human and wildlife popula-
tions, since Eagle Glen is so inti-
continued on page 59 
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Business Butlders of Rancho 
Cucamonga, weekly, 7 a.m. at Socorro's 
Mexican Restaurant, 10276 Foothill Blvd., 
Rancho Cucamonga. Membership: $25. 
Contact: Dawn Grey, (909) 484-5244; 
Shtrley Patrick, (909) 625-2386. 
Personal Break Through/ Nctworkmg, 
weekly, 7 a.m. at 7385 Carneltan St., Rancho 
Cucamonga. The club meets to dascuss max-
Imizing busancss and personal leverage, 
Cont«ct: Warren Hawkms, (909) 626-2681 
or (909) 517-0:!20 (pager). 
Thesday 
I 
I 
Bustness Network lnternauonal, Inland 
Valley Chapter, weekly, 7 to 8:30 a.m. at 
Mtmi's Cafe, 10909 Foothtll Blvd., Rancho 
Cucamonga Contact· Mtchael Bailey, (909) 
948-7650. 
All Lassen's Leads Cl ub, Claremolll 
Chapter. weekly. 7 15 am. at the Claremont 
Inn , 555 W Foothtll Blvd., Claremont 
Contact: (909) IJR l-1720. RcgtOn.tl office: 
(800) 767-7337 
Ali Lassen ·s Leads Club, Dtamond 
Ranch Chapter, brcakfaM mectmg weekly, 
S8 for vasuors, 7:15 - 8.30 a.m. at the 
Otamond Bar Countr) Club. 22751 E. 
Golden Spring~ Dr.. Dtamond Bar. Contact· 
Ktm Gully (90Y) 606-4423 or Leads Club 
Regaonal Offtcc (!100) 767-7337. 
Wednesday 
Busmess Nctwor~ lnt~rnattonal, Vu:tnr 
Valle) Chapter, "-CCkly, 7 am. at M.1ric 
Callcndcrs. 12180 Martposa Rd . Vtcton tile. 
Visttors welcome Contact Jo Wollard (7fi0) 
241 -1631. 
Busmcss Nct\\!lrk lntcrnatton,tl. Chmo 
\'aile' Chapter. \\.Cckly, 7 am at Mtn\t \ 
C afc. Spectrum Marketplace, 1890 Grand 
A•c .. Chmn Contact (909) 591-0992 
Bu~tncss Network lntcrnat innal. 
R~ncho Cucamonga Chapter, weeki), 7 am. 
at Plum Tree Rc.taurant. 11 70 W Fonthtll 
Bl•d • R<~ncho Cucamonga. Contact 
Michael Cuncrty, (909) 467-9612. 
Toastmasters Club 6836, the Inland 
Valley Earlybirds of Upland, weekly 6:45 
a.m. at Denny's, northwest corner of Seventh 
Street and Mountatn Avenue in Upland. Info: 
Nancy Couch, (909) 621-4147. 
The Insti tute of Management Accoun-
tants Inland Emptrc Chapter, the fourth 
Wednesday of the month, 6:30 a.m. at the 
Mission Inn, 3649 Seventh St., Ravcrside 
Contact: Ester Jamora (818) 305-7200 Ext. 
106. 
The Rancho Cucamonga Women's 
Chapter of Ali Lassen's Leads Club. weekly, 
7:15a.m. at Mtmt's Cafe, 370 N. Mountatn 
Avenue. Info: Patncta Brookmgs, (909) 98t-
4159 or (909) 594-S 159. 
Thursday 
Business Network lnternattonal, Victor 
Valley Chapter, meets every Thursday at 7 
a.m. at the Ramada Inn, Interstate IS and 
Palmdale Road 10 Victorvi lle. Visito~ are 
welcome. For more information, call Rodney 
Sanders at (760) 953-7297. 
BOMNlnland Emptre Monthly 
Meetmg Thursday, March 9, 2000 12:00 
noon, Double Tree llotel. Guest Speaker. 
BOMA Caltfornta Lobbyist, Lcs Spahnn, 
Legislative issues an proper!) owncrshap 
and management. Cost $30. Re~cnatlons 
{909) 882-7868 
Bustncss Network lnternauonal. 
Corona ll tlls Chapter meets cve.r.) 
11tursdo1v 7 a.m to 8:30a.m. at the Mtmt' 
Cafe located at 2210 Gnffin Way. Coron•1 
(#91 Fwy at McKtnlcy). Visitpr~ <~rc alway~ 
welcome. lnformatton. Launc (901J) 780· 
3176 or W<~yne (90'>) 279 2R70. 
Sunday 
Claremont Ma-.ter Motivator' 
Toa\lma~tcrs Cluh, wcc~ly, 6 to 7 10 p.m 
tn the Jagcb Butldtng at ('I.Hemont 
Graduate Schnul. 165 E. I Oth St.. 
Claremont Contao.:t Chuck or Oolore> 
Week, (909) 98.!-1430 
OCTOBER 2000 
Sunrise Balloons · a Gift With a Lift 
by Ruth Planey 
Sunrise Balloon Gift 
Certificate Packages make it easy 
lo give a unique yet affordab le gift 
to reward an outs tanding employ-
ee, or honor a special occa ion 
such a a birthday, anniversa ry, 
promotion o r retirement. The 
package has no expiration dale, is 
transferable and includes a guest 
- all of which will be appreciat-
ed by the recipient. 
Each Gift Certificate Package 
includes a bottle of Temecula 
champagne o r sparkling cider, two 
keepsake glasses, a decorative 
wood serving tray and more. It is 
sent out immedia te ly. 
For an ouuanding pre enta-
tion, packages are customized to 
include an overnight ·tay a t a 
local ho te l, a round of golf, a tour 
of the Temecula wineries, per 'on-
al mementos or products featuring 
your company logo. 
The adventure begins with a 
mug of hot coffee, as the recipi-
ents eagerly watch the sun rise up 
over the horizon. An early morn-
ing fligh t never held this much 
antic ipation before. But then no 
other morning has been quite like 
this one. 
Today, when they tep aboard, 
Eagle Glen Golf Course ... 
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mately connected to the natural 
inhabitants of Cleveland National 
Forest. 
For tho e who love to golf, a 
well-maintained course is some-
times hard to come by, and that is 
the role in which Eagle Glen is 
happy to be the s tar. It is only one 
of 60 golf course that Troon Golf 
it's first class all the way. Gourmet 
coffee and j u ice, Temecula 
C ha mpagne or sparkling cider, 
and a view that is endle . 
The hot ai r balloon takes off 
with ease. For an hour, the knowl-
edgeable pi lot entenains his pas-
·enger wit h a travelogue as they 
gl ide over some of the preltiest 
terrain in Southern Ca li fornia on 
the smoothest ride of their lives. 
The fun continue back on the 
ground. Every time the recipient 
look through the complimentary 
photographs ta ken during the 
flig ht - they tell family, fri ends 
and co-workers they had lhe expe-
rience of a lifetime. A picture is 
worth 1,000 words and the mile 
on their face tell · it all. 
"We've et the tandard for 
afety, service and sty le, wi lh 24 
years w ithout an incident," said 
Dan Glick chief pilot and owner 
of unri e Balloons. " Hundreds o f 
' thank you ' letters atte t to our 
reliabili ty and attention to per on-
at service. We make sure every 
flight is an event our passengers 
always remember." 
For a quote please call Dan Glick 
at 1-800-548-9912 or check the 
Web site at www.sunrisebal-
loons.com. 
manage around the world. 
The Turnberry Grille is 
named for the Turnberry Golf 
Course and five-star resort in 
Scotland that Troon Golf al o 
manages. Troon Golf works in 
a ll iance with Westin hoteL for 
management of most resort loca-
tion , including their Japan and 
Hawaii locations. But its home 
and headquarters rema in a t Troon 
Golf's firs t course in s unny 
Scottsdale, Arizona. 
• NEWS & WEATHER 
* COMMENTARY 
• BUSINE SS 
* F E A T URE S 
• HEALTH BREAK 
*SPORTS 
• E N TERTAINME N T 
* RESTAURANT REVIEWS 
The Inland Empire 's 
only L ocal TV 
Newscast 
ask your cable company 
where to find us! 
Announcing jetBiue's daily non-stop service f rom Ontario 
International Airport to New York's JFK. One m1nute you're enJO)'lng 
je!Biue's 24 channels of live TV at 30,000 feel. The next, you're experiencing the 
New York Crty skyhne from atop the Emp re State Building. 
It's all part of Los Angeles World Airports' expanding regtOnal approach 
to atr transportatton tn Southern California. And our desire to make Ontano 
your airport of chotce. Just a short time ago we added Atr Canada's service 
to Toronto. and now we've got a low-cost optton to New York on 1et81ue. 
Thanks to Ontano International you won't have to go very far to find a 
~~ Ontario 
If~ l.~1s AnJidl'< \tmld Atrpvrl~ 
conventent fltght to the Btg Apple. 
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Who 's holding your rope? 
customized products and services to help protect 
or vis1t our website at www.pffbank. com . 
With you every business moment. 
Member 
FDIC 
